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Hans-Juergen
Neddermeyer A Tribute.
Juergen Neddermeyer
Born 6.12.1930 – Braunschweig
Died 22.3.2017 Adelaide – aged 86
Sisters Inge (dec), Krista and Ute.
Can you imagine a very young teenage boy,
together with his schoolboy mates wanting
the bombs to come so that they could miss
school for a couple of days or so? Or that same
boy in February 1945, whilst visiting his aunt,
seeing stark reality really hit home - not shifting
rubble but dead bodies in that infamous and
devastating bombing of Dresden where 35,000
– 135,000 were killed.
He never forgot the horrific sights that he
witnessed.
This was Juergen!
After the end of WWII there was not much to
do except shift rocks and rubble and I guess
this is where this put him on the path to
becoming a bricklayer. As travel opportunities
were almost non-existent and whilst he missed
out on work in South Africa, he did obtain
a contract working on the coal stations in
Morwell, Victoria, as a bricklayer.
However he very nearly didn’t get here as he
lost his passport. But it worked out in the end.
In 1952, with the blessing of his family, Juergen
caught a boat from Italy to come to Australia
and begin work at Morwell. Six months later,
he was told that there was no more work at
Morwell and he could go back home or travel
around Australia. So, six young German twenty
two year olds bought motor bikes and with
a huge sense of adventure headed towards
Adelaide. They headed for the Riverland area,
but they had picked the wrong season, as
the apricots were not due till summer. So, six
young Germans camped on the local river
and in true spirit they won everyone over,
becoming handy men for the towns of the
Riverland area. Three of these six men married
Australian girls, including Juergen who with his
wife Eve had a great time in Melbourne at the
1956 Olympics.
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In the late 1950’s he came to Adelaide and
worked very hard on developing a contractor
bricklayer business. Some of the buildings he
helped erect were the Hilton Hotel, Lightsquare
Car park, Union Street Car park and of course
the Westfield Shopping Centre, Marion. In
1992 he decided this was too much hard work
and set about building a house boat. He then
ran a commercial hire business for the next 11

years. Juergen became an Australian citizen on
January 18, 1962 and relinquished his German
passport. An example of his canniness was that
he was known in the business world as Hans
but answered to Juergen in the dog world.
Juergen and his new wife, Joylene, had a great
time living on the 7th floor of the roundhouse
in Glenelg. In 1990 they became parents, with
Martin arriving on the scene. In 1992 they
shifted to Wentworth, where Juergen took
up running a single houseboat once again.
Juergens relationship with Joylene was very
special – particularly to them.
He loved the Murray River and was enchanted
by the changing scenery, blue skies, red
cliffs and starry nights. He had a notorious
reputation with motor vehicles, including
being booked twice the same day by the
same policeman. There are many stories about
Juergen and his cars. And, of course, his love of
cooking and eating was very well known.
Juergen had quite a number of die-hard, long
term friendships with other Germans who had
settled here, many with the German Club in
South Australia.
Juergen’s contribution to the German Shepherd
world was astonishing. In the 2010 edition
of the Golden Jubilee on page 634, as Editor,
I stated the following: “There is no doubt
whatsoever that Juergen Neddermeyer has
been an absolute stalwart of the Council,
almost from the very beginning.
Having spent 12 years from the early 1980’s
to the mid 1990’s on the Executive with
Juergen, at an extremely busy time of council’s
existence, I feel that I am more than qualified
to comment. I always found that Juergen’s
practical, down to earth business sense was
invaluable to the decision making processes of
the Executive and the Council itself. His calm
and easy going manner hid a sharp sense of
reality and business acumen, which has been
sadly missed since his departure from the
Executive.

Consequently, Juergen’s service was formally
recognised by the SV with a presentation in
June 2007, with a Significant Achievement
Award from the SV presented by Schweikert
in Adelaide at the South Australian
Championship Show. His son Martin read a
lovely tribute to Juergen, written by Mr Louis
Donald (page 634 Golden Jubilee), which
ended with the following:
“No-one in the German Shepherd Dog
sport in Australia is more deserving of
the award bestowed upon him today in
recognition of Juergen’s determination, his
unselfish work, his single minded purpose,
his vision and finally his total dedication to
the breed”.
Mr L C Donald
Juergen showed a genuine care, love and
support for his son Martin. As Martin has told
us, he took great interest in everything that
he did. Juergen was very proud of not only
the achievements, but the young man that
he has grown up to be, something which was
enhanced by Martin’s eulogy to his father at
the funeral service.
In his later years, Juergen received great
support, friendship and the companionship
of Helga. Going to the market, the German
butcher, playing bowls, attending dog
shows and holidays was a routine that they
really loved. Helga, your support was truly
appreciated by everyone.

His willingness to assist the Council on
almost any front for almost 40 years has been
exemplary and at great personal cost. He has
unflinchingly shown great generosity in looking
after and paying for many expenses with
regards to looking after overseas visiting judges,
both pre and post shows.

An indication of what the German’s really
thought of Juergen is expressed by Frank
Goldlust and Suzanne Reimann who have reiterated messages sent to Frau Kaspar on the
death of Gunther - “we should not be sad that
we have lost him, we should be glad we have
had him”.

I have been personally advised by many SV
judges that they consider Juergen to be one
of the finest people they have come across
in their travels throughout the world for his
generous hospitality, his friendliness, good
humour and high regard for the GSD. The
GSDCA is very soundly, very firmly in Juergen’s
debt for all of the services he has so willingly
and faithfully provided since the late 1960’s, as
outlined in the Excellent Select section.”

Loved and respected by all that knew him – a
true gentleman – who will be sadly missed and
will be forever in our hearts.
May he Rest in Peace.

James Rodger

A Tribute: Thomas
Roger Luxton Esquire
Dear Ginnie, Julia, Andrew, and friends, it is an honour to be here with
you all today to celebrate the well lived, long life of Tom Luxton.
On behalf of the German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria and the
German Shepherd Dog Council of Australia it is my pleasure to give you
all an insight into Tom’s lifelong passion and love of our chosen breed:
the German Shepherd Dog.
Tom has always been an integral member of the German Shepherd Dog
fraternity.
His grandfather, Mr. H D Luxton was the first President of the GSDCV,
when the Club formed in 1929, 88 years ago! Tom himself was a club
member for the past 60 years.
As we have already heard, Tom’s success and life in business prevented
him from playing a prominent, upfront role for the club, but nevertheless
this did not stop him playing a significant role in promoting and or
developing the GSD in Australia. He was a Club Obedience Instructor
for more than 10 years, willingly assisting fellow members during times of
hardship and or difficulties.
The GSDCV recognised Tom’s service and significant contribution to the
breed and Club and awarded him Life Membership.
It must be noted that Tom’s role in the lifting of the infamous import
ban on German Shepherds was pivotal. He put to work his skills and
worked on producing an independent, unbiased and objective scientific
opinion as to the attributes and virtues of the German Shepherd Dog, as
opposed to the emotional pleas for change by the fraternity that fell on
the deaf ears of government and or the commonly held view by those
who opposed such a move that believed “the Alsatian” (as was better
known in those times) was a potential super sheep “killer”.
His approach saw him gather worldwide credible scientific opinion that
included both local and USA based associations for the blind, researchers
at various universities and internationally recognised geneticists and dog
trainers.
This resulted in a scientifically based report that was presented to
the politicians of the day, who upon considering its contents saw the
government of the day lift the ban, for a trial period of one year.
The ban, much to the jubilation of the fraternity was permanently lifted
a year later.
In recognition of these efforts to lift the ban, the German Shepherd
Dog Council of Australia, awarded Tom, Professor Rolf Beilhartz
and Dr Wright at the 1989 Main Breed Show at KCC Park, a suitably
inscribed pewter mug, with a Main Breed Show Excellent Select medal
(our highest show accolade) attached to the mug, epitomizing the
significance of their combined effort.
Tom was also awarded at this same event: the GSDCA Service Award for
Outstanding and Meritorious Service.
Another project that was enthusiastically driven by Tom was the
creation and founding of the Kamarn Breeders Foundation in the early
1970’s, which bred approximately 800 German Shepherd puppies under
the Kamarn prefix, all bred for the specific purpose of going to work in
a variety of community services which included the Police, Customs,
Armed Forces and Guide Dogs for the Blind.
Despite its success, the Federal government decided to cease funding
this organisation in the early 1980’s and the Foundation folded. Tom
always considered this a retrograde and not cost effective decision by
Government.

Undoubtedly, Kamarn
was successful in bringing
to the fore the utility of
the German Shepherd
Dog as a multi-disciplined
working dog that could
serve the community. Not
only were Kamarn dogs
employed as service dogs,
but were also introduced
into the Australian guide
dog scene. The Karman mission and its success in fact helped dispel the
community’s prejudice against our breed and helped make the breed
more popular. It was a strategic milestone that once realised, dispelled
the misguided prejudices against the German Shepherd Dog at that
time.
The GSDCA initial discussion regarding the implementation of Hip
Dysplasia screening scheme in 1978 saw Tom heading a committee in
1982 to put in place the GSDCA HD scheme. His personal relationship
with Dr Roger Lavelle, Melbourne University and the renowned
geneticist Dr Malcolm Willis, UK saw the scheme as proposed adopted.
An incredible achievement at that time!
In conjunction with the Kamarn project and an offshoot of its testing
German Shepherd dogs for their suitability for work, Tom put an
enormous effort on behalf of the Council into a program called “TIC” –
Temperament, Instinct and Character which was based on the Kamarn
experience and the Fortunate Field program which bred service dogs.
Despite his passion and drive, along with many other idealists who also
contributed for this to be implemented, the Member Clubs of GSDCA
by a majority vote did not adopt this program. Tom was philosophical
about this outcome and noted the fact that despite the Council
introducing many ground breaking initiatives it was still a work in
progress: as borne by the fact the Council recently adopted a character
test offered to members on a voluntary basis nearly 30 years after TIC
was first proposed.
Tom, as a very successful businessman, had skills that were of great
use to his own Club and the Council. He was a gentleman, respected,
well connected with widespread and invaluable political and business
contacts throughout Australia.
His approach was always with respect, well considered and practical.
These attributes made any counsel as given by him easily understood
and appreciated by all those who worked with him. Importantly, up
until his untimely death he was still working for our breed and engaged
in researching a discussion paper regarding the matter of ‘Schutzhund /
Dogsport’ and its likely effect if introduced into Australia.
Tom owned a large number of German Shepherds throughout the years.
In the late1980’s he purchased a New Zealand dog that proved to be
both an excellent show and stud dog. This of course was the famous
“Quincito Awol”. “Buddy”, as he was known, had an excellent show career
over a number of years. The love and admiration he had for this dog saw
him produce a lasting tribute to “Buddy”: a breathtaking, colour video of
“Buddy” at work and play, that will serve as an educational tool for future
generations of fanciers of the breed.
At about this time, Tom developed a very strong friendship with the
world famous tennis champion, Ivan Lendl. He provided a number
of Australian bred German Shepherd dogs to Ivan, a devoted and
committed German Shepherd Dog enthusiast. This relationship was
also highlighted in the main stream media thereby providing further
invaluable promotion of the GSD!
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EVENT calendar
Traditionally the role of patron of the GSDCV was held by the Chief
Commissioner of Police, Victoria Police. The Club broke with tradition
when Chief Commissioner Mick Miller retired some twenty years ago
and Tom accepted the role of Patron. Tom’s business acumen, personal
qualities, dedication to the German Shepherd Dog and the high esteem
he was held in by the membership saw the German Shepherd Dog Club
of Victoria well served by their new Patron.

Tom, by his numerous initiatives and sustained work over many years is
one of a handful who has played, in a time of much prejudice against the
breed and within a hostile Kennel Club environment, a definitive role in
the welfare, development and acceptance of the German Shepherd Dog
in Australia.

Like all of us who pursue a lifelong passion (some call it an obsession), it
cannot be undertaken alone: Tom has always been loyally and faithfully
supported by his lovely wife Ginnie, who also has much love and
passion for our breed. He had high regard for and was a very close friend,
confidant and mentor of Anita Pettenhofer and Jenny Yuen.

He will be missed but not forgotten.

The GSD fraternity has lost one of its most respected, idealistic and loyal
workers for the breed.
Rest in Peace our dear friend.

Vince Tantaro

President GSDCA & Life Member GSDCV
13 May 2017
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28th July 2017
29th - 30th July 2017
10th – 11th February 2018
27th - 29th April 2018

GSDCA Special General Meeting
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Adelaide
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Adelaide
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Hamilton, NZ
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PRESIDENT’S report
The recent passing of
Juergen Neddermeyer
and Tom Luxton has
seen the fraternity lose
two of its most respected
members. It cannot be
understated that both of
them played a significant
and sustained role in
the betterment of the
German Shepherd Dog in
this country and through
their vision, ideals and
hard work, laid a firm
foundation for the GSDCA to continue to build upon.
Features of this edition are the tributes that celebrate
their lives and the invaluable contribution they have
both made to the Council. I again, on behalf of the
council, express our sincere condolences to Joylene and
Martin Neddermeyer and family and Ginnie Luxton and
family.
This edition is dedicated to the 45th GSDCA National GSD Show
& Trial which was hosted on behalf of the Council by the German
Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland (GSDCQ). This event is the
annual feature of our organisation and allows the host to utilise
its uniqueness to promote the GSD unlike any other event it may
conduct. The GSDCQ must again be congratulated for its planning,
attention to detail and full utilisation of the opportunity to
promote the breed in Queensland and conduct a most memorable
event. The GSDCQ, as one of the smaller Member Clubs, was
able to harness the enthusiasm of its membership to be part of
a national event and make use of many members of other Clubs
and the GSDCA Executive to ensure success. Sharon Ballantyne as
GSDCQ President and her dedicated team are again thanked by
all of us who attended for their welcome and conducting a great
event.
The social aspect of the event was this year enhanced by the layout
of the grounds that saw the permanent umbrella’s break the row
of hire tents- this encouraged far more interaction between all of
us and set a festival like atmosphere over the weekend. The other
initiative saw the ‘Variety Review’ held on Saturday night. The
stand out act was from the musical ‘Chicago’ with the song which
stays in your head “You had it coming” performed by GSDCQ and
the surreal ‘Bo Peep and her Sheep’ as performed by our friends
from New Zealand. It is hoped that what was previously a feature
of the GSDCA Main Breed Exhibition for many years, will now be
repeated at future Nationals with all Clubs participating. Well done
and thank you to all who participated!
It must also be noted the manner in which the exhibitors
conducted themselves was again praised by our panel of judges:
unlike Europe, our culture sees us embrace decisions in a sportslike
manner and this added to the atmosphere of the show and trial. A
noteworthy milestone was the presentation of the first LSC Sires
Progeny group: the LSC variety has only been allowed to be shown
since 2012. The LSC entry was 25% of the total entry and high in
quality as evidenced by the fact that Eroica Kennels (SA) won the
Breeders Group and were awarded the Sam Bonifacio Memorial
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Plaque for best performing kennel in show. A great achievement!
The event was not only truly national but international as well,
with a large number of enthusiasts from New Zealand making
the annual pilgrimage supplemented by visitors or handlers from
Germany and Malaysia attending.
We now look forward to next year when the German Shepherd Dog
Club of SA hosts the 46th National GSD Show & Trial event which
will be held on 28th,29th & 30th April 2018 in Adelaide. I urge you
all to plan to enter and attend this prestigious event.
In the coming months there will be much consideration of matters
as discussed at the 1st GSDCA - WUSV Meeting, 3 June 2017.
This meeting saw all Member Clubs represented by their club
President and another club delegate as decided by each Club. Mr
Louis Donald, WUSV Continental Director for Oceania presented
a detailed but clear WUSV position to our Council regarding a
wide ranging number of matters pertaining to IPO (international
Working Test) / Dogsport and WUSV Harmonisation- (worldwide
standardisation of GSD breeding practises, showing and trialling).
The proposals, as put to the meeting, were then discussed at
the Special Meeting of the Council held the following day. The
outcomes from this meeting will be discussed at your Member
Clubs and decided at the GSDCA Special General Meeting to held
on 28th July 2017. I urge you to please inform yourself of what has
been proposed and attend the designated meetings of your Club
to discuss and decide on matters as put to you in order that your
Clubs view is as representative as possible.
It is extremely important that members participate in the decision
making process. The recommendations as made call for significant
change, so your informed involvement is crucial to what will be
decided regarding the future operations and welfare of the GSD
and GSDCA respectively.
It is also important that the Leadership Group that attended
these meetings are focussed on promoting a proactive path that
is founded on idealism, in that our model of operation has always
been based on that of the SV / WUSV and have in principle agreed
to the following.
At a meeting of the GSDCA Executive and Presidents of all Member
Clubs held in Melbourne 4th June 2017, it was unanimously agreed
that the GSDCA in principle supports the objectives of the WUSV
Breed Harmonisation Programme and that it will, to the best
of its endeavours, work towards the compliance of those stated
objectives.
As always I am happy to be contacted on any matter.

Vince Tantaro
President 0402 145 184

OTHER reports
Editorial
Welcome to our special National Edition of the
Quarterly National Review, providing a complete
coverage of the 45th National Show and Trial, including
all results and critiques, images, major trophy winners,
Breeders Groups, Sires Progeny, Junior Showmanship
and GSDCA Service Awards. It is a record of the event in
its entirety.
We have also dedicated this edition to both Juergen Neddermeyer
and Tom Luxton, two gentlemen who were instrumental and
influential in the early years of the German Shepherd Dog in
Australia, in setting up the GSDCA national structure and in lifting
the import ban. We are indebted to them both. It is fitting that
Juergen and Tom share the spotlight this edition with the top dogs
of the current day and our showcase national event, as they laid
the groundwork and contributed significantly to the successful
GSD fraternity and sport we all enjoy today.
The GSDCQ hosted the National Show and Trial, and they did an
amazing job, presenting a terrific event that everyone who made
the trip enjoyed, no matter how far they travelled. All those who
feature in this edition, having taken part, will agree. As this edition
showcases all aspects of the event, this requires a huge team effort,
both before, during and after the show to put together. Thankyou
to Qld secretary Di Ballantyne for co ordinating all the information
required for submission, both in planning and following the show.
Show secretary Mandy Scrivens did an almighty job to prepare
and format the critiques, following provision by the hard working
steno’s and Gail Donald provided photos and information.
Thankyou to official photographer Cathy Shayler and her team of
photographers who provided a significant amount of the images
for exhibits contained within. Robyn Knuckey provided he Breeder
Groups report and thanks to Mel Groth for the comprehensive
Sires Progeny report. Tail charts are prepared by Steve Collins.
Thankyou to Val Moody for ensuring all service award information
was complete and to Honey Gross Richardson for translating the
judge’s summations. Thankyou to those who submitted photos of
their animals and special thanks to those who contributed with
advertising.
Always a highlight of the National is the recognition and
presentation of the Outstanding Canine Service Award, and this
year the presentation to Police Dog Quinn and his hander Snr
Sgt Sean Baxendell came with great media publicity in Qld, a
testament to the significance of National Council recognising the
efforts of dogs such as Quinn in their service to the community.
The presence of our Patron Dawn Fraser at the show provides a real
lift to everyone, and we are appreciative of her sincere interest in
our events, along with the tales she tells of her own GSD’s !.
So National number 45 is over, and we now set our sights on
Adelaide in April 2018 for number 46. We wish them the best of
luck in their planning, they have a high bar to reach to follow the
great event that the GSDCQ presented.
Enjoy our review of the 2017 National.
Cheers,

Jacinta

GSDCA Judges
Committee Report
Just a short update since the GSDCA AGM in February
2017. We have a new addition to the GSDCA Specialist
Judges Extension Course, Ms Jess Kada from New South
Wales. At the time of writing this report, Jess is flying to
New Zealand for her first championship show judging
appointment. Jess, as a younger member of our sport is
a very welcome member of the team to take our breed
into the future.
I commend to all clubs to give our newer judges the opportunity to
judge, to be able to develop their skills as a judge. It is a practical skill and
it takes time to develop the confidence and methodology as a judge.
Another newer member of the team, Mrs Jenny DeLucia from South
Australia, has had two judging appointments close together in SA and
WA. This has been invaluable for Jenny helping develop her skills and
confidence using different mentors and putting into practice feedback
from the first appointment.
At the GSDCA National in May, Ms Sharon Ballantyne was awarded
her GSDCA Specialist Judge’s pin and Certificate, as she had completed
all the requirements of the course. Sharon was the first participant in
the Judges Scheme to complete the final assessment when judging.
There are two assessors that provide feedback and provide a pass/fail
verdict. This has been put in place to support judges with meaningful
feedback on ring craft and decisions to assist with their learning and
development.
The only other participant in the Extension Course is Mr Salvatore
Pittelli. Salvatore is waiting to have a judging appointment so he can
complete his final assessment.
We have a number of members of clubs completing group 5 or GSDs
only as trainees in the ANKC system. Once they have completed
their ANKC license, then can apply to join the GSDCA Special Judges
Extension Course. These members are Nicky McDermott (Victoria), Kurt
Morton (NSW) and Andrew O’Loughlin (South Australia).
We are looking at a revamped NBC weekend in July, with one day
of meetings for administration and the second day to be a series of
workshops and presentations to develop skills and improve consistency
with all judges. I will be working closely with Mel Groth and Vince
Tantaro to finalise these workshops. These are being developed in
response to feedback received from Clubs and Members from the Breed
Forum last year. I have really appreciated Mel’s enthusiasm and ideas
to make this a more meaningful experience for all who attend these
meetings.
To close, I would like to congratulate the GSDCQ on the GSDCA
National. The show had a great atmosphere and was well run. This is a
small club, with a small band of hard working members that achieved a
fantastic result. Well done to Sharon Ballantyne and her club.

Robyn Knuckey

GSDCA Judges’ Committee Chair
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INTRODUCING our judges
Conformation Judges

HERR FRANK GOLDLUST (SV) GERMANY

HERR JOACHIM STIEGLER (SV) GERMANY

MR WILLIAM “Bill”
PATTERSON - QLD

JUDGING ALL LONG STOCK COAT
DOGS & LONG STOCK BITCHES &
ALL STOCK COAT DOGS

JUDGING ALL STOCK COAT
BITCHES

JUDGING OBEDIENCE UTILITY & UDX DOG & BITCH

Herr Joachim Stiegler was born in 1952, is
married, has three children and is an electrical
technician. His love of the German Shepherd
Dog began in 1964 when he joined the
SV. He has bred 100 litters under the ‘vom
Stieglerhof‘ kennel prefix and together with
his wife they have trained numerous working
dogs, with many of his dogs taking part in
the Sieger Shows and SV Working Dog Trial
Championships with the highlight being
having bred and owned the Sieger at the 1983
DDR Sieger Show. He has been a breed tattoo/
ID officer since 1970 and became an SV Breed
judge in 1995. In 1998 he was appointed as
a Breed Surveyor and in 2002 appointed as
Landesgruppe Breed Warden. He has judged
the SV Sieger Show in 2004, 2007 and 2012 and
to date judged at 39 Sieger Shows throughout
the world. He has been to Australia judging in
Melbourne twice, his last visit being 2014 when
he judged Stock Dog Dogs and all Long Stock
Coats at the 42nd GSDCA National GSD Show
& Trial.

Bill Patterson, came to Australia in 1973, is
married with two grown children and three
grandchildren. Bill has been heavily involved
in the dog world, through obedience, since
1974. He lived in N.S.W. for seven years where
he successfully trained and trialled three dogs
to Utility Dog level, as well as gaining Show
Championship with his first dog. Both of
these dogs were Golden Retrievers. As well as
another Golden Retriever, Bill has also trained
Border Collies and a Jack Russell, Base, who
gained his OC Title and Queensland Dog of
the Year in 2003. His current Border Collie
gained his Grand Champion in obedience and
UD Dog of the Year (2012). He has now taken
on the challenge of two new puppies, a British
Bulldog and a French Bulldog. A founding
member of the Jimboomba Dog Obedience
Club, Bill held various positions and was
rewarded for his work with a life membership.
Bill holds a Senior Judges Licence for
Obedience, Agility, Rally-O and Tracking. He
is a member of Dogs Queensland Obedience
Dog Committee and is a Life Member of Dogs
Queensland. Over the years Bill has organised
several successful courses for members of Dogs
Queensland.

Herr Frank Goldlust was born in 1957, and was
a civil servant at the Free University of Berlin
and is now retired. His love of the German
Shepherd Dog began in 1970 when he joined
the SV. He has bred more 100 litters under
the ‘vom Frankengold” Kennel prefix. He has
trained and shown many excellent graded
animals at SV Sieger Shows. To date he has
bred and or owned six VA bitches and one
VA dog. He has been a breed warden since
1978 and became an SV Judge in 1989. He was
appointed as a breed surveyor in 1996. He has
judged the SV Sieger Show in 1997, 2001, 2002,
2009 and 2013. To date he has judged more
than 250 shows throughout the world, many
of which have been Sieger Shows. He has been
to Australia judging in Sydney, in Melbourne
in 2010, where he judged all dogs at the 38th
GSDCA National GSD Show and Trial and in
Canberra 2014, where he judged Stock Coat
Bitches at the 42nd GSDCA National GSD
Show & Trial.
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Obedience Judges

INTRODUCING our judges
Junior Showmanship

MRS BARBARA MURFET QLD
JUDGING OBEDIENCE OPEN DOG & BITCH
Barbara Murfet is an Obedience, Rally O, Agility
and DWD Judge with international experience.
She has been a member of Dogs Queensland
since 1976 and appointed as Councillor in
2007. She was elected Director in 2013 and
again in 2015 and committed to continuing
to represent and serve our members
and promote the sporting disciplines. In
2009, Barbara was invited to be the ANKC
Chairperson of the Dances With Dogs National
Committee and continues to hold that
position. Barbara is also the Dogs Queensland
representative on the ANKC National
Obedience, Rally Obedience, Track and Search,
Tracking and Endurance Committee. In 1989,
she gained her UD Licence and since then has
continued to be involved in Judge’s Training.
In that time, she has judged many National
Trials including a couple of German Shepherd
Dog National Obedience Trials. Barbara has
recently judged and conducted Judges training
in Singapore and Malaysia. Over the many
years, she has shown and trialled Irish, English
and Gordon Setters and Cavalier King Charles
Spaniels. Barbara is very much looking forward
to judging the Open Obedience Class at
the German Shepherd Dog National in 2017
and wishes the competitors the very best of
luck.

MRS CORAL PETHERS - QLD MS JESSICA KADA - NSW
JUDGING OBEDIENCE - CCD,
NOVICE DOG & BITCH
Coral has been a senior Obedience Judge
since 2004 and a Tracking Judge since 2005
as well as being a Foundation Judge in Rally
Obedience, Track & Search and Dances With
Dogs. During that time, judging at the Brisbane
Royal on several occasions as well as all over
Queensland and northern New South Wales.
She has also had the opportunity to judge in
Melbourne, Perth, Malaysia and at the Sydney
Royal in April 2017. As well as judging, since
1980, she has enjoyed competing with her
dogs in Obedience, Rally Obedience, Tracking
and Dances With Dogs. This has mainly
been with her German Shepherds until the
recent addition of a Papillon. Barbara is the
Queensland Representative for Dances With
Dogs, the Chair of Judges Training for DWD,
Tracking and Track & Search and on the
training panel for Obedience in Queensland.
Her involvement in the dog world has spanned
many years and Barbara particularly enjoys
judging the German Shepherd Dog as they
have been such an enjoyable part of her life
since becoming a young adult.

JUDGING JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP
Jessica’s involvement in the German Shepherd
Dog began at a very early age, being born
into a family who have bred & exhibited
GSD’s for over 30 years. Her first appearance
in the show ring was in Junior Showmanship
(Child Handlers as it was then known) at the
age of six years with her first dog Quatorze
Chartreuse, aka Miki. Since then she has had
the privilege of handling many top quality
imported and Australian Bred dogs including
Best In Show and Group Winners. Jessica
has also had the privilege of handling at the
German Sieger Show in Ulm in 2009 and the
British Sieger Show. She spends all her free time
showing and breeding German Shepherds
under the kennel prefix “Jaknell”. She is very
passionate about breeding the best quality
animal, that are sound in body and mind.
Jessica’s most recent success has been CH.
Jaknell Coz I’m TNT ‘AZ’ who is consistently
performing well in the speciality ring at the
highest level. Jessica has completed her
Judges Licence and completed the ANKC
Championship Show Licence to judge GSD’s.
She is very much looking forward to now
entering the GSDCA extension course. Jess
enjoyed judging the Junior Showmanship
classes at the 2017 National Show and Trial,
and thanks the GSDCQ and the GSDCA for
the appointment.
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CONFORMATION CLASS summations
Herr Frank Goldlust (SV)
Judged all Long Stock Coat classes and all
Stock Coat Dog classes
After 2010 in Melbourne and 2014 in Canberra, I again
had the great honour this year, to judge, together with
my fellow Judge, Joachim Stiegler, the 2017 NATIONAL
on the 19th, 20th and 21st of May in Brisbane/
Queensland.
Of course I very gladly accepted this invitation, after all, the National in
Australia along with the Siegerschau in Argentina, Italy, Russia, China and
South Africa and naturally in the motherland of the breed, Germany,
counts as one of the absolute highlights in the career of every judge.
I have known the Australian German Shepherd Dog aficionados for
many years and admire the enthusiasm and the great expertise of the
Australian breeders, it is not easy with the enormous distances, and also
far distant from the motherland of the GSD, to breed so many German
Shepherd Dogs of good quality.
This is surely only possible when these breeders and exhibitors are also
supported by a well functioning association and executive in their work.
I am also impressed by their Survey System, and the Australian Breed
Survey Book is here setting worldwide yardsticks and I do not exclude
Germany from this either.
In this most assuredly Joylene Neddermeyer with her great expertise and
her diligent hard work has acquired great merit.
Very impressive for me, is also your Council Magazine which reports
very informatively on all areas of breeding and training of our dogs,
and as well as for the experts; so also for new folks, is extremely worth
reading.
In the importing of stud dogs also, the Australian Breeders have often
evidenced intuitive flair in the past and shown, that also apart from the
in Germany highly awarded stud dogs, there are definitely dogs with
potential as prepotent sires.
Here I spontaneously think of names like Iwan vom Lechtal and Kwint
vom Juerikstall but of course there are also others that could be named.
Even more important than the stud dogs however, are good bitches
with consolidated mother lines, and I very much like to think back
to the, in quality, most impressive Open Class Bitches which I was
privileged to be judging in Canberra, in 2014.
This year’s National was again extremely well organized, outstanding
show grounds with two large rings and generous further grounds nearby
were available.
Everything was perfect, including a splendid Welcome-evening with
a great entertainment-programme, I wouldn’t know what one could
criticise.
I congratulate the German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland on
this excellent event, here I would like to especially mention Sharon
Ballantyne who with her calm, discerning manner has surely contributed
to this so that one would feel completely comfortable and at ease.
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Now to the most important players: Our dogs.
This year I had the assignment to judge all Dog Classes and all Long
Stock Coat Classes.
On this I note the following:
1. It was from my point of view an absolutely right decision, that the
adjudicating judges should be able to get an impression of the
progeny of the dogs.
2. In nearly all classes there were very good individual animals, where
the Open Dog Class was certainly the best class, which also is
definitely desirable.
3. Just as in Germany, in Australia too, the long stock coated Shepherd
Dogs are enjoying a growing popularity.
Here too, the quality was very good, and I noticed time and again,
that in this coat variety there are many that are very well pigmented
and with outstanding mask formation.
4. The following matters should be given greater attention in future:
a) Soft, in part large and also wide or low set ears, inward
constricted ears.
For the breed-typical expression of our dogs, Correct Ears are of
enormous importance.
b) The eye colour of our dogs must be given more consideration,
the eye colour needed to be criticised not only in individual
cases.
c) In the younger classes especially, the correctness of the frontlines needed to be faulted in more than some individual cases.
The sporting manner of exhibiting I would like to specifically mention,
and I would like to thank all players concerned, as this makes the judging
so much easier.
I would also like to thank Louis Donald, who has been kind enough
to take on the dentition and testicle check, as well as my personal
ring steward, John Fenner, who in his calm and prudent manner has
supported me greatly and also my ring-secretary, Margaret Barnes must
not go without mention, she wrote with great speed, for this too, I wish
to express my heartfelt thanks.
Quite personally I would also like to thank Vince and Fran Tantaro
heartily for their good care of us during our entire stay, Australia was, as
always worth the journey.
For the future I wish the Australian German Shepherd Dog lovers all the
best, stay on your course, you are well on track.
Kindest regards,

Frank Goldlust

Herr Joachim
Stiegler (SV)
Judged all Stock Coat Bitch
classes
After several judging appointments in
Australia, I was again invited as judge
for the largest nation- wide show in
Australia, to the National in Brisbane.
This I consider to be a great honour.

WE SPEAK
ONE LANGUAGE!
ARE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS YOUR PASSION? THEN DISCOVER WHAT’S
ON OFFER IN ENGLISH FROM THE VEREIN FÜR DEUTSCHE SCHÄFERHUNDE
(SV) E.V. – THE SOCIETY FOR GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS.
LEARN MORE HERE: www.schaeferhunde.de/en

It is enjoyable to judge in Australia, as everything
is always very well organized and the exhibitors
are disciplined and the dogs are exhibited in a
sportsmanlike fair manner. Also all helpers in
the ring facilitate the judge’s calm, objective
adjudications. This is unfortunately not seen as
a matter of course in all countries. Australia is
exemplary in this respect. This I have also clearly
expressed in conversations with the President,
Vince Tantaro, and the WUSV Continental Director
Oceania, Louis Donald.
I wish to express a huge thank you for the perfect
organisation and the hospitality extended,
representative to Sharon and Diane Ballantyne.
After having the pleasure of judging the dogs 2014
in Canberra, I this time, judged the bitches. The
entries in all classes were not only in quantity, but
also in respect to quality, very good.
In the 3-6 month class, 19 bitches were exhibited.
All received the grading of “Very Promising”. I
especially liked the first 6 bitches.

ALL T
N
CONTE LY
IS ON BLE
A
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A
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DIGIT

BECOME AN SV MEMBER AND
MAKE THE MOST OF OUR SERVICES:
• SV MAGAZINE (DIGITAL ONLY):

The monthly edition of the SV magazine in English

• SV DOxS: Free access to the SV dog database
(package). Non-members pay €41.88.

• SV WEBSITE: All the information and key dates

In the “Minor Puppy Class” I was able to award
20 x Very Promising, 2 x Promising and 1 x Less
Promising.

We are the largest pedigree dog breeding club in the
world. With our 2,000 local groups, and in close collaboration with shepherd dog clubs around the world, we
offer a large selection of training and activity options
for people and dogs.
Learn more now at www.schaeferhunde.de

The Puppy Class was of very good quality in all of
the 20 bitches.
The Junior Class was for me, quality wise, the strongest class. All bitches
received the highest grading V.G. The two first placed bitches were of
superior quality and exhibited an outstanding presentation.

I hope that in my method of judging I have been able to give the
breeders advice for their further actions, and that my counsel will bring
success for breeding.

The 29 Intermediate Bitches were of varied quality and presentation.
Some bitches had restrictions in the firmness of ears, the colour of eyes,
and in character.

I wish all friends of the German Shepherd Dog overall much joy in their
time spent with, and breeding, of our dogs.

The Open Class was of 37 bitches of very good anatomical quality,
without exception, so that I was able to award the highest grading of
“Excellent” to all. Here and there, light eyes and very large bitches were
to be noted. The first 6 bitches dominated the class of Breeding Bitches
in their anatomy as well as in their presentation.

Joachim Stiegler
Thank you to Honey Gross-Richardson (GSDCA Interpreter) for her
translations of our judge’s summation reports.
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STOCK COAT dog classes
Stock Coat Dog:
Judged by Herr Frank Goldlust

STOCK COAT BABY PUPPY DOG
All graded Very Promising

Placing 4
CASTASTAR GRINGO

Placing 7
CASTASTAR GROOVY

Placing 1
WYNGARAH SECRET RUMOURS

21/12/2016
Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Lewisland Hide N Seek
Catalogue Number: 049
Exhibitor: Miss V E McGinty
Breeder: Miss V E McGinty
Placing 2
WYNGARAH SECRET GAMES

21/12/2016
Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Lewisland Hide N Seek
Catalogue Number: 048
Exhibitor: Mr C Berghofer
Breeder: Miss V E McGinty

28/12/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Castastar Alexi AZ ET PT
Catalogue Number: 050
Exhibitor: Kylie Zimmerle
Breeder: Mrs A Doyle
Placing 5
LEISHJACLYN GOBZTOPPER DANCER
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STOCK COAT MINOR PUPPY DOG
All graded Very Promising

Placing 1
FREINHAUF HASTA LAVISTA BABY

15/12/2016
Sire: *Ch. Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ
Dam: Leishjaclyn Toffee Noze Dancer
Catalogue Number: 045
Exhibiitor: J Hitchings
Breeder: Leishjaclyn Kennels
Placing 6
WYNGARAH SECRET OF THE GODS

Placing 3
BERNLOCH LLADRO

20/01/2017
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Bernloch Yo Yo
Catalogue Number: 053
Exhibitor: K Griffis
Breeder: K Griffis

28/12/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Gmy)
Dam: *Ch Castastar Alexi AZ ET PT
Catalogue Number: 051
Exhibitor: Judith & Irene Hayton
Breeder: Mrs A Doyle

20/08/2016
Sire: *Gerry v Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Pedra Degli Achei HD-ED (Imp Italy)
Catalogue Number: 056
Exhibitor: Miss V E McGinty
Breeder: KR, RT & CA Knuckey
9 months. Big, very good proportions, very good
dryness and firmness, good head and expression,
good wither, topline and croup, good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation, good chest
development. Stands correct in front. Shows
fluid movement the drive should be a little more
powerful.

21/12/2016
Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Lewisland Hide N Seek
Catalogue Number: 047
Exhibitor: Michelle Rovetto
Breeder: Miss V E McGinty

STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 2
FREINHAUF HANNIBAL

Placing 4
VONDELRAE AM I THE ONE

Placing 6
SCHNEEBERG THE ENFORCER

20/08/2016
Sire: *Gerry v Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Pedra Degli Achei HD-ED (Imp Italy)
Catalogue Numbe:r 055
Exhibitor: J Cathie, L Lynch, K & R Knuckey
Breeder: KR, RT, & CA Knuckey

02/09/2016
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: Winola Lana Delrey
Catalogue Number:057
Exhibitor: Mrs R Jones
Breeder: Mr J Phillis & Ms L McIntosh

28/09/2016
Sire: *Ch Jaknell Coz Im Tnt AZ
Dam: Lashadas Zavana Havana AZ
Catalogue Number: 061
Exhibitor: Mr John Widejko
Breeder: Mr John Widejko

9 months. Very big, good bones, slightly stretched,
good head and expression, dark eyes, good wither
topline and lay of croup, the upper arm should
be a little better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, normal chest development.
Stands correct in front. Correct coming and
going. Shows very good movement with good
temperament and good reach.
Placing 3
KYOARA HARRY

24/10/2016
Sire: *Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Briska Kaizen aED (Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 062
Exhibitor: J & L Martens
Breeder: J Oar
7 months. Good size, good strong bones, very
well pigmented, good proportions, good head
and expression, good wither, firm back, the croup
is of good length but slightly steep, the upper
arm should be a little better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest proportions,
stands correct in front. The hocks should become
firmer in the future, correct coming. Shows fluid
movement.

8-1/2 months. Big, medium strong bones,
good coat condition, good type, good head and
expression, good wither topline and lay of croup,
the upper arm should be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good
chest development. Nearly correct in front.
Nearly correct coming and going. Shows good
movement with good drive, falls a little in front.

8 months. Over medium size, good bones, good
proportions, good head, eyes should be a little
darker, good temperament, good wither, straight
back, croup should be a little longer, good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation, good
chest development, stands correct in front. Steps
a little narrow going, coming correct. Shows
powerful movement. The markings should be a
little darker.

Placing 5
KAYROSSI DISTURBIA

Placing 7
ALIMANDA TURBO CHARGED

14/11/2016
Sire: *Logo v Radhaus HD-ED (Imp Serbia)
Dam: *Kayrossi Be Witched AZ HT
Catalogue Number 065
Exhibitor: R Masterman
Breeder: R Masterman
6 months. Good size, medium strong bones,
slightly stretched, good pigmentation, normal
head, good wither topline and croup, good fore
and hindquarter on the borderline, normal
chest development, normal front. Hocks should
become firmer in the future, correct coming.
Shows very good movement with good drive and
also good far reaching gait.

10/09/2016
Sire: *Ch Xaro v d Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Alimanda Grey’s Anatomy AZ
Catalogue Number: 058
Exhibitor: Alimanda Kennels
Breeder: Alimanda Kennels
8-1/2 months. Big, good bones and substance,
good proportions, good head, good wither,
firm back, croup should be longer, good fore
and hindquarters on the borderline and should
have more musculation, good underline. Stands
correct in front, correct coming hocks are very
loose. Shows good movement.
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STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 8
LASHADAS ZZ TOP (AI)

STOCK COAT PUPPY DOG
All graded Very Promising

Placing 3
UHLMSDORF BLACK DIAMOND

Placing 1
UHLMSDORF BLACK LABEL

11/11/2016
Sire: *Xavi Von Tronje
Dam: *Lashadas Onyx
Catalogue Number: 064
Exhibitor: Cristine Begbie
Breeder: R & S Hosking /Lashadas
6 months. Good size, good bones, good
proportions, very well pigmented, good head,
correct ears, eyes should be a little darker, very
good topline and underline, correct angulations,
good chest development. Stands correct in front.
Nearly correct coming and going. Shows good
movement but must retain more stability during
movement.
Placing 9
KINGLAND YESKO

24/05/2016
Sire: *Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ
Catalogue Number: 200
Exhibitor: Vic Grzeszkiewicz
Breeder: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
1 year. Big, medium strong bones, very well
pigmented with good black, good head, ears are
a little big, eye colour should be darker, good
wither and topline, croup is slightly steep, good
fore and correct hindquarter angulation, normal
chest development, stands correct in front. Steps
correct coming and going. Shows temperamental
movement with good drive.
Placing 2
ALIMANDA SMOOTH OPERATOR

10/09/2016
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Kingland Lolita AZ
Catalogue Number 059
Exhibitor: Lorraine King
Breeder: Lorraine King
8-1/2 months. Double P1 lower right. Big,
medium strong bones, good dryness and
firmness, He should have a little more mask and
left ear should become firmer. Good topline
the croup should be a little longer, normal chest
proportion, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands slightly east/west. Firm
hocks, elbows should become firmer in the future.
Shows good drive far reaching gait.
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21/05/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Bruangie Something To Follow AZ
Catalogue Number: 198
Exhibitor: Alimanda Kennels
Breeder: Alimanda Kennels
1 year. Big, good bones and substance, very good
dryness and firmness, good head, nicks in the
ears. High wither, good topline, good lay of croup,
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
good chest development. Stands correct in front.
Correct coming and going. Very good movement
with good drive.

24/05/2016
Sure: *Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ
Catalogue Number: 199
Exhibitor: W Meffert & V Fairbairn
Breeder: W Meffert & V Fairbairn
1 year. Medium size, medium strong
bones, good dryness and firmness, very goo
pigmentation, good head and expression, good
wither and firm back, croup well laid should be a
little longer, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, normal chest development. Stands a
little east/west. Steps correct coming and going.
Shows good movement with good reach.
Placing 4
UHLMSDORF JACK BLACK

4/06/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: *Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne AZ
Catalogue Number: 201
Exhibitor: Uhlsmdorf Kennels
Breeder: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
11-1/2 months. Over medium size, medium
strong bones, good proportions, very well
pigmented. Lively expression. Good wither, firm
back, long slightly steep croup, the upper arm
should be better angled, correct hindquarter
angulation. Normal chest development. Stands
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going,
firm hocks. Temperamental movement good
drive forehand reach should be more free.

STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 5
AIMSWAY USHER

Placing 7
KUIRAU LION HEART

STOCK COAT JUNIOR DOG
All graded Very Good
Placing 1
KAYGARR ARKO AZ

30/07/2016
Sire:*Labo vom Schollweiher aED
Dam: Aimsway Brooklyn
Catalogue Number: 205
Exhibitor: J & L Martens
Breeder: J & L Martens

01/06/2016
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HD-ED (Imp UK)
Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ
Catalogue Number: 197
Exhibitor: B & D Tatham
Breeder: Kuirau Kennels

10 months. Small, medium strong bones, very
good type and pigmentation. Good proportions
for his size, good head, good wither, good lay
of croup, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development, front
correct, pasterns should be a little firmer. Steps
a little narrow going, correct coming. Shows very
good movement with good reach.

11-1/2 months. Big, nearly medium strong,
good dryness and firmness, good head, lively
expression, normal wither, straight back, normal
croup, the upper arm should be better angled
and longer, correct hindquarter angulation,
development must become stronger in the future.
Correct front. Correct coming and going. He
shows fluid movement with good drive, forehand
reach should be more free.

Placing 6
KEVGAR CRAZEE JIMMYANDTHEBOYS

Placing 8
SHAYGAR VENETIAN TRU BLU

28/11/2015
Sire: *Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ
Dam: *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp. Nor)
Catalogue Number: .067
Exhibitor: G & K Williams
Breeder: G & K Williams
1 year 6 months. 65cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good type, slightly stretched, good head
and expression, dark eyes. Good wither and
topline croup should be a little longer, good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
good chest development. Stands correct in
front. Correct coming and going. Shows a very
temperamental balanced movement with good
reach.
Placing 2
JAYZSTYRKE GOLD ON FIRE

27/07/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam:*Kevgar Awesome Material Girl AZ
Catalogue Number: 203
Exhibitor: K & G Gore
Breeder: K & G Gore
10 months. Big, medium strong bones, good
proportions, good pigmentation, good head, eye
colour should be a little darker, ears are a little
wide, good withers, firm back, croup is slightly
steep and should be slightly longer, good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct
in front. Correct coming and going, firm hocks.
Temperamental movement with good drive,
forehand reach should be a little more free.

18/06/2016
Sire: Giotto di Fossombrone HD-ED (Imp Italy)
Dam: Shaygar Fallon
Catalogue Number: 202
Exhibitor: Mrs Laurel Cowell
Breeder: Mrs J Smith
11 months. Big, good bones, very well pigmented,
strong head, ears are a little wide, good wither,
firm back, well laid croup should be longer, the
upper arm should be longer, correct hindquarter
angulation, normal chest development, correct
front. Steps a little narrow correct coming. Shows
temperamental movement, falls a little on the
forehand.

07/01/16
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Andacht Pepery AZ
Catalogue Number: 069
Exhibitor: J Brandon & D Brown
Breeder: J Brandon & D Brown
1 year 4-1/2 months. 66cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good type, good proportions, good head
and expression, masculine, dark eyes, good ears.
Good wither and topline, croup should be a little
longer, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development, stands
correct in front. Correct coming and going.
Shows very good movement with a lot of drive
with withers always remaining the highest point.
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STOCK COAT dog classes
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Placing 3
JAYSHELL NEBRASKA AZ

Placing 5
NANGAMAI HIAWATHA

Placing 7
LAGO GIOTTO

04/12/2015
Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells AZ
Dam: *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ
Catalogue Number: 068
Exhibitor: N McDermott & S Bick
Breeder: N Mc Dermott

06/03/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Aimsway Zada
Catalogue Number: 074
Exhibitor: J & L Martens
Breeder: M. Matuschka

16/01/2016
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp Italy)
Dam: Babenberg Jasmina
Catalogue Number: 073
Exhibitor: Casey Morrison
Breeder: Mr S & Mr F Pittelli

1 year 5-1/2 months. 65cm. Large, medium
strong bones, good proportions, good
pigmentation. Good head, eyes should be a
little darker, good wither and topline, the upper
arm should be a little better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation. Nearly correct coming
and going. Shows good fluid movement with
good drive.

1 year 2-1/2 months. 67cm. Big, medium strong,
good proportions, good type, eyes should be
darker. Pronounced wither, firm back, good lay
of croup, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development. Stands
absolutely correct in front. Steps slightly narrow
going and correct coming. Shows good drive fore
reach should be freer.

1 year 4 months. 66cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good proportions, good pigmentation,
good head, good wither, firm back, croup should
be a little longer, the upper arm should be a little
longer, very good hindquarter angulation, good
chest development. Steps correct elbows should
be firmer, correct going. Shows temperamental
movement but must be a little more controlled.

Placing 4
ALDERHAUS WICKED ROMEO AZ

Placing 6
KANTENNA KARMA MAN AZ

Placing 8
SEIGEN MURPHYS RILEY

13/01/2016
Sire: *Labo v Schollweiher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Alderhaus Pixies Emilee
Catalogue Number: 071
Exhibitor: Miss P Alder
Breeder: Miss P Alder

10/01/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: *Ch Kantenna Coz I Can AZ
Catalogue Number: 070
Exhibitor: C Williams
Breeder: D & S Ballantyne

22/11/2015
Sire: Seigen Murphys Law
Dam: Seigen Jatz Cracker
Catalogue Number: 066
Exhibitor: D & C Gallagher
Breeder: D & C Gallacher

1 year 4 months. 65cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good pigmentation, good dryness and
firmness, lively expression, high wither, firm back,
croup should be a little longer, good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation, good chest
development, correct in front. Steps a little narrow
behind, nearly correct coming. Fluid movement
with good drive.

1 year 4 months. Cannot be measured. Big,
medium strong bones, good pigmentation, lively
expression, eyes should be darker. Good wither
and topline, good lay of croup, slightly curly hair
on the croup, the upper arm should be slightly
better angled, good hindquarter angulation,
good chest development, correct in front. Correct
going, elbows should be firmer. He shows good
drive, reach should be more free. He is presented
in too heavy condition.

1 year 6 months. 64cm. Over medium size,
medium strong bones, very good dryness and
firmness, good proportions, good pigmentation,
good head and expression. Good wither,
firm back, croup is slightly short and steep.
The upper arm should be better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation. Normal
chest development, normal front. Very firm
hocks, correct coming and going. Shows good
movement with temperament and firmness.

STOCK COAT dog classes
STOCK COAT
INTERMEDIATE DOG

Placing 3
FREMONT HOT AS HELL

Placing 5
HASENWAY MONTGOMERY AZ (IID DEU)

27/07/2015
Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells AZ
Dam: *Java von Santamar HD-ED (Imp Bel)
Catalogue Number: 219
Exhibitor: J Widejko/S & J Lynch
Breeder: S & J Lynch

08/09/2015
Sire: *Cronos Del Seprio HD-ED (Italy)
Dam: *Zicke vom Feuermelder aED (Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 221
Exhibitor: Lowery/Haase/Oar
Breeder: J Haase

1 year 10 months. 65cm. Big, good bones,
good type, very good coat structure, very well
pigmented, good head, good wither, good topline,
good lay of croup, upper arm should be a little
longer, correct hindquarter angulations, good
chest development, stands a little east/west.
Steps correct going elbows should be a little
firmer. Shows very good movement with good
drive and reach.

1 year 9 months. 66.5cm. Big, strong bones, very
well pigmented, masculine head, correct ears, eye
colour should be darker, good wither and topline,
croup is of good length should be better angled,
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
good chest development, stands correct in front.
Steps slightly narrow going, correct coming.
Shows very good movement with good drive and
good forehand reach.

Placing 4
*SUNDANEKA FLEETWOOD MAC AZ

Placing 6
*ZANDRAC KING KUNTA AZ

21/06/2014
Sire: *Ch Ustinov vom Romerland aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Sundaneka Joan of Arc AZ)
Catalogue Number: 211
Exhibitor: M Daley
Breeder: GD & K Stevenson

22/03/2015
Sire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Zandrac Its A Love Thing AZ)
Catalogue Number: 214
Exhibitor: Mr A & Mrs R Jones
Breeder: Mr A & Mrs R Jones

2 years 11 months. 64.5cm. Over medium
size, medium strong bones, good type and
pigmentation, good head and expression, good
wither straight back, good lay of croup, the upper
arm should be a little better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and
going. Shows very good movement with a good
drive and reach.

2 years 2 months. 65cm. Big, medium strong,
very dry and firm, very good pigmentation,
good head, pronounced wither, straight back,
croup and upper arm should be a little longer,
croup should be better laid, good angulation of
the fore and hindquarter, correct in front. Steps
correct coming and going. During movement the
hindquarter kicks up behind.

All graded Very Good
Placing 1
*HAUSOSIN XRATED AZ

15/10/2014
Sire: *Ch Seigen Suris Alfie AZ
Dam: *Hausosin Livin In Sin AZ
Catalogue Number 209
Exhibitor: T Roberts, B Pereira
Breeder: Mrs. Kim Harris
2 years 7 months. 64cm. Over medium
size, medium strong bones, good type and
pigmentation, good head with dark eyes. Good
wither, topline and lay of croup, good fore and
very good hindquarter angulations, good chest
development, correct in front. He steps a little
narrow going and correct coming. He shows good
movement with good drive and forehand reach.
Placing 2
FREMONT WATSON AZ

27/07/2015
Sire;*Fremont Hells Bells AZ
Dam: *Java von Santamar HD-ED (Imp Bel)
Catalogue Number 218
Exhibitor: S & P Morrissey & S & J Lynch
Breeder: S & J Lynch
1 year 10 months. 64cm. Over medium size,
medium strong bones, good proportions, good
pigmentation, good head and expression, correct
ears, High wither, firm back, good lay of croup,
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
normal chest development. Steps correct
coming and going. Shows very temperamental
movement with good reach.
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STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 7
REICHKAISER FORMIDABLE FOXX AZ

Placing 9
*SANNJESA NITRO CIRCUS AZ

Placing 11
CONKASHA NEW DIRECTION AZ
03/07/2015
Sire: Sundaneka Thunda Downunda (IID)
Dam: Conkasha Destinies Child
Catalogue Number: 217
Exhibitor: Mrs V Bland
Breeder: Mr T Devine

28/11/2014
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Andacht Tarly
Catalogue Number 213
Exhibitor: Hemnelina Birac
Breeder: Hemnelina Birac

17/11/2014
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Sannjesa Electra AZ
Catalogue Number: 212
Exhibitor: M Paterson/P Butler
Breeder: S & S Mase

2 years 6 months. 64cm. Over medium size,
medium strong bones, very good pigmentation,
good proportions, good head and expression.
Good wither, firm back, the croup should be a
little longer, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, normal chest development, correct
in front. He steps a little narrow going, correct
coming. Shows temperamental movement with
good reach.

2 years 6 months. 65cm. Big, medium strong
bones, a little stretched, good pigmentation,
good head and expression, good wither and
topline, the croup should be a little longer, good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
good chest development, stands correct in
front. Steps correct coming and going. Shows a
temperamental movement with good drive and
reach.

Placing 8
CH GLENBALA FUNK N PIZZAZZ AZ

Placing 10
*ARRISTAR LYKA HURRICANE AZ

1 year 10-1/2 months. 67cm. Very big, good
bones and substance, good head, good wither,
short steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
correct in front, pasterns should be firmer. Steps
nearly correct coming and going. Shows good
movement with a good reach.
Placing 12
*KUIRAU IVAN LENDL AZ
18/04/2015
Sire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ
Catalogue Number: 215
Exhibitor: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray
Breeder: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray
2 years 1 month. 65cm. Big, medium strong,
dry and firm. Good head and expression,
pronounced wither, good lay of croup, the upper
arm should be longer and better angled, correct
angulation of the hindquarter, short underchest,
forechest must develop further, stands correct in
front. Shows temperamental movement with
good drive.
Placing 13
JAKLEM COURAGE UNDER FIRE AZ
18/11/2015
Sire: Ch Alimanda Fire Walker (AI)
Dam: Jaklem Angelina J
Catalogue Number: 224
Exhibitor: Neil Percival
Breeder: Mrs Jane Grigson
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08/06/2014
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Glenbala Funky Designer Label AZ
Catalogue Number: 210
Exhibitor: G&K Gregory
Breederr: G&K Gregory

11/11/2015
Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Harlerose Angel AZ
Catalogue Number: 223
Exhibitor: J Urie
Breeder: JM Urie

2 years 11-1/2 months. 67cm. Big, typey, very
dry and firm, very well pigmented. Good head
and expression, pronounced wither, firm back,
good lay of croup, the upper arm should be better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation with
good muscles. Good chest development, correct
front. Steps correct coming and going. Good
movement with good drive forward reach should
be more free.

1 year 6 months. 64cm. Over medium size,
medium strong bones, good dryness and
firmness, good pigmentation, good head and
expression, correct ears. High wither, firm back,
the croup is little steep of good length, the upper
arm should be longer, correct hindquarter
angulations, slightly short underchest, correct in
front. Steps correct coming and going. Shows
good movement with good temperament and
drive.

1 year 6 months. 63cm. Medium size, medium
strong, a little stretched, lively expression. Good
wither, straight back, the croup is well laid but
slightly short, the upper arm is short and steep,
good hindquarter angulation, the underchest is
too short, correct in front. Steps correct coming
and going. Shows temperamental movement,
falls a little in front.

STOCK COAT dog classes
STOCK COAT OPEN DOG
All graded Excellent

Placing 1
*DJAMBO VOM FICHTENSCHLAG aED
(IMP DEU)

04/11/2011
Sire: *Iliano Vom Fichtenschlag aED
Dam: *Milana von Der Barenschlucht aED
Catalogue Number: 216
Exhibitor: Hetty Choy
Breeder: Marco Ossmann
5 years 6-1/2 months. 65cm. Big, very
harmonious male with very good pigmentation,
a little stretched, very good dryness and firmness,
good head and expression, very good topline
with very good length and lay of croup, correct
angulations, good chest development, absolute
correct front. Steps correct coming and going. He
shows very powerful movement with good drive
and also good far reaching gait.
Placing 2
*FREMONT HELLS BELLS AZ

23/01/2012
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher AZ
Dam: *Fremont Too Darn Hot AZ
Catalogue Number: 327
Exhibitor: S L & J Lynch
Breeder: Fremont Kennels
5 years 4 months. 65cm. Double P1 upper left.
Big, very good proportions, good type, masculine
head and expression, dark eyes. Very good
topline with high wither firm back and good lay
of croup which should be a little longer, correct
angulations, pronounced chest development,
absolute correct front. Steps a little narrow going,
coming correct. He shows a very good movement
with good drive and good far reaching gait.

Placing 3
*LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-NEG
(IMP DEU)

07/03/2010
Sire: *Arex von der Wilhelmswarte aED
Dam: *Fraya D’ulmental aED
Catalogue Number: 320
Exhibitor: J. & L. Martens & P. Alder & R. Van
Helvoort
Breeder: W. Benitz
7 years 2-1/2 months. 65cm. Big, medium strong
bones, very good proportions, very good dryness
and firmness. Good head, lively expression, good
wither and topline with good lay of croup. Correct
angulations, good chest development, correct in
front. Steps correct coming and going. He shows
very powerful movement with good drive and
wide far reaching gait.
Placing 4
*XARO VON DER PLASSENBURG aED
(IMP DEU)

11/11/2010
Sire: *Remo von Fichtenschlag aED
Dam: *Wendy von Piste Trophe aED
Catalogue Number: 322
Exhibitor: Mr A & Mrs R Jones
Breeder: W. Hassgall
6 years 6 months. 65cm. Big, medium strong
bones, very typey, very well pigmented, very good
head and expression, dark eyes, good wither,
straight back, good lay and length of croup,
good chest development, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation, correct in front, pasterns
should be a little firmer. Correct coming and
going. He shows very good movement with a lot
of temperament, good drive and free far reaching
gait.

Placing 5
*SENSEN MANN YOKON aED (IMP DEU)

17/07/2012
Sire: *Enosch v Amassis aED
Dam: Flair von der Martinskapelle aED
Catalogue Number: 330
Exhibitor: A & F Henderson, K & R Knuckey, G
Bobbin
Breeder: Kim Baggström
4 years 10 months. 64cm. Above medium size,
medium strong bones, good proportions, very
good pigment, masculine head, good expression,
correct ears, good wither, topline and lay of croup,
good angulations, the underchest should be a
little longer, stands very slightly east/west. Steps
correct going nearly correct coming. He shows
very temperamental movement with good drive
and good reach in general.
Placing 6
*CONBHAIREAN KARLOS aED (IMP UK)

07/03/2014
Sire: *Djambo vom Fichtenschlag aED
Dam: *Conbhairean Quella aED
Catalogue Number: 341
Exhibitor: Mr A & Mrs R Jones
Breeder: Ms H Macdonald & Mr D Greer
3 years 2-1/2 months. 66cm. Big, medium
strong bones, good proportions, very good
pigmentation, lively expression with correct
ears, very pronounced wither, firm back, good
croup, the upper arm should be better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation. Normal
chest development, correct front. Hocks should
become firmer in the future, correct coming. He
shows very temperamental movement with very
good drive, the forehand reach should be a little
more free.
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STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 7
*CALLE VOM WESTERVENN aED (IMP DEU)

Placing 9
*CH KUIRAU CASEY STONER AZ

Placing 11
*CH VABLO VOM OSTERBERGER-LAND
aED (IMP DEU)
06/10/2011
Sire: *Remo vom Fichtenschlag aED
Dam: Wianna vom Osterberger-Land aED
Catalogue Number: 324
Exhibitor: Mr GD & Mrs K Stevenson
Breeder: Mr D Wortmann
5 years 7-1/2 months. 64cm. Above medium size,
medium strong bones, very good pigment, good
proportions. Good head and expression, dark eyes
correct ears. Good wither, firm back, good lay
of croup, the upper arm should be a little longer,
very good hindquarter angulation. Good chest
development, absolute correct front. Correct
coming and going. He shows good movement, far
reaching gait should be a little more free.

04/5/2012
Sire: *Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Gmy)
Dam: *Zimba vom Westervenn aED
Catalogue Number: 328
Exhibitor: SJ & C Collins
Breeder: Ralf Jurgens

05/10/2012
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ
Catalogue Number: 332
Exhibitor: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray
Breeder: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray

5 years. 65.5cm. Big, medium strong bones, very
good harmony, good head, lively expression,
dark eyes. High wither, very good topline, well
laid croup should be a little longer, good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation, good
chest development, correct in front. Steps a little
narrow going, correct coming. He shows very
nice movement with pronounced drive and far
reaching gait.

4 years 7-1/2 months. 66cm. Big, medium strong,
slightly stretched, good head with dark eyes, high
wither, good topline, good lay of croup. The upper
arm should be a little better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
correct in front, pasterns should be a little firmer.
Steps correct coming and going. He shows
temperamental movement with good ground
covering gait.

Placing 12
*CH. UHLMSDORF BLACK DOUGLAS AZ

Placing 8
*HEIKO ICE N FIRE AZ

Placing 10
*VAC-VAGVOLGYI JENKY aED (IMP DEU)

3 years. 65cm. Big, medium strong bones, a little
stretched but dry and firm, good head, eye colour
should be darker, good wither and topline, the
well laid croup should be a little longer, the upper
arm should be a little better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation. Chest needs to develop
further. Steps correct going and coming. He
shows temperamental ground covering gait.

23/02/2014
Sire: *OdinDelle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: *Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ
Catalogue Number: 340
Exhibitor: L Kerkin & S McGregor
Breeder: Uhlmsdorf Knls

Placing 13
*CH KELINPARK HELLUVA REBEL AZ
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18/10/2012
Sire: *Ch Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Heiko Mags Allover AZ
Catalogue Number: 334
Exhibitor: M Knapton
Breeder: M Knapton

16/11/2012
Sire: *Yankee vom Feuermelder aED
Dam: *Vac-Vagolgyi Janna aED
Catalogue Number: 335
Exhibitor: C. Booth, M. Groth & S. Hill
Breeder: Truszka Zsolt

4 years 7 months. 65.5cm. Big, medium strong
bones, a little stretched, masculine head, good
expression with good eye colour, good wither
and topline, good length and lay of croup, the
upper arm should be a little better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation. Good chest
development, correct in front. Correct coming
and going. He shows temperamental movement
the forehand reach should be more free.

4 years 6 months. 64cm. Over medium size,
medium strong, good type, good proportions,
good head and expression, correct ears, high
wither, good topline, good lay of croup, good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation, good
chest development, correct in front. Steps slightly
narrow going and correct coming. He shows very
good movement with good drive.

10/04/2014
Sire: *Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy)
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark Sinnamon AZ
Catalogue Number: 343
Exhibitor: Lyn Gregor
Breeder: Lyn Gregor
3 years 1-1/2 months. 66cm. Big, medium
strong bones, good dryness and firmness, good
pigmentation. Masculine head with good
expression and correct ears. High wither, correct
topline, the croup should be a little longer, the
upper arm should be better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, the forechest should be a
little more developed. Steps a little narrow going
and coming. Very temperamental movement
with good drive.

STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 14
*MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ ET

Placing 17
*CH STOBAR QUENTIN ET CDX AZ

08/01/2014
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Kantenna Lady Ga Ga AZ
Catalogue Number: 339
Exhibitor: P Dammo
Breeder: Misteishah Kennels

29/12/2012
Sire: *Odin Delle Terra Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: *Stobar Diksy AZ
Catalogue Number: 336
Exhibitor: S Macdonald
Breeder: Stobar Kennels

3 years 4-1/2 months. 63.5cm. Medium size, good
bones for his size, very good pigment, good head
absolutely dark mask, correct ears. Good wither,
firm back, croup and upper arm should be a
little longer, very good hindquarter angulation,
the underchest should be longer, front is correct.
Stepping correct going and coming. He shows
temperamental movement with good reach.
Placing 15
*CH BABANGA MAKE MY DAY AZ
17/09/2013
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher aED
Dam: Ch Babanga Fipsi
Catalogue Number: 338
Exhibitor: K York, P Asquith, & P York & K York
Breeder: P & K York
3 years 8 months. 66cm. Big, good bones, good
proportions, strong masculine head with dark
eyes, normal wither, straight back, good lay of
croup, good angulations, good chest development,
correct in front. Steps a little narrow going,
correct coming. He shows temperamental
movement however the drive should be stronger.
Placing 16
*ESKO von den ZWEI STEINEN aED
(Imp Deu)
06/04/2014
Sire: *Ballack von der Brucknerallee aED
Dam:*Udi von der Zwei Steinen aED
Catalogue Number: 342
Exhibitor: F Grigons
Brdr: E Reich
3 years 1-1/2 months. 66.6cm. Big, medium
strong bones, a little stretched but firm, good
head and mask, eyes should be a little darker,
good wither, back is slightly roached, croup is of
good length but a little steep, upper arm should
be better angled, deep hindquarter angulation,
good chest development. Steps narrow going and
coming. He shows good drive, the forehand reach
should be a little more free.

4 years 5 months. 65.5cm. Big, medium strong
bones, he is a little square in proportions, lively
expression, the neck should be a little longer,
good wither, topline and good lay of croup, which
should be a little longer as should the upper arm,
good hindquarter angulation. For his age the
forechest should be a little more pronounced.
Steps correct coming and going. During
movement he shows a lot of temperament and
has a good ground covering gait.
Placing18
*CH. ABELARA MAJESTIC PRINCE (AI) AZ
29/07/2012
Sire: *Kantenna Hunter AZ
Dam: Debbar Jubilee Dream
Catalogue Number: 331
Exhibitor: S & B Hurley
Breeder: R Vernon
4 years 10 months. 63cm. Medium size,
medium strong bones, good proportions, good
pigmentation, lively expression, but eyes too light.
Normal wither with slight nick behind, straight
back, croup should be longer, good angulations,
pronounced chest, correct in front. Steps
correct coming and going. He shows balanced
movement, the back should be a little firmer.
Placing 19
*LEISHJACLYN GOD DANCER AZ
04/02/2011
Sire: Ch. Nujaclyn Latin Dancer
Dam: Leishjaclyn Nuyorkdancer
Catalogue Number: 323
Exhibitor: A & A Nielsen
Breeder: Ms J Hitching
6 years 3-1/2 months. 65cm. Big, medium strong
bones, typey dog with very nice head and good
expression, dark eyes, correct ears. Good wither,
topline and lay of croup, the upper arm should
be a little longer, correct hindquarter angulation,
normal chest development. Correct in front.
Steps correct going elbows should be a little
firmer. He shows good movement, forehand
reach should be a little more free.
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JUNIOR showmanship
2017 National Show &
Trial Junior Handler
Competition
Judge - Jessica Kada (NSW)
We had two age groups being judged this year in Queensland. The
handlers were each judged upon a number of important factors
applicable to handling including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rapport between handler & dog
Control of the lead
Voice Control & Communication with the dog
Awareness of the dog & judge at all times
Presentation of the dog in stance & movement
Presentation of dog for Dentition Check
Presentation of the dog in full view of the judge at all times
Ability to answer simple questions by the judge

This class was a large class of 6 junior handlers, and it was a very difficult
class to judge as all the handlers were very talented. The decision in
the end came down to only small things which separated the handlers
throughout the individual process.
The handlers were asked to name particular points on the dog
throughout the individual process. Some handlers were able to answer
these questions quickly and accurately, whilst others were not sure
on the answer. Lead control over all in the class was very good, and
particular handlers were very good with communicating with their dog,
encouraging and talking to their dog right throughout the class which is
great to see.
The results for this age group were:
1 - Trinity Jones
2 - Brooke Holloway
3 - Amber Phillis
4 - Megan King
5 - Jacinta Ens
6 - Tahlia Presley

We had 4 Junior handlers compete in this age group. All handlers did a
wonderful job controlling each of their individual dogs, supporting their
dog and communicating with the judge.

Congratulations to all the handlers in this age group. I know most of
these handlers already handle at our specialty shows, and I encourage
them to continue to handle at every opportunity they are presented
with and to continue to watch our older handlers in the ring at shows to
improve their skills.

Each of the handlers were very good in their voice control and
communication with their dog, and the judge. Lead control was overall
well done, some more practice for some of the younger handlers and
more experience in the ring would certainly be beneficial.

I very much enjoyed judging the Junior Handler competition this year
and would like to thank the German Shepherd Dog Club of QLD for the
appointment. I would also like to congratulate the club on providing
such wonderful prizes for each of the handlers, they really were fantastic.

The results for this age group were:

In moving forward I would encourage all handlers to continue handling,
keep practicing and above all enjoy our wonderful breed

Ages 10-13 years

1 - Stephanie Jones
2 - Baylie Mercer
3 - Zach Bland
4 - Chloe Lahrs
I would like to congratulate each of the handlers, they received some
lovely prizes and ribbons and we look forward to seeing them again at
next years National in Adelaide.
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Ages 13-18 years

Jessica Kada
Jaknell German Shepherds
NSW

JUNIOR showmanship
Junior Handlers

This year at the 45th National Show & Trial, 10 of our up and coming youth handlers from around the country
competed in 2 age groups in the annual junior handlers competition.
This year the competition was judged by up and coming judge Jess Kada (NSW).
The GSDCA and all associated clubs congratulate everyone and would also like to thank all the youth of the GSD
community in Australia for being interested in the breed and interested in handling. The youth are the breeders,
exhibitors and committees of the future and are vital to keeping the breed strong in Australia.
By

Caleb Fryer

Amber Phillis

Chloe Lahrs

Stephanie Jones

Zach Bland

Baylie Mercer

Tahlia Presley

Trinity Jones

Megan King

Jacinta Ens

Brooke Holloway

Gsdca Junior
Showmanship Awards
MEMBER CLUB
ACT GSD Association
GSDC Queensland
GSDC Tasmania
GSDC Victoria
GSD Association of WA
GSD League of NSW
N&HR GSDC
GSDC SA

7 years to
under 10 years

10 years to
under 13 years

13 years to
under 18 years

Megan King
Amelia Rowe
Bennett
Ayden Jones
Alison Shea
Brody Morris
Baylie Mercer

Stephanie Jones
Mitchell Shea

Trinity Jones
Peyton Burgess

Alex Lawrence
Tyson Hughes

Bree Hansen
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Stock Coat Bitch:
Judged by Herr Joachim Stiegler
STOCK COAT BABY
PUPPY BITCH

Placing 3
FREEVALE BEAUTY SPOT

Placing 6
ALIMANDA ULTIMATE ENVY

16/12/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Jonkahra Simply Irresistible AZ
Catalogue Number: 085
Exhibitor: M & C Morris
Breeder: M & C Morris

21/12/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Alimanda Flirting With Fire
Catalogue Number: 088
Exhibitor: Alimanda Kennels
Breeder: Alimanda Kennels

Placing 4
FREEVALE SHAKE YOUR BOOTY

Placing 7
LAWINE ODORATISSIMA

05/12/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Ch Freevale Hippe Hippe Shake AZ
Catalogue Number: 082
Exhibitor: M & C Morris
Breeder: M & C Morris

21/11/2016
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HD-ED (Imp UK)
Dam: Lawine Zassie
Catalogue Number: 077
Exhibitor: PR & DJ Smith
Breeder: PR & DJ Smith

Placing 5
JAKNELL SHAKE IT OFF

Placing 8
CASTASTAR GISELLA

01/12/2016
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ
Catalogue Number: 081
Exhibitor: A & J Kada
Breeder: A & J Kada

28/12/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Castastar Alexi AZ ET PT
Catalogue Number: 091
Exhibitor: Mrs A Doyle
Breeder: Mrs A Doyle

All grade Promising

Placing 1
KARHAM ONE OF A KIND

15/12/2016
Sire: *Sup Ch Indio Di Casa Nobili HD-ED HIT
H-neg (Imp Italy)
Dam: *Ch Karham Klass Above AZ
Catalogue Number: 084
Breeder: Miss NJ Hammond
Breeder: Miss N J Hammond
Placing 2
FREEVALE INNER BEAUTY

16/12/2016
Aire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Jonkahra Simply Irresistible AZ
Catalogue Number: 086
Exhibitor: M & C Morris
Breeder: M & C Morris
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 9
KHANIQUE LOVELLA

Placing 13
AWATEA DANISH DELIGHT
21/11/2016
Sire: *Esko von den Zwei Steinen aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Angie In Regnum Marianum
Catalogue Number: 078
Exhibitor: F Grigons
Breeder: F Grigons

STOCK COAT
MINOR PUPPY BITCH

20 graded Very Promising
Placing 1
ALIMANDA TICKLED PINK

Placing 14
BHUACHAILLE BRIONA

15/01/2017
Sire: *Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Khanique Gracie
Catalogue Number: 096
Exhibitor: C Booth
Breeder: Khanique Kennels
Placing 10
KINGVALE PARTY DAZZLER

22/01/2017
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Bhuachaille Notorious AZ
Catalogue Number: 098
Exhibitor: P & T Le Page
Breeder: P Smith
Placing 15
BRIGENTI LITTLE BIT OF SPICE
01/12/2016
Sire: *Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Brigenti Ice Flame
Catalogue Number: 080
Exhibitor: Mrs G Mansfield & Mr C Hendrickse
Breeder: Brigenti Kennels
Placing 16
REICHKAISER MIRACLE OF LOVE

31/12/2016
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HD-ED (Imp UK)
Dam: Ch Freevale On Cloud Nine
Catalogue Number: 092
Exhibitor: Mr I & Mrs S Pacek
Breeder: Mr I & Mrs S Pacek
Placing 11
WYNGARAH VICTORIA SECRET
21/12/2016
Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Lewisland Hide N Seek
Catalogue Number: 090
Exhibitor: Miss V E Mc Ginty
Breeder: Miss V E Mc Ginty
Placing 12
LEBERHINE JEUNE
02/01/2017
Sire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Leberhine Umeeko AZ
Catalogue Number: 094
Exhibitor: M Paterson/P Butler
Breeder: Mr H Garvican, Mr R and Mrs D Evans
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28/01/2017
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Andacht Erin Strauss
Catalogue Number: 099
Exhibitor: Hemnelina Birac
Breeder: Hemnelina Birac

10/09/2016
Sire: *Ch Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Ch Alimanda Grey’s Anatomy AZ
Cataloguue Number: 106
Exhibitor: Alimanda Kennels
Breeder: Alimanda Kennels
8 Months, a large, powerful bitch of correct
proportions. Expressive head, right ear should
be more correct. Very good top and underline,
correct in front, balanced chest proportions, very
good angulation, free powerful movement.
Placing 2
ALDERHAUS YASMIN EVELYN

Placing 17
IMAGICK EVANGELINE
20/01/2017
Sire: *Vablo vom Osterberger-Land aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Imagick Anastasia
Catalogue Number: 097
Exhibitor: M A Macklin
Breeder: M A Macklin
Placing 18
WYNGARAH CAN U KEEP A SECRET
21/12/2016
Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Lewisland Hide N Seek
Catalogue Number: 089
Exhibitor: Miss V McGinty
Breeder: Miss V E McGinty
Placing 19
JANEME KISS ME KATE
18/12/2016
Sire: *Esko von den Zwei Steinen aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Castastar Acacia AZ
Catalogue Number: 087
Exhibitor: Mrs J Perkins
Breeder: Mrs J Perkins

27/08/2016
Sire: *Labo vom Schollweiher aED SchHIII IPOIII
H-neg (Imp Deu)
Dam: Alderhaus Queen Pixie Vegas
Catalogue Number: 103
Exhibitor: Miss P Alder
Breeder: Miss P Alder
8 Months, a large, powerful bitch of correct
proportions with a good expression. Dry and
firm, pronounced wither, straight back, croup has
a good lay but should be a little longer. Correct
in front and correct chest proportion. Correct
angulation and correct coming and going.
Powerful free movement and good balance

STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 3
FREINHAUF HAVOC

Placing 5
SUNDANEKA BAILEYS ON ICE

Placing 7
KARALCIN KATANA

20/08/2016
Sire: *Gerry v Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Pedra Degli Achei HD-ED (Imp Italy)
Catalogue Number: 101
Exhibitor: J Cathie, L Lynch, K & R Knuckey
Breeder: KR, RT & CA Knuckey

12/11/2016
Sire: *Ch. Vablo vom Osterberger-Land aED
(Imp Deu)
Dam: *Sundaneka Tequila Sunrise AZ
Catalogue Number: 135
Exhibitor: Mr GD & Mrs K. Stevenson
Breeder: Mr GD & Mrs K. Stevenson

16/10/2016
Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Karalcin Dakota AZ HT
Catalogue Number: 123
Exhibitor: K Long
Breeder: K Long

9 Months. Double P1 upper left, a large, medium
strong, stretched bitch with good expression. Very
good firmness in the back, pronounced wither,
croup should be a little bit longer. Correct chest
proportions, very good angulation, powerful
movement and good balance.
Placing 4
BRUVIC CAPPYS BECCA LUCIENNE AI

29/9/16
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: *Ch Bruvic Chelseas Captivation AZ
Catalogue Number: 115
Exhibitor: Ms V Beaton & Miss C Baker
Breeder: Ms V Beaton & Miss C Baker
7 Months, a large, medium strong bitch of correct
proportions. Good expression, pronounced
wither, straight back, croup has a good lay
but should be longer. Correct in front, good
angulation of the fore and very good angulation
behind, correct coming and going. Powerful
movement and good balance.

6 Months, a medium size, medium strong bitch
of correct proportions. Excellent pigmentation,
expressive head. Straight back, pronounced
wither, correct in front. Hocks should be firmer,
very good angulation, movement is free and
powerful.

7 Months, a medium size, medium strong bitch
of correct proportions. Very good pigmentation,
expressive head. Normal wither, straight back,
croup should be longer, correct in front. Free
powerful movement.
Placing 8
JEZLAHN XANDRIA

Placing 6
KARHAM KNOW IT ALL

08/09/2016
Sire: *Sup Ch Indio Di Casa Nobili HD-ED HIT
H-neg (Imp Italy)
Dam: *Ch Karham Itzony Destiny AZ
Catalogue Number 105
Exhibitor: Miss NJ Hammond
Breeder: Miss NJ Hammond
8 Months, a medium sized, medium strong bitch
of correct proportions. Good expression, straight
back, the croup should be longer. Normal chest,
good movement, good angulation of the front
and rear. Powerful hind thrust with good fore
reach.

25/09/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch. Laverance Delta AZ
Catalogue Number: 113
Exhibitor: E.A. Kruger/J. Hogan-Smith
Breeder: EA Kruger
7 Months, a large, medium strong bitch who is
dry and firm. Good head, very good top and
underline. Correct in front, good angulation of
the fore and very good angulation of the rear.
Powerful movement with good balance.
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 9
FREINHAUF HAUTE COUTURE

20/08/2016
Sire: *Gerry v Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Pedra Degli Achei HD-ED (Imp Italy)
Catalogue Number: 102
Exhibitor: J. Kada & C. Hendricks
Breeder: KR, RT & CA Knuckey
9 Months, a very large, medium strong bitch with
good expression. Roached back, slightly short
croup. Stands slightly east-west in front, good
angulation. In movement, the fore reach should
be freer.
Placing 10
KAPERVILLE JOURNEY WAY

Placing 12
JAYSHELL PROSECCO

Placing 16
KARALCIN HARLEY QUINN

26/10/2016
Sire: *Ch Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Jayshell Kenzie AZ
Catalogue Number: 131
Exhibitor: P & N McDermott
Breeder: N Mc Dermott

16/10/2016
Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Karalcin Dakota AZ HT
Catalogue Number: 122
Exhibitor: K Long
Breeder: K Long

6 Months, a medium size, medium strong bitch of
correct proportions. Normal wither, straight back,
croup should be longer. Good angulation of the
fore and very good angulation of the rear. Good
movement and good balance.

7 Months, a large, medium strong bitch of correct
proportions. Good expression, good head, normal
wither, straight back, croup has a good lay but
should be longer. Balanced chest proportions,
correct in front. Correct angulation and powerful
movement.

Placing 13
UHLMSDORF COCO CHANEL
19/10/2016
Sire: *Ch Uhlmsdorf Black Douglas AZ
Dam: Uhlmsdorf Rain Cloud AZ
Catalogue Number: 124
Exhibitor: L Kerkin & S Mc Gregor
Breeder: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
7 Months, an above medium size bitch, medium
strong, of correct proportions. Good expression,
pronounced wither, slightly steep croup. Correct
in front, correct chest development, very good
angulation of the fore and rear, good powerful
movement.
Placing 14
KYOARA SECRET AGENT

14/10/2016
Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko AZ
Dam: *Kaperville Smith N Wesson AZ
Catalogue Number: 120
Exhibitor: L Hume & S Crozier
Breeder: Animal Kapers Boarding Kennels P/L
7 Months, Double P1 upper right, a medium
size, medium strong bitch of correct proportions.
Normal expression, pronounced wither, straight
back, croup has a good lay but should be longer.
Normal chest proportions, correct in front.
Correct angulation of the fore and rear. Powerful
movement with good balance.
Placing 11
KANTENNA JUST LIKE FIRE
23/09/2016
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Kantenna So What AZ
Catalogue Number: 112
Exhibitor: S Ballantyne & M L Reidy
Breeder D & S Ballantyne
7 Months, a medium size, medium strong bitch of
very good pigmentation with excellent expression.
Firm back, sightly steep croup. Normal chest
proportions, sightly east-west in front, good
angulation of the fore and rear. Powerful
movement and good balance.
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03/11/2016
Sire: *Ch. Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Briska Kaizen aED (Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 133
Exhibitor: S Ballantyne & J Oar
Breeder: J Oar
6 Months, Double P1 upper right, a medium
size, medium strong bitch of correct proportions.
The ears should be firmer. Pronounced wither,
straight back, good length and lay of croup.
Correct in front, correct angulation where the
hocks should be firmer. Movement is powerful
and free.
Placing 15
SCHNEEBERG MILLION DOLLAR BABY
28/09/2016
Sire: *Ch Jaknell Coz Im Tnt AZ
Dam: Lashadas Zavana Havana AZ
Catalogue Number: 114
Exhibitor: Mr John Widejko
Breeder: Mr John Widejko
7 Months, a medium size, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions. Good top and
underline, croup should be a bit longer. Very
good angulation of the fore, too much angulation
behind where the hocks should be firmer. Good
movement.

Placing 17
ZIBELLINA BROOKLYN WE GO HARD
19/10/2016
Sire: *Jaknell Coz Im Tnt AZ
Dam: *Shepherdhill Venus AZ
Cataloguue Number: 127
Exhibitor: Zibellina Kennels
Breeder: Zibellina Kennels
7 Months, medium size, medium strong bitch of
excellent sable pigmentation. Strong head, ears
should be more correct. Normal wither, correct
in front, good angulation of the fore and very
good angulation of the rear. Powerful hind thrust
where the fore reach should be freer.
Placing 18
ALBATA PARIS
14/10/2016
Sire: *Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Albata Angelina AZ
Catalogue Number: 118
Exhibitor: F & C Aili
Breeder: F & C Aili
7 Months, a medium size, medium strong bitch
with a good expression. Normal proportions,
slightly short croup, front should be more correct.
Good angulation of the fore and very good
angulation of the rear, movement should be more
powerful.
Placing 19
AIMSWAY TOREE
23/10/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Aimsway Myla Rose
Catalogue Number: 129
Exhibitor: J & L Martens
Breeder: J & L Martens
6 Months, a medium size, medium strong bitch
of correct proportions. Good pigmentation where
the eyes should be darker. Firm back, good croup
but should be longer. Correct in front, good
angulation of the fore and very good angulation
of the rear. In movement, the forward reach
should be freer.

STOCK COAT bitch classes
.Placing 20
DURNSTEIN JUST A SCALLYWAG
15/10/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger)
Dam: *Ch Durnstein Dirty Dancing ET AZ
Catalogue Number: 121
Exhibitor: Mrs F McAdam
Breeder: Mrs. F M McAdam

STOCK COAT PUPPY BITCH
All graded Very Promising
Placing 1
BRONBOREO VEJAJA

7 Months, Double P1 upper right, a medium
sized, medium strong bitch of correct proportions.
Ears should be more correct. Straight back,
correct in front, good angulation of the fore and
rear. In movement shows powerful hind thrust
where the fore reach should be freer.

2 graded Promising
Placing 21
SCHONFEUER HEARTS DESIRE (AI)
15/09/2016
Sire: *Ch Hasenway Wild Knight ET AZ
Dam: *Schonfeuer Hot Or What AZ)
Catalogue Number: 109
Exhibitor: T & A Mills
Breeder: T & A Mills
8 Months, a very large, powerful bitch of
normal pigmentation. Ears should be closer set.
Normal wither, correct in front, good angulation,
movement should be more powerful. Needs
more overall firmness.
Placing 22
BRUANGIE ZAMALIA

Placing 3
SADRIA RING MY BELL (AI)

07/07/2016
Sire: *Schaerferhund Rafael AZ
Dam: Jentol Echos Vida
Catalogue Number: 235
Exhibitor: B Pereira & R Pritchard
Breeder: B Pereira & R Pritchard
10 Months, Double P1 upper left, a large, medium
strong bitch of correct proportions with good
firmness. Normal expression, pronounced wither,
straight back, good length and lay of the croup.
Balanced chest proportions, correct in front and
correct angulation. Nearly correct coming and
going. Free powerful movement.

01/08/2016
Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells AZ
Dam: *Conkasha Spring Mist AZ
Catalogue Number: 245
Exhibitor: Mr S J Morrissey
Breeder: Mr S J Morrissey
9 Months, a medium size, medium strong bitch
who is dry and firm. Good head, pronounced
wither, straight back, the croup has a good lay
but it should be longer. Good angulation of the
fore and very good angulation of the rear, correct
coming and going. Free powerful movement with
good balance.
Placing 4
FREINHAUF FIRE FLY ZOE

Placing 2
AIMSWAY LOCKETT

10/10/2016
Sire: Ch Alimanda Its All About Me
Dam: Leppsdorf Oriental Ora
Catalogue Number: 117
Exhibitor: Mrs V Corlett
Breeder: Mrs V Corlett
7 Months, Double P1 upper right, a large,
powerful bitch of stretched proportions. Ears
are not firm, good topline, underchest should
be longer. Correct in front, good angulation of
the fore, too much angulation behind where the
hocks are not firm. Good movement.

Graded Sufficient
Placing 23
BURSHUNE YOLLI
04/11/2016
Sire: Wasco Del Seprio (Imp Italy)
Dam: Burshune Billie Jean
Catalogue Number: 134
Exhibitor: S & B Hurley
Breeder: Lynda Burston

22/05/2016
Sire: *Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Aimsway Vegas Glimmer
Catalogue Number: 226
Exhibitor: J. & L. Martens
Breeder J. & L. Martens
11 Months, an above medium size, medium
strong bitch of good substance and correct
proportions. Very good pigmentation, slightly
large ears. Very good top and underline, correct
coming and going. Very good angulation, free
powerful movement.

18/06/2016
Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Volscaro River Of Champagne
Catalogue Number: 232
Exhibitor: J R Carter & R Knuckey
Breeder: Mr K R, Mrs R T & Mr C A Knuckey
11 Months, a large, medium strong bitch of
good substance. Correct proportions, strong and
expressive head. Pronounced wither, straight
back and good length and lay of the croup.
Good chest development, correct angulation, free
powerful movement.

6 Months, a large, medium strong bitch with good
pigmentation and good expression. Flat wither,
steep croup, needs more development in the
chest. Hocks are loose and the movement should
be more powerful. Temperament is not sufficient.
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 5
ALIMANDA SHE’S THE ONE

Placing 7
KAYGARR BIBBA

Placing 9
ASTASIA GAMBA

21/05/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Bruangie Something To Follow AZ
Catalogue Number: 225
Exhibitor: Alimanda Kennels
Breeder: Alimanda Kennels

23/06/16
Sire: *Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ
Dam: *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp Norway)
Catalogue Number: 233
Exhibitor: G & K Williams
Breeder: G & K Williams

11/08/2016
Sire: *Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Astasia Tiki AZ
Catalogue Number: 247
Exhibitor: B & P Hersant
Breeder: B & P Hersant

11 Months, a large, medium strong bitch of
correct proportions with very good pigmentation.
Expressive head, normal wither, straight back,
croup has a good lay but should be longer.
Normal chest development, correct in front.
Correct angulation, nearly correct coming and
going. Good movement and good balance.

10 Months, a large, medium strong bitch with
very good pigmentation and correct proportions.
Good head, very good top and underline,
balanced chest proportions, correct in front.
Hocks should be firmer, very good angulation,
powerful movement and good balance.

9 Months, a large, medium strong bitch with
a good head where the left ear should be
more correct. Normal wither, straight back,
slightly short steep croup. Needs more chest
development, good angulation. In movement, the
forward reach should be more free.

Placing 8
BOSSFACE MARIYA

Placing 10
LEPPSDORF WE CAN BEAT IT

10/08/2016
Sire: *Jaknell Coz Im Tnt AZ
Dam: Bossface Vanta
Catalogue Number: 246
Exhibitor: M & C Theris
Breeder: M & C Theris

08/06/2016
Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko AZ
Dam: *Leppsdorf Sapphira AZ
Catalogue Number: 231
Exhibitor: Linda Hume
Breeder: Linda Hume

9 Months, an above medium size, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions and good firmness.
Good head where the eyes should be darker.
Pronounced wither, straight back, slightly short
steep croup. Correct coming and going, good
angulation of the fore and very good angulation
of the rear. Good movement but should be more
powerful.

11 Months, a large, medium strong, stretched
bitch with a good head. Pronounced wither,
straight back, the croup has a very good length
and lay. Balanced chest proportions, correct in
front, good angulation of the fore and very good
angulation of the rear. Correct coming and going.
Free powerful movement.

Placing 6
VONEHRLICH SASSI (AI)

23/07/2016
Sire: Baggio von Juvenisty
Dam: Vonehrlich Lea
Catalogue Number: 241
Exhibitor: L & H Young
Breeder: L & H Young
9 Months, a large, medium strong bitch of correct
proportions with very good pigmentation. Large
ears, pronounced wither, straight back, good
croup and normal chest proportions. Correct
in front, correct coming and going, very good
angulation, free powerful movement.
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 11
RHOSYN TWYSTED SECRET

Placing 15
FREINHAUF GAMBLE (IID DEU)

Placing 19
GRANDSPY FLY ON THE WALL

08/06/2016
Sire: *Calle vom Westervenn aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Rhosyn Dangerous Affair AZ
Catalogue Number: 230
Exhibitor: Mr K & Mrs S Maresh
Breeder: S & C Collins

15/07/2016
Sire: *Ballack von der Brucknerallee aED (Gmy)
Dam: Boney M vom Bad Wäldle aED (Imp
Gmy)
Catalogue Number: 238
Exhibitor: KR, RT, & CA Knuckey
Breeder: KR, RT, & CA Knuckey

21/07/2016
Sire: Jonkahra Legacy
Dam: *Ch Grandspy Collette Up In Flames AZ
Catalogue Number: 240
Exhibitor: J King
Breeder: J King

11 Months, a large, medium strong bitch of
correct proportion. Normal wither, straight back,
good lay of the croup but it should be a little bit
longer. Correct in front, good angulation, correct
coming and going, powerful hind thrust where
the forward reach should be freer.
Placing 12
KHAYEM PREMONITION
28/05/2016
Sire: *Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Khayem Guinan AZ
Catalogue Number: 227
Exhibitor: Ms K F Mc Gregor
Breeder: Ms K F Mc Gregor
11 Months, a large, medium strong bitch of good
substance and correct proportions. Expressive
head, slightly large ears. Good top and underline,
correct in front, good angulation of the fore and
very good angulation of the rear. Steps close in
front, powerful free movement.
Placing 13
FRIEDENTAL TURANGA LEELA
04/07/2016
Sire: *Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Friedental Bliss Fulicious AZ ET
Catalogue Number: 234
Exhibitor: B Pereira, R Pritchard, B Wedge &
C Baker
Breeder: N Humphries

10 Months, a very large, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions with very good
pigmentation. Good expression, ears should be
firmer. Pronounced wither, straight back, slightly
steep croup, slightly east-west in front, with good
angulation. Good movement.
Placing 16
KEVGAR CRAZEE BLONDIE
27/07/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: *Kevgar Awesome Material Girl AZ
Catalogue Number: 242
Exhibitor: K & G Gore
Breeder: K & G Gore
9 Months, a large, powerful bitch of good
substance. Correct proportions, slightly light
eyes. Straight back, the croup has a good lay
but should be a little bit longer. Correct in front,
good angulation, elbows should be closer, good
movement.
Placing 17
AVAHLEE PINK LEGACY
30/07/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Catalogue Number: 244
Exhibitor: M & C Morris/D Mayne
Breeder: Ms D Mayne

10 Months, a large, powerful bitch of stretched
proportions. Slightly light eyes and ears should
be a little bit firmer. Pronounced wither, straight
back, good chest proportions, correct in front,
correct coming and going. Good angulation of
the fore and very good angulation of the rear.
Free powerful movement.

9 Months, a large, powerful bitch of good
substance. Strong head where the ears are
not firm. Very good top and underline, correct
in front, very good angulation. Free powerful
movement.

Placing 14
UHLMSDORF TOUCH OF PINK

13/07/2016
Sire: *Labo von Schollweiher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Bhuachaille Notorious
Catalogue Number: 236
Exhibitor: Patricia Smith
Breeder: Patricia Smith

04/06/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: *Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne AZ
Catalogue Number: 229
Exhibitor: V Fairbairn & W Meffert
Breeder: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
11 Months, a very large, medium strong, dry and
firm bitch. Eyes should be darker, pronounced
wither, straight back, correct in front, normal
chest proportions. Good angulation, correct
coming and going. Good hind thrust, where the
fore reach should be freer.

Placing 18
BHUACHAILLE ALWAYS A DREAMER

10 Months, a large, medium strong, firm bitch.
Ears should be more correct. Pronounced wither,
slightly steep croup, slightly short underchest,
good angulation, movement should be more
powerful.

9 Months, a large, medium strong bitch with a
good head. Flat wither, short steep croup, correct
in front, good angulation. Movement should be
more powerful.
Placing 20
SEIGEN HAVANA MOON
30/07/2016
Sire: Hornemarks Ricco (Imp Swe)
Dam: Seigen Jimmys Luna
Catalogue Number: 243
Exhibitor: D & CA Gallacher
Breeder: D & CA Gallacher
9 Months, a large, powerful bitch of stretched
proportions. Slightly light eyes, normal wither,
straight back, the croup has a good lay but
should be longer. Stands slightly east-west in
front, good angulation, movement should be
more powerful.

STOCK COAT JUNIOR BITCH.
All graded Very Good.
Placing 1
LAGO GIANNINA

16/01/2016
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: Babenberg Jasmina
Catalogue Number: 144
Exhibitor: Lago Kennels & Babenberg Kennels
Breeder: Lago Kennels
Dbl P1 Upper Left. And Dble P1 Bottom
right.1 yr. 4 mths. 60cms. Large medium strong.
Expressive head. Good expression. Correct
proportions. Pronounced wither, straight back,
good lay of croup that should be longer. Normal
chest development. Correct angulation. Very
powerful movement.
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 2
JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD

Placing 4
ZANDRAC WISDOM (IID DEU)

Placing 6
KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK AZ

07/01/16
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Andacht Pepery AZ
Catalogue Number: 140
Exhibitor: J Brandon & D Brown
Breeder: J Brandon & D Brown

15/02/2016
Sire: *Faust vom Hulsbach
Dam: *Charlotte von Tronje aED (Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 153
Exhibitor: Mr A & Mrs R Jones
Breeder: Mr A & Mrs R Jones

01/02/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD/ED (Imp Den)
Dam: *Kantenna Miss Underztood AZ
Catalogue Number: 152
Exhibitor: Sarah Gordon
Breeder: D & S Ballantyne

1 yr. 4mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, good
substance, good firmness. Expressive head.
Pronounced wither, straight back. Good length
and lay of croup. Correct in front. Correct coming
and going. Good angulations. Powerful free
movement.

1 yr. 3 mths.59cms. Large, medium strong, correct
proportions, good firmness. Strong expressive
head. Good top and underline. Correct in front.
Correct angulations. Hocks should be a little
firmer. Good movement with good balance.

1 yr.3mths. 59cms. Above medium size, medium
strong. Good pigmentation. Expressive head,
normal wither, straight back. Croup is of good
lay but should be longer. Correct in front. Correct
coming and going. Good angulations. The fore
reach should be more freer.

Placing 3
SEIGEN MISCHIEVOUS AZ

16/03/2016
Sire: Hornemarks Ricco
Dam: Seigen Pure Bliss
Catalogue Number: 156
Exhibitor: N Humphries
Breeder: D & C Gallacher
1yr. 2 mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, correct
proportions. Good head. Very good top and
underline. Normal chest proportions. Correct in
front, pasterns should be a little firmer. Correct
angulations. Powerful rear movement.
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Placing 5
BOSSFACE JAGGER

20/01/2016
Sire: Lashadas Chick Magnet
Dam: Khayem Galina
Catalogue Number: 146
Exhibitor: M & C Theris
Brdr/Exh: M & C Theris
1 yr. 4 mths. 60cms. Large, powerful, good
substance. Very good pigmentation. Ears should
be closer. Straight back, slightly short croup.
correct in front. Correct in front. Good angulation
in the fore and very good angulation behind.
Powerful hind thrust, the fore reach should be
more freer.

Placing 7
BERNLOCH GLAMOUR PUSS

02/12/2015
Sire: *Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ
Dam: Bernloch Quality Street
Catalogue Number: 136
Exhibitor: K Griffis
Breeder: K Griffis.
1yr. 5mths. 60cms. Large powerful very good
substance, correct proportions. Expressive head.
Ears are set a little wide. Pronounced wither;
straight back, good lay of the croup that should
be a little longer. Good chest proportions. Correct
angulations. Correct coming and going. Powerful
movement and good balance.

STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 8
KELINPARK MALTESER (AI) AZ

Placing 10
BRAYLINE KONTIKI FIRE AZ

Placing 13
CH KARHAM WAIT N DESTROY
18/03/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED Imp Den)
Dam: Ch Karham Worth The Wait AZ HT
Catalogue Number: 158
Exhibitor: Miss NJ Hammond
Breeder: M Hammond

30/01/2016
Sire: Cobra d’Ulmental (Italy)
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ
Catalogue Number: 151
Exhibitor: Lyn Gregor
Breeder: Lyn Gregor

08/01/2016
Sire: *Ch Fremont Hells Bells AZ
Dam: *Sabaranburg Liquid Fire AZ HIC
Catalogue Number: 142
Exhibitor: Ms H Squires
Breeder: Ms H Squires

1 yr. 4mths.59cms. Large, medium strong,
correct proportions. Normal wither, straight
back. Croup is of good lay but should be longer.
Correct in front. Underchest should be longer.
Correct angulations. Very powerful movement.
Presentation should be better.

1 yr. 4 mths. 60cms. Large, powerful, good
expression. Good top and underline. Correct in
front. Pronounced wither. Correct angulations.
Powerful movement. This female should be more
self assured.

Placing 9
ASTASIA DARYA

16/05/2016
Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Astasia Yoko AZ
Catalogue Number: 166
Exhibitor: B & P Hersant
Breeder: B & P Hersant
12 mths. 61cms. Large, correct proportions. Very
good pigmentation. Good head, large ears.
Normal wither. Straight back. Good lay of the
croup. Correct in front. Good angulation in the
fore and very good angulation behind. Elbows
should be closer. Powerful movement.

Placing 11
STOBAR CARLOTTE A Z
27/02/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Vanland Ava AZ
Catalogue Number: 154
Exhibitor: B & C Auwema
Breeder: B & C Auwema
1 yr. 3 mths.61cms. Large, powerful, good
substance. Good pigmentation. The ears should
be closer. Pronounced wither, straight back. Croup
has a good lay but should be longer. Correct in
front. Correct angulation in the fore and very
good behind. Correct coming and going. The
reach should be more free.
Placing 12
TRAUMDORF GIMME AKISS
09/05/2015
Sire: *Esko von den Zwei Steinen aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Verhexen Golden Nuggett
Catalogue Number: 163
Exhibitor: F Grigons
Breeder: B Jacobs
12mths. 62cms. Very large, powerful, very good
pigmentation. Strong head. Normal wither, slight
roach over the back. Correct in front. Correct
angulations. Free powerful movement.

1yr. 2mths. 55cms. Small, medium strong,
good pigmentation, good head. Good top and
underline. Croup should be a little longer. Correct
in front. Good angulation in the fore and very
good angulation behind. Good movement, the
fore reach should be more free.
Placing 14
GRANDSPY EVIL INTENTIONS
07/05/16
Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Shepwest Standing Ovation AZ
Catalogue Number: 162
Exhibitor: J King
Breeder: J King
12mths. 58cms. Above medium size, medium
strong. Good expression. Normal wither. Straight
back, croup is of good lay but could be longer.
Slightly short underchest. Correct in front. Good
angulations. Her movement should be more
powerful.
Placing 15
JAYZSTYRKE PEPERS GOLD
07/01/16
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Andacht Pepery AZ
Catalogue Number 141
Exhibitor: J Brandon & R J Vernon
Breeder: J Brandon & D Brown
Dble P1 Upper Left. 1 yr. 4 mths. 62cms. Very
large, medium strong, correct proportions. Strong
head, ears should be firmer. Pronounced wither,
croup should be longer. The underchest should
be longer. Very good angulation fore and behind.
Powerful movement.
Placing 16
VOLSCARO HYPNOTIC POISON AZ
12/03/2016
Sire: Hornemarks Ricco (Imp Swe)
Dam: Volscaro Classic Porscha
Catalogue Number: 155
Exhibitor: T Roberts & L Pearson
Breeder: T Roberts & L Pearson
Dble P1 Upper Right. 1 yr. 2 mths. 59cms. Above
medium size, powerful, very good substance.
Strong expressive head. Good length and lay of
the croup. Correct in front. Good angulation in
the fore and very good angulation behind. Elbows
should be closer. Powerful hind thrust, fore reach
should be more free.
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 17
AIMSWAY TINKA

Placing 21
PURPLEMAX MEG MAC AZ

13/05/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Aimsway Tinkerbell
Catalogue Number: 164
Exhibitor: Mr B Natoli & Ms J Miner & J & L
Martens
Breeder: J & L Martens

03/12/2015
Sire: Bluemax Biscuit AZ
Dam: *Bluemax Tiger Tears AZ
Catalogue Number: 137
Exhibitor: C Long
Breeder: C Long

All graded Very Good

Placing 1
*ZANDRAC CHEERLEADER AZ

12mths. 60cms. Large, medium strong. Good
head. Normal wither, the back should be firmer.
Good lay of the croup that could be longer.
Correct in front. Good angulation in the fore and
very good behind. Elbows should be firmer. Fore
reach should be more freer.

1yr. 5mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, correct
proportions. Good head. Pronounced wither,
straight back. Good length and lay of croup.
Correct in front, correct coming and going. Good
angulation in the fore and very good angulation
behind. Hocks should be firmer. Powerful
movement.

Placing 18
HEATHCOTE KIWI ONE MAGIC (IMP NZ)

Placing 22
SABARANBURG QUINTESSENCE AZ

06/05/2016
Sire: *Acarya Quortda Fakir AZ
Dam: *Heathcote Famous Star AZ
Catalogue Number: 161
Exhibitor: Anthony Sheppard
Breeder: A Gibson & K M Morton

21/12/2015
Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Sabaranburg Liquid Ice
Catalogue Number: 138
Exhibitor: Mr B & Mrs L Lubbock
Breeder: Mr B & Mrs L Lubbock

22/03/2015
Sire: Ch *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Zandrac Its A Love Thing AZ
Catalogue Number: 260
Exhibitor: Mr A & Mrs R Jones
Breeder: Mr A & Mrs R Jones

12mths. 60cms. Large, correct proportions. Very
good pigmentation. Underjaw should be stronger.
Normal withers. Slightly roached back. Good lay
of the croup. Correct in front. Good angulations in
the fore and very good angulations behind. Good
hind thrust. Fore reach should be more freer.

1 yr. 5mths. 62cms. Very large, correct proportions,
good substance. Very good pigmented. Good
upper and underline. Correct in front. Balanced
chest proportions. Good angulation in the fore
and very good angulation behind. Powerful hind
thrust where the fore reach should be more freer.

2 Years 1 Month, 58cm, a large, powerful bitch
of good substance. Expressive head, harmonious
top and underline. Correct in front. Very good
angulation, steps narrow in front and correct
behind. Free powerful movement and good
balance.

Placing 19
KUIRAU JORJIE GIRL AZ

Placing 23
SUNDANEKA UNDERCOVER ANGEL

Placing 2
*KAPERVILLE WHITE DIAMOND AZ

23/01/2016
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HD-ED (Imp UK)
Dam: *Kuirau Chakira AZ
CatalogueNumber: 147
Exhibitor: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray
Breeder: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray

28/01/2016
Sire: *Vablo vom Osterberger-Land aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Xyna Vom Niemberger
Ctalogue Number: 150
Exhibitor: G D & K Stevenson
Breeder: G D & K Stevenson

1 yr. 4 mths. 57cms. Medium size, medium strong.
Good proportions. Pronounced wither, straight
back slightly short croup. Sufficient development
back and front. Good angulations. Good
movement and good balance.
Placing 20
SUNDANEKA UNIQUE STORM
28/01/2016
Sire: *Vablo vom Osterberger-Land aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Xyna vom Niemberge
Catalogue Number: 148
Exhibitor: G D & K Stevenson
Breeder: G D & K Stevenson
1 yr. 4 mths. 58cms. Above medium size medium
strong, substantial. Normal withers, straight
back. Croup has good lay but should be longer.
Correct in front. Stands a little east west. Good
angulations. Good hind thrust, fore reach should
be more freer.
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STOCK COAT
INTERMEDIATE BITCH

1 yr. 4 mths. 61cms. Large, medium strong,
stretched. Left ear should be straight. Pronounced
wither, straight back. Good length and lay of the
croup. Correct in front. Normal chest proportions.
Good angulation in the fore, too much angulation
behind. The hocks should be firmer. Good
movement. Needs more self assurance.
Placing 24
CONKASHA SHADOW DIVA AZ

11/04/2015
Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko AZ
Dam: *Hinterhaus Persephone AZ
Catalogue Number: 264
Exhibitor: S Crozier & L Hume
Breeder: Animal Kapers Boarding Kennels

01/01/2016
Sire: *Vablo vom Osterberger-Land aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Conkasha Wild Dancer
Catalogue Number: 139
Exhibitor: Mrs V J Bland
Breeder: T Devine

2 Years 1 Month, double P1 upper left and right,
59cm, an above medium size, medium strong
bitch of stretched proportions. Good head,
pronounced wither, straight back, good length
and lay of the croup. Correct in front, good chest
development, correct angulation, correct coming
and going. Free powerful movement.

1 yr. 4mths. 61cms. Large medium strong, correct
proportions. Good head, the eyes should be
darker. Normal withers, slightly short croup.
Correct in front. Good angulations. Good
movement where the elbows should be closer.

STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 3
*SEIGEN HONEY BOO BOO AZ

Placing 5
KINGLAND VENICE

Placing 7
*KUIRAU HONEY SUCKLE ROSE AZ

04/09/2014
Sire: *Ch Siobahn Apollo AZ
Dam: Seigen Wei Weis Leni
Catalogue Number: 251
Exhibitor: D & C Gallacher
Breeder: D & C Gallacher

09/11/2015
Sire: *Ury vom Zisawinkel aED(Imp Deu)
Dam: *Kingland Nickita AZ
Catalogue Number: 290
Exhibitor: Lorraine King
Breeder: Lorraine King

14/03/2015
Sire: *Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ
Dam: Kuirau Wild Rose
Catalogue Number: 259
Exhibitor: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray
Breeder: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray

2 Years 8 Months, 59cm, an above medium size,
medium strong bitch of correct proportions.
Good expression, very good top and underline,
correct in front. Correct angulation, nearly correct
coming and going. Free movement and good
balance.

1 Year 6 Months, Double P1 upper left, 60cm, a
large, medium strong bitch of correct proportions.
Good head, very good top and underline,
balanced chest proportions, correct in front.
Good angulation of the fore and very good
angulation of the rear. Correct coming and going.
Free powerful movement with good balance.

2 Years 2 Months, 58cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of stretched proportions. Good head and
good wither, straight back, the croup has a good
lay but should be longer. Correct in front, slightly
short underchest, good angulation of the fore
and very good angulation of the rear. Stands
correct in front and narrow at the rear. Powerful
movement.

Placing 4
CH CASTASTAR EVITA AZ HIT

30/01/2015
Sire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Castastar Alexi AZ ET PT
Catalogue Number: 257
Exhibitor: Mrs A Doyle
Breeder: Mrs A Doyle
2 Years 3 Months, 62cm, a very large bitch with
good substance and correct proportions. Strong
expressive head, very good topline and underline.
Balanced chest proportions, correct in front.
Correct coming, very good angulation. Free
powerful movement.

Placing 6
*AIMSWAY BROOKLYN AZ

30/05/2014
Sire: *Ury vom Zisawinkel aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Aimsway Via Vegas
Catalogue Number: 249
Exhibitor: J & L Martens
Breeder: J & L. Martens
2 Years 11 Months, 61cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions. Good pigmentation,
expressive head. Pronounced wither, straight
back, slightly short croup, balanced chest
proportions, correct in front, good angulation of
the fore and very good angulation of the rear.
Correct coming and going. In movement, the
forward reach should be freer.

Placing 8
*HEIKO KIRRA LILLY AZ

24/03/2015
Sire: *Ch Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Heiko Mags Allover AZ
Catalogue Number: 261
Exhibitor: M Knapton
Breeder: M Knapton
2 Years 1 Month, 61cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions. Good head and
large ears. Pronounced wither, straight back,
slightly steep croup, correct in front. Normal
chest proportions, good angulation of the fore.
Powerful movement with good balance.
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 9
CH ALIMANDA QARDASHIAN AZ

02/11/2015
Sire: Ch Alimanda Fire Walker AZ
Dam: Ch Regalshep Eclipse AZ
Catalogue Number: 287
Exhibitor: Alimanda Kennels
Breeder: Alimanda Kennels
1 Year 6 Months, 60cm, a large, powerful bitch
of good substance. Good head where the eyes
should be darker. Normal wither, straight back,
the croup should be a little bit longer, deep chest
proportions. Correct angulation, elbows should
be closer. Powerful movement.
Placing 10
STELLIKO AINT NO STOPPIN US

Placing 11
HASENWAY MAGGIE MAY (IID DEU) AZ

Placing 15
*ASTASIA UNA AZ

28/09/2015
Sire: *Cronos Del Seprio aED
Dam: *Zicke vom Feuermelder aED (Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 285
Exhibitor: Haase, Oar, Mathers
Breeder: J Haase

26/11/2014
Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Astasia Yoko AZ
Catalogue Number: 254
Exhibitor: B & P Hersant
Breeder: B & P Hersant

1 Year 7 Months, 62cm, a very large, powerful
bitch of correct proportions. Good head, normal
wither, slightly roached back, the croup has a
good lay. Normal chest proportions, correct in
front. Correct angulation where the hocks should
be a little bit firmer. Good movement where the
fore reach should be freer.
Placing 12
*CH BRUANGIE YUREEKA ORASGOLD AZ
08/08/2015
Sire: Ch Alimanda Fire Walker AZ
Dam: Leppsdorf Oriental Ora AZ
Catalogue Number: 277
Exhibitor: V Corlett
Breeder: V Corlett
1 Year 9 Months, 62cm, a very large, powerful
bitch of stretched proportions. Eyes should be
darker, very good top and underline, correct
in front. Correct angulation where the elbows
should be closer. Powerful movement but
presentation should be better.
Placing 13
*SABARANBURG PURPLE HAZE AZ

24/09/2015
Sire: *Calle vom Westervenn aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Keedara Portuguese Tart
Catalogue Number: 282
Exhibitor: M & L Brodie
Breeder: M & L Brodie
1 Year 7 Months, 59cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions. Good head,
pronounced wither, straight back, croup has
a good lay but should be a little bit longer.
Correct in front, normal chest proportions, good
angulation of the fore and very good angulation
of the hind. Free powerful movement.

21/05/2015
Sire: Lashadas Xang Bang
Dam: Sabaranburg Kalani
Catalogue Number: 270
Exhibitor: B & Mrs L Lubbock
Breeder: B & Mrs L Lubbock
1 Year 11 Months, 61cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of stretched proportions. Normal wither,
straight back, croup should be longer, normal
chest proportions. Correct in front, upper arm
should be better angled, very good angulation
of the rear where the hocks should be a little bit
firmer. Free powerful movement.
Placing 14
CH FREEVALE CRAZY OOHLA PINK
10/06/2014
Sire: *Ch Arkon vom Altenberger-Land aED
(Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Catalogue Number: 250
Exhibitor: M & C Morris
Breeder: M & C Morris
2 Years 11 Months, 62cm, a very large, medium
strong bitch of correct proportions. Large ears,
which should be firmer. Pronounced wither,
straight back, good length and lay of the croup.
Correct coming and going, very good angulation.
Free powerful movement.
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2 Years 5 Months, 63cm, a very large, medium
strong bitch of correct proportions. Pronounced
wither, straight back, the croup has a good lay
but should be longer. Slightly short underchest,
good angulation of the fore and very good
angulation of the rear where the hocks should be
firmer. Powerful movement.
Placing 16
*BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN AZ
22/07/2015
Sire: *Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ
Dam: Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom AZ CD
ET
Catalogue Number: 276
Exhibitor: Bronacre Kennels
Breeder: Bronacre Kennels
1 Year 9 Months, 59cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of stretched proportions. Very good
pigmentation with an expressive head. Normal
wither, good length and lay of the croup, balanced
chest proportions. Good angulation of the fore
and very good angulation of the rear. Steps close
coming. Good movement where the wither
should be more pronounced.
Placing 17
VONEHRLICH PANYA AZ
02/06/2015
Aire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Vonehrlich Freya AZ
Catalogue Number: 272
Exhibitor: L & H Young
Breeder: L & H Young
1 Year 11 Months, 62cm, a very large bitch of
stretched proportions. Good head, ears should
be closer. Pronounced wither, straight back,
good length and lay of the croup. Normal chest
development, correct in front, elbows should be
closer, good angulation of the fore and very good
angulation of the rear. Powerful movement.

STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 18
LEISHJACLYN WIGGLE DANCER (AI)

Placing 22
KARALCIN SPENCER HASTINGS

Placing 26
REICHKAISER DRESSED FOR SUKSES

05/03/2015
Sire: *Ch Leishjaclyn Latin Dancer
Dam: Leishjaclyn Nuyork Dancer
Catalogue Number: 258
Exhibitor: J Hitchings
Breeder: J Hitchings

04/11/2015
Sire: Ch. Arkon vom Altenberger-Land aED
(Imp Deu)
Dam: Nanmahar Ulla HT ET
Catalogue Number: 289
Exhibitor: K Long
Breeder: K Long

06/10/2015
Sir: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Andacht Tarly
Catalogue Number: 286
Exhibitor: Hemnelina Birac
Breeder: Hemnelina Birac

2 Years 2 Months, 59cm, a large, medium strong,
stretched bitch with a good head where the eyes
should be darker. Normal withers, slightly steep
croup, underchest should be a little bit longer,
correct in front. Good angulation of the fore
and very good angulation of the rear. Good free
movement.

1 Year 6 Months, 61cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of good pigmentation where the eyes should
be darker. Good withers, straight back, short
croup. Correct in front, normal chest proportions,
the upper arm should be longer, good angulation
of the rear. Movement should be more powerful.

Placing 19
ALBATA LUCEE AZ

Placing 23
*KUIRAU INDELIBLE AZ

02/11/2015
Sire: *Ch Xaro von der Plassenberg aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Ch Albata Angelina AZ
Catalogue Number: 288
Exhibitor: F & C Aili
Breeder: F & C Aili

18/04/2015
Sire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch. Kuirau Takeira AZ
Catalogue Number: 266
Exhibitor: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray
Breeder: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray

1 Year 6 Months, 61cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of stretched proportions. Good substance,
good expression, normal withers, straight back,
the croup has a good lay but is short. Correct in
front, steps slightly east west in front, the upper
arm should be longer. The movement should be
more free with better reach.
Placing 20
*SUNDANEKA INCA GOLD AZ
06/12/2014
Sire: *Ch Ustinov vom Römerland aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Sundaneka Poscas Protege AZ
Catalogue Number: 255
Exhibitor: Mr GD & Mrs K Stevenson
Breeder: Mr GD & Mrs K Stevenson
2 Years 5 Months, 58cm, an above medium size,
medium strong bitch of correct proportions.
Very good pigmentation, eyes should be darker.
Normal wither, straight back, good angulation of
the fore and deep angulation of the rear. Hocks
should be firmer. Good movement where the
forward reach should be freer.
Placing 21
CH DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH
31/03/2015
Sire: *Zandrac The Hard Way AZ
Dam: Dienamic Flaming Phoenix
Catalogue Number: 262
Exhibitor: Rhonda Snijders
Breeder: Ms S Diegan
2 Years 1 Month, 61cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions. Good head, normal
wither, straight back, croup should be a little bit
longer, slightly short underchest, good angulation,
correct coming and going. Movement should be
more powerful.

2 Years 1 Month, 62cm, a very large bitch of
correct proportions. Good wither, straight back,
the croup is short and steep. Correct in front,
good angulation where the upper arm is long
but steep, steps close coming, correct going. In
movement the forward reach should be more
free.
Placing 24
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY
13/04/2015
Sire: *Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ
Dam: *Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ
Catalogue Number: 265
Exhibitor: Legionaire Kennels
Breeder: Legionaire Kennels
2 Years 1 Month, 60cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions. Slightly light eyes,
normal wither, straight back, good length and lay
of the croup. Normal chest proportions, the lay of
the upper arm should be better, good angulation
of the rear. In movement, the forward reach
should be more free.
Placing 25
KUIRAU INALA GOLD
18/04/2015
Sire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch. Kuirau Takeira AZ
Catalogue Number: 267
Exhibitor: L & J Jessica Fowler
Breeder: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray
2 Years 1 Month, 62cm, a very large, medium
strong bitch of sufficient substance. Good wither,
straight back, short croup. Sufficient chest
development, steep upper arm. Correct in front,
good angulation of the rear. The movement
should be more free and the tail should be more
lively.

1 Year 7 Months, 58cm, an above medium size,
medium strong bitch of correct proportions.
Slightly light eyes, normal wither, short croup,
normal chest proportions. Needs more selfassuredness, good angulation where the hocks
should be firmer. Movement should be more free.
Placing 27
BHUACHAILLE TAFFETA AND LACE
01/04/2015
Sire: *Dellahund Party Prize AZ
Dam: Aldaina Last Tango In Paris
Catalogue Number: 263
Exhibitor: Patricia Smith
Breeder: Patricia Smith
2 Years 1 Month, 59cm, a large, medium strong
bitch of correct proportions. Eyes should be
darker, normal wither, straight back, short
croup, good angulation, elbows should be closer.
Movement should be more free and powerful.
Placing 28
*CH TYRILEBEE MAKING MEMORIES
05/09/2015
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: Ch Tyrilebee Caught Inthe Act
Catalogue Number: 280
Exhibitor: C Morrison
Breeder: C. Morrison
1 Year 8 Months, 62cm, a very large powerful
bitch of correct proportions. Good pigmentation
with slightly light eyes. The ears should be more
correct. Normal withers, short steep croup, good
angulation. The movement should be more
powerful and the hocks should be firmer.
Placing 29
KUIRAU IRON MAIDEN
18/04/2015
Sire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch. Kuirau Takeira AZ
Catalogue Number: 268
Exhibitor: Mr N & Mrs J & Mr D Mcdonald
Breeder: Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray
2 Years 1 Month, 58cm, an above medium size,
medium strong bitch of sufficient substance.
Normal pigmentation, normal wither, straight
back, the croup has a good lay but is short.
Normal chest development, steep upper arm.
Good angulation of the rear, steps close in front.
Movement should be more free.
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
STOCK COAT OPEN BITCH
All graded Excellent.

Placing 3
*JAKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY AZ

Placing 5
*KANTENNA MISS UNDERZTOOD AZ

26/05/2014
Sire: *Orrinshir Elton John AZ
Dam: Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ
Catalogue Number: 383
Exhibitor: A & J Kada
Breeder: A & J Kada

27/09/2013
Sire: *Orrinshir Elton John AZ
Dam: *Kantenna Coz I Can AZ
Catalogue Number: 374
Exhibitor: D & S Ballantyne
Breeder: D & S Ballantyne

3 yrs. 58cms. Above medium size, medium
strong. Correct proportions. Very well pigmented.
Feminine head. Very good top line, very good
length and lay of the croup. Correct in front.
Underchest should be a little bit longer. Very
good angulations. Correct coming and going. Free
powerful movement.

3 yrs. 8 mths. 59cms. Above medium size,
medium strong stretched. Well pigmented.
Pronounced wither, straight back, croup is of good
lay but should be a bit longer. Correct coming
and going. Underchest should be longer. Correct
angulations. Free powerful movement.

Placing 1
*ZICKE VOM FEUERMELDER aED (IMP DEU)

30/09/2011
Sire: *Ritchi vom Eichenplatz aED
Dam: *Amanda am Seeteich aED
Catalogue Number: 353
Exhibitor: J Haase & J Oar
Breeder: Katrin Gumbel
5 yrs 7.5mths. 60cms. Large, medium strong, dry
and firm. Correct proportions. Expressive head.
Very good top and underline. Good length and
lay of croup. Correct in front. Balanced chest
proportions. Very good angulation. Correct
coming and going. Free powerful movement and
good balance.

Placing 4
*ANDACHT GYPSY MOTH AZ

Placing 6
*CHARLOTTE VON TRONJE aED (IMP DEU)

Placing 2
*FREMONT I’VE GOT THE MAGIC AZ

27/07/2012
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Java von Santamar HD-ED (Imp Bel)
Catalogue Number: 355
Exhibitor: Sean & Jess Lynch
Breeder: Fremont Kennels
4 yrs. 10 mths. Dbl P1 Upper Left. 59cms. Large,
medium strong, correct proportions. Very good
ligamentation. Good head, good expression.
Correct in front. Balanced chest proportions.
Good angulation in the fore and very good
angulation behind. Free Powerful movement.
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20/10/2014
Sire: *Ury vom Zisawinkel aED
Dam: *Andacht Piccadilly Lilly AZ
Catalogue Number: 391
Exhibitor: P R & D J Smith
Breeder: L A Reilly
2 yrs7mths. 59cms. Large, powerful, stretched.
Good substance, strong head, eyes should be
darker and the ears firmer. Pronounced wither,
straight back, good croup. Correct coming
and going. Correct angulations. Free powerful
movement.

08/01/2013
Sire: *Schumann von Tronje aED
Dam: *Alpha von Haus Unid aED
Catalogue Number: 362
Exhibitor: Mr A & Mrs R Jones
Breeder: Mr N Messler
4 yrs 4 mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, stretched.
Strong head, eyes should be darker. Pronounced
wither, straight back, croup has a good lay.
Correct in front. Elbows should be closer. Correct
angulations. Powerful free movement.

STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 7
*CH. FRIEDENTAL BLISS FULICIOUS ET

Placing 9
*KANTENNA SO WHAT AZ

Placing 11
*CH CASTASTAR ALEXI AZ ET PT
27/01/2011
Sire: *Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg aED SchHIII
(Imp Deu)
Dam: *Aust & NZ Ch Astasia Cinnamon AZ
RN, ET, HT
Catalogue Number: 348
Exhibitor: Mrs A Doyle
Breeder: Mrs A Doyle

17/05/2010
Sire: *Rico von der Kleinen Birke aED
Dam: Friedental Colas Karisma AZ
Catalogue Number: 346
Exhibitor: N Humphries/C Gallacher
Breeder: N Humphries

27/09/2013
Sire: *Orrinshir Elton John AZ
Dam: *Ch Kantenna Coz I Can AZ
Catalogue Number: 373
Exhibitor: S Ballantyne & DR & ML Reidy
Breeder: D & S Ballantyne

7yrs. 62cms. Very large, powerful good substance,
dry and firm. Good expression. Very good upper
and underline. Croup should be a little longer.
Balanced chest proportions. Correct angulation
of the fore. Rear angulation on the border. Hocks
should be firmer. Free powerful movement.

3 yrs. 8 mths. 60cms. Large, medium strong, good
pigmentation. Eyes should be darker. Pronounced
wither, straight back. Good length and lay of the
croup. Correct in front. Good angulation. Good
hind thrust. The fore reach should be more freer.

Placing 8
*SADRIA STORM QUEEN AZ

Placing 10
*KUIRAU CHAKIRA AZ

6yrs.4mths. 60cms. Large, powerful, good
substance. Expressive head, ears should be a little
more closed. Pronounced wither, straight back,
slightly steep croup. Correct in front. Deep- chest
proportions. Correct angulation. Front is a little
east and west and close behind. Free powerful
movement.
Placing 12
*ASTASIA ROXI AZ
11/07/2014
Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Astasia Holly AZ
Catalogue Number: 386
Exhibitor: B & P Hersant
Breeder: B & P Hersant
2 yrs. 10mths. Double P1 Upper Left. 62cms. Very
large, correct proportions and good substance.
Good head, very large ears. Good top and
underline. Pronounced chest proportions. Correct
in front. Very good angulation. Correct coming
and going. Free powerful movement.

23/03/2014

Placing 13
*KHAYEM JE NE SAIS QUOI AZ

Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Conkasha Spring Mist AZ
Catalogue Number: 380
Exhibitor: Stephen Morrissey
Breeder: Stephen Morrissey
3 yrs. 2mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, dry
and firm. Very well pigmented. Good head.
Pronounced wither, back has a little roach.
Croup could be a little longer. Balanced chest
proportions. Correct coming and going. Good
angulation in the fore and very good angulation
behind. Temperamental with movement. Good
balance.

05/10/2012
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ
Catalogue Number: 358
Exhibitor: Mr P & Mrs D & J Murray
Breeder: Mr P & Mrs D & J Murray
4 yrs. 7 mths. 59cms. Above medium size,
medium strong, stretched. Good expression. Good
top line, croup should be a little bit longer. Correct
in front. Underchest should be a little bit longer.
Correct angulations. Correct coming and going.
Free powerful movement.

14/02/2011
Sire: *Ch Kwint vom Juerikstall HD-ED (Imp Ndl)
Dam: *Lilli vom Trompetersprung aED (Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 349
Exhibitor: Ms K F McGregor
Breeder: Ms K F McGregor
6 yrs. 3 mths. 60cms. Large, medium strong. Good
substance. Correct proportions. Eyes should be a
little darker. Normal wither, straight back, croup
has a good lay but should be a little longer. Good
angulations in the fore and very good behind.
Correct coming and going. Powerful movement
and good balance.
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STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 14
*JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ

Placing 18
*SUNDANEKA TEQUILA SUNRISE (IID) AZ

Placing 22
*BRIGENTI ICE FLAME AZ

15/09/2014
Sire: *Bluemax Salt AZ
Dam: *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ
Catalogue Number: 390
Exhibitor: P & N Mc Dermott
Breeder: N Mc Dermott

11/12/2013
Sire: *Fulz di Zenevredo aED SchHIII
Dam: *Xyna vom Niemberger Eck aED SchH1
(Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 375
Exhibitor: Mr GD & Mrs K Stevenson
Brdr/Exh: Mr GD & Mrs K Stevenson

12/01/2014
Sire: *Ury von Zisawinkel aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Karma von Schwarzaugen aED (Imp
Deu)
Catalogue Number: 377
Exhibitor: Brigenti Kennels
Breeder: Brigenti Kennels

3 yrs. 5 mths. 59cms. Above medium size,
medium strong. Correct proportions. Good
pigmentation. Good head. Pronounced wither,
straight back. Croup has a good lay. Correct chest
proportions. Good angulation in the fore and
very good angulation behind. Correct coming and
going. Very powerful movement but needs more
self confidence.

3 yrs. 4mths. 62cms. Very large, medium strong.
Good substance, dry and firm. Slightly light eyes.
Large ears. Pronounced wither, straight back
good length and lay of the croup. Correct in front.
Balanced chest proportions. Correct coming and
going. Good movement with good balance.

Placing 19
*ANDACHT GENE POOL AZ

19/03/2013
Sire: * Focus von der Piste Trophe aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Bruangie Octavia AZ
Catalogue Number: 365
Exhibitor: R & D Evans/H Garvican
Breeder: R & D Evans/H Garvican

2 yrs. 8 mths. 58cms. Medium size, medium
strong. Correct proportions. Good substance.
Expressive head. Pronounced wither. Straight
back, good length and lay of croup. Correct
coming and going. Good angulation of the fore
and very good angulation behind. Powerful hind
thrust, the forward reach should be more freer.
Placing 15
*CH. DEBBAR BELLA AZ
29/06/2014
Sire: *Ch Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy)
Dam: *Debbar Varuni AZ
Catalogue Number: 389
Exhibitor: Mrs D O’Keefe
Breeder: Mrs D Okeefe
2 yrs. 11mths. 61cms. Large, medium strong,
correct proportions. Dark mask. Pronounced
wither, straight back, good length and lay of the
croup. Straight in front. Front is a little east west.
Correct angulations. Powerful movement.
Placing 16
*SABARANBURG LIQUID FIRE HIC AZ
17/07/2013
Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET AZ
Dam: *Ch Bruvic Kontiki AZ
Catalogue Number: 368
Exhibitor: Lubbock/Squires
Breeder: B & L Lubbock
3 yrs. 10mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, good
substance dry and firm. Good head, pronounced
wither, straight back, good length and lay of the
croup. Correct in front, good angulation in the
fore and very good angulation behind. Steps close
behind. Good movement with correct balance.
Placing 17
*SEIGEN HOT STUFF AZ
15/09/2012
Sire: *Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka HD-ED
Dam: Seigen Opal Fire
Catalogue Number: 357
Exhibitor: D & C Gallacher
Breeder: D & C Gallacher
4 yrs 8mths. 61cms. Large, medium strong,
stretched. Very good pigmentation. Good wither,
straight back, good lay of the croup that should
be a bit longer. Nearly correct front. Good
angulation in the front, very good angulation
behind. Elbows should be closer. Powerful hind
thrust, fore reach should be more free.
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16/09/2011
Sire: *Ch Fakir vom Heinrichplatz aED TD (Imp Deu)
Dam: Andacht Spanish Eyes AZ
Catalogue Number: 352
Exhibitor: R Vernon
Breeder L A Rielly
5yrs. 8mths. 60cms. Above medium size,
medium strong. Good substance. Good head, eyes
should be darker. Pronounced wither, straight
back, good length and lay of the croup, correct
front. Deep chest proportions. Correct coming
and going. Free powerful movement.
Placing 20
*CH SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ CCD RN ET
22/04/2013
Sire: *Yester vom Feuermelder aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ryzack Acacia
Catalogue Number: 366
Exhibitor: M Mercieca
Breeder: I Bohdal
4 yrs. 1mth. Double P1 Bottom Right. 58cms.
Above medium size, medium strong, stretched.
Good head, eyes should be darker. Normal wither,
croup has a good lay. Normal chest proportions.
..Correct coming and going where the elbows
should be closer. Good angulations fore and very
good angulations rear. Movement is powerful.
Placing 21
*CH DURNSTEIN GLITZ N GLAMOUR AZ
26/07/2013
Sire: * Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Durnstein Dirty Dancing AZ ET
Catalogue Number: 369
Exhibitor: Mrs F McAdam
Breeder: Mrs F McAdam
3 yrs. 10 mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, stretched.
Expressive head, pronounced wither, straight
back very good length and lay of the croup. Good
angulation of the fore and very good angulation
behind. Front is a little east west. Good hind
thrust where the fore reach should be more free.

Placing 23
*LEBERHINE BABE AZ

4 yrs. 2 mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, stretched.
Good expressive head. Normal wither, straight
back. good length and lay of the croup. Correct in
front. Good angulations of the fore and very good
angulations behind. Powerful movement.
Placing 24
*SEIGEN PEGGYS CHARLIE AZ
28/03/2014
Sire: *Ch Siobahn Apollo AZ
Dam: Seigen Peggy
Catalogue Number: 381
Exhibitor: B Pereira/ R Pritchard
Breeder: Gallagher
3 yrs. 2 mths. 61cms. Large, powerful, good
substance. Good firmness. Stretched. Expressive.
Normal wither. Good length and lay of the croup.
Balanced chest proportions. Front is a little east
west. Good angulation in the fore and very good
angulation behind. The fore reach should be more
free
Placing 25
*CH KARHAM ITZONY DESTINY AZ
06/10/2012
Sire: *Zony von Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Karham Destinys Dollars AZ HIT
Catalogue Number: 359
Exhibitor: Miss NJ Hammond
Breeder: M Hammond
4 yrs. 7mths. GSDCA Tooth Certificate #164.
Missing Upper left incisor. 56cms. Small medium
strong, correct proportions. Good head, eyes
should be darker. Firm back, short croup. Correct
in front. Normal chest proportions. Good
angulation of the fore and very good angulations
behind. Correct coming and going. Good drive,
the fore reach should be more free.

STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 26
*CH FREEVALE CRAZIER IN PINK AZ

Placing 30
*SHEPHERDHILL VENUS AZ

Placing 34
*KINGLAND NICKITA AZ

10/06/2014
Sire: *Ch. Arkon vom Altenberger-Land aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch. Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Catalogue Number: 384
Exhibitor: M & C Morris
Breeder: M & C Morris

22/10/2012
Sire: *Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ ET
Dam: Shepherdhill Jaimmie
Catalogue Number: 360
Exhibitor: Zibellina Kennels
Breeder: Shepherdhill Kennels

01/09/2012
Sire: *Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Kingland Veronica Mars AZ
Catalogue Number: 356
Exhibitor: Lorraine King
Breeder: Lorraine King

2 yrs. 11mths. 61cms. Large, stretched very good
pigmentation. Large ears that should be firmer.
Normal wither. Correct in front. Good chest
proportions. Good angulation in the fore and
very good angulation behind. Good hind thrust
but the fore reach should be more freer and the
elbows should be closer

4 years.7mths. 60cms. Large, powerful, good
substance. Good head but light eyes. Pronounced
wither, straight back, croup should be a little
longer. Correct in front, elbows should be closer.
Correct angulations. Good powerful movement.

4 yrs 8mths. 62cms. Very large, good substance.
Expressive head, balanced wither, straight back
slightly steep croup. Nearly correct front. Steep
upper arm. Good angulation behind. Good hind
thrust, fore reach should be more free.

Placing 31
*ALIMANDA FLIRTING WITH FIRE AZ

Placing 35
*CH. RHOSYN NEW PLAYTHING AZ

Placing 27
*UHLMSDORF PINK CHAMPAGNE AZ

01/03/2013
Sire: *Ch Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ ET
Dam: *Ch Durnstein Champagne AZ
Catalogue Number: 364
Exhibitor: T & A Mills
Breeder: Alimanda Kennels

24/12/2014
Sire: *Hatto vom Huhnegrab aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Rhosyn Hot Koko AZ
Catalogue Number: 394
Exhibitor: K & S Maresh
Breeder: S & C Collins

4 yrs. 2.5 mths. 58cms. Medium size medium
strong. Strong head, eyes should be darker.
Normal withers, firm back, croup is of good lay
but is short. Correct in front, elbows should be
closer. The upper arm should be better angled.
Good angulations. Correct coming and going.
Good hind thrust, fore reach should be freer.

2 yrs. 5 mths. 60cms. Large, powerful, good
substance. Very well pigmented. Stretched.
Correct wither, croup should be longer. Correct in
front. Slightly short underchest. Front is a little
east west. Movement should be more powerful
and more free.

23/02/2014
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a HD-ED
(Imp Italy
Dam: *Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ
Catalogue Number: 379
Exhibitor: Jan Kenny
Breeder: V Fairbairn/W Meffert
3 yrs. 3 mths. 60cms. Large, powerful, good
substance. Good pigmentation. Normal
expression eyes should be darker. Good wither,
back should be firmer. Croup has good lay but
should be a bit longer. Correct in front. Elbows
should be closer. Good angulation. Fore reach
should be more free.
Placing 28
*ASTASIA OXLEY AZ
24/04/2014
Sire: *Ch Toby von der Plassenberg aED H-neg (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Astasia Jade AZ
Catalogue Number: 382
Exhibitor: B & P Hersant
Breeder: B & P Hersant
3 yrs. 1mth. 60cms. Large, medium strong,
correct proportions, dry and firm. Pronounced
wither, straight back, good croup. Normal chest
proportions. Elbows should be closer. Fore reach
should be a little more freer.
Placing 29
*CH LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK AZ
06/07/2013
Sire: *Focus von der Piste Trophe aED SchII
(Imp Deu)
Dam: Lewisland Foxy Lady AZ
Catalogue Number: 367
Exhibitor: Miss V E McGinty
Breeder: Mr T Metcalfe
3 yrs 10 mths. 62cms. Very large, correct
proportions. Good head, eyes should be
darker. Normal withers, slightly short croup.
Normal chest proportions. Correct coming and
going. Good angulations of the fore, very good
angulations behind. Powerful movement, fore
reach should be freer.

Placing 32
*ABELARA XENA AZ CCD
22/12/2014
Sire: *Enosch Di Casa Nobili HD-ED
Dam: Ch. Abelara Kind Spirits AZ
Catalogue Number: 393
Exhibitor: A Clarkson
Breeder: Mr R Vernon
2 yrs. 5 mths. 62cms. Large, medium strong, good
pigmented. Good head, eyes should be darker.
Normal wither, straight back, croup is slightly
steep. Correct in front. Normal chest proportions.
Front is a little east west. Good angulation fore
and very good angulation behind. The fore reach
should be more powerful and freer.
Placing 33
*SHAYGAR FALLON AZ

Placing 36
*AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER AZ
18/11/2014
Sire: *Ayko von Nord Wind HD-ED (Imp Hun)
Dam: Ange In Regnum Marianem(Imp Hun)
Catalogue Number: 392
Exhibitor: F Grigons
Breeder: F Grigons
2 yrs. 6mths. 60cms. Large, medium strong,
correct proportions. Dry and firm. Normal wither,
the back is a little roached. Correct in front.
Slightly short underchest. Good angulation fore
and very good angulation rear. Forward reach
should be more free and she should be more
self-assured.
Placing 37
*FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL AZ

21/02/2013
Sire: *Schaeferhund Rafael AZ
Dam: *Shaygar Jaxonique AZ
Catalogue Number: 363
Exhibitor: Jak Smith
Breeder: Jak Smith

10/06/2014
Sire: *Ch. Arkon vom Altenberger-Land aED
(Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Catalogue Number: 385
Exhibitor: Irina Borodinova
Breeder: M & C Morris

4 yrs. 3mths. 58cms. Above medium size,
medium strong. Correct proportions. Very good
pigmentation, eyes should be darker. Normal
wither, straight back, slightly short croup. Correct
in front. Underchest should be a little more
angled. Good angulations fore and very good
angulations behind. Powerful hind thrust where
she should carry her wither more pronounced.

2 yrs. 11mths. GSDCA Tooth Certificate #164.
Missing P1 Lower Right. 62cms. Very large,
powerful, normal proportions. The ears should be
firmer. Straight back, croup has a good lay. Deep
short underchest. Underarm should be longer
and better angulated. Elbows should be more
closed. Good angulations. Movement should be
more freer.
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THANK YOU
Summary of the 2017 GSDCA
National German Shepherd
Dog Show & Trial
The 2017 National has been and gone and what a National it was. The
Queensland Club has received many compliments and positive feedback
from our exhibitors, spectators, our distinguished guests, even our Judges
were sincerely thankful of our hospitality. As a small Club in comparison
to some of our sister Clubs, it was very pleasing to hear such genuine
heartfelt comments from all who attended. Once again on behalf of
the Management Committee, National Committee, and members of
the GSDCQ our sincere thanks to our German SV Conformation Judges
Herr Frank Goldlust and Herr Joachim Stiegler and our local Queensland
Obedience Judges Mr Bill Patterson, Mrs Barbara Murfet, Mrs Coral
Pethers, and our Junior Handler Judge Ms Jess Kada (NSW) for their
contribution and professionalism with the judging of their respective
classes.
We kicked off the beginning of the show on the Thursday with the
Meet n Greet which included a successful Breed Survey, Youth Master
Class, Sausage Sizzle, the celebration of our Club’s 60th birthday with
Harold & Phil Ireland (foundation members) cutting the cake, and the
Auction of the Black Hound Car Crate with the proceeds being donated
to the Cancer Council. Exhibitors were also able to collect merchandise,
catalogues and numbers.
Friday we had some light rain but this didn’t dampen our spirits. The
younger male and female classes were being judged with all Babies,
Minors & Junior classes in both varieties completed. Friday Lunch break
saw our up and coming young gun Junior Handlers competition for the
various age groups. Congratulations to all who competed, the days end
finishing at the Calamvale Hotel for the Presidents Dinner.
Saturday the sunshine beamed over the grounds (thankfully) and was
our biggest day, perhaps some could say the highlight of the National
weekend, with our Obedience Trial commencing along with the Sire’s
progeny, Breeders groups, and retirement lap of a national winner Freevale
Crazy in Pink. The judging of the Puppy & Intermediate classes of both
varieties and of course the Official Opening held during the lunch
break. With the assistance of our amazing PR officer Annie Tamblyn
we managed to secure the attendance of the Qld Minister for Police
Mark Ryan, the acting Commissioner of Police Steven Gollschweski and
acting Assistant Commissioner of Police Peter Fleming, and through
our media releases we had the TV news channels 10, 9, 7 and ABC
arrive, with 2 stations airing the presentation that evening on their news
segments. The very special GSDCA Patron Dawn Fraser who attended
as our special guest, as always was amazing with her involvement with
the presentation of the GSDCA Service Award to Police Dog Quinn –
Handled by Senior Sargent Sean Baxendell. Some very special GSDCA
awards were also presented to Mr John DeLucia and Mrs Val Bonney
for their contribution to GSDCA Council and the GSD. It didn’t stop
there, we also had the very talented vocalist Mr. Gregory Moore sing
the Australian National Anthem. An award winning solo performance,
thanks Greg. A minute silence was also had for friends of the breed Jurgen
Neddermeyer and Tom Luxton who had recently passed away and who
were well known and well-loved members of our fraternity. Saturday
from 9.00am to 1.00pm we had local community radio station 101 FM
doing a live broadcast from the grounds, Dawn Fraser and Louis Donald
were interviewed and people from all over the world listened in via live
streaming. Thanks to Rob Ballantyne for organising this. Continuing into
the Saturday Night saw the main stage light up in the main clubhouse
with the “PARTY NIGHT” with our band “Just Cruisin” and the State skits
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provided much entertainment and many laughs for the 200 people who
attended. The AAPT - Vari Crate, Deggs Voucher and special door prizes
were also randomly won by those who attended, A great night was had
amongst friends.
Sunday is the highlight for most show enthusiasts with the judging of
the Open male and female classes in both varieties, and we also had
another retiree in Friedental Bliss Fulicious. Exhibitors and handlers
should be commended for the presentation of their dogs and the
sportsmanship shown to each other. Our major Raffle was announced
with 1st Prize $1000 cash to Tony Merceica, 2nd prize Draught Horse
painting (donated by Margaret Reidy) won by Edi Fearon and 3rd prize
$250 Bunnings voucher won by Kantenna Kennels, our special prize to
the highest ticket seller was awarded to Judith and Irene Hayton. Big
thank you to all who supported our fundraising efforts either through
class sponsorship, raffles and attending the social functions. Our final
goodbye was made at the trophy presentation with the awards to class
winners in both conformation and obedience, and special memorial
plaques presented (honour roll in the review) Thanks To Melanie Groth,
Cristine Begbie, Terry and Pam Jarvis, Hillary Green, Ian & Julie Urie, Louis
Donald and Vince Tantaro for your assistance with the presentations.
To our Major Sponsors Advance, Partners Engineering, Leaf Building
Group, The Links Pet Centre, Aussie Animal Pet Travel, Fido’s (Mavlab),
Wagtails, Black Hound & small business owners, who contributed to
the success of the show I sincerely thank you for your sponsorship &
donations, they were gratefully received. Special mention to Robyn
Knuckey who secured the class sponsorships.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank our Show Manager
and Dogs Qld Representative Norma Zimmerlee for her attendance and
to our tireless workers including all ring officials who came from all parts
of Australia to help the Qld Club. Special mention to Greg Jones and
Jenny Kenworthy - you were amazing, thank you. To our Bar staff, and
other helpers over the weekend Sarah Gordon, Raimond & Samantha
Wharton, Ann Crawford, Naomi Ambrose, Karl & Sarah Maresh, Jocelyn
& Megan King, Nathan Doyle, Paul Mathiesen, Deborah Murtagh and
the canteen ladies Melissa Starkey and Denise Smith - a huge thank you
to all. Our team of official photographer - Cathy Shayler and her crew,
Jacinta Poole and Gail Donald also were sensational. Special mention and
thanks also to Rod Vernon for having the grounds in pristine condition.
My biggest applause is for our amazing National Show Committee for
their outstanding contribution to the success of the show, a small yet
incredibly dedicated team who I had the pleasure of working with. Gail
Donald, Mandy Scrivens, Di Ballantyne, Michelle Hammond, Shelley
McCammon, Annie Tamblyn, Ann Clarkson, Carol O’Rourke & Sue
Bruno - your experience, dedication, commitment and enthusiasm
you brought to the table during the past 18 months was nothing short
of inspirational. I was incredibly fortunate and felt very privileged to
have had the opportunity to work alongside you all. Ultimately, we
worked together, heading in the same direction with the same goals
and aspirations, which was to create an enjoyable atmosphere for all
who attended the 2017 National and showcase the German Shepherd
Dog to the best we possibly could. I think we exceeded even our own
expectations, well done “TEAM AWESOME” and Thank you.
Thank you to all our exhibitors and spectators for enjoying this special
event with the GSDCQ. The 2017 National Facebook page has all results
from the conformation, obedience, Junior Handlers classes and our
major raffle prize winners.

Sharon Ballantyne
President
The German Shepherd Dog Club of Qld

HONOUR roll
GSDCA 45TH NATIONAL
Show and Trial

Medal Winners

Honour Roll

*DJAMBO VOM FITCHTENSCHLAG aED (IMP DEU)
Owned by Hetty Choy, handled by Carsten Honig

WALTER REIMANN MEMORIAL TROPHY
OPEN DOG WINNER

*DJAMBO VOM FICHTENSCHLAG aED (IMP DEU)
Owned by Hetty Choy

MAX STOKES MEMORIAL TROPHY
JUNIOR BITCH

LAGO GIANNINA
Owned by Lago & Babenberg Kennels

SAM BONAFACIO MEMORIAL TROPHY
MOST SUCCESSFUL BREEDER
EROICA KENNELS

ROY BRABHAM MEMORIAL TROPHY
OPEN BITCH WINNER

*ZICKE VOM FEUERMELDER aED (IMP DEU)
Owned by J Haase & J Oar

DAVE O’ROURKE MEMORIAL TROPHY
DUAL PERFORMANCE WINNER

*SENSEN MANN YOKON a ED (IMP DEU)
Owned by Henderson/Knuckey/Bobbin

RICK RICHARDSON MEMORIAL TROPHY
WINNER OF WINNERS
UHLMSDORF BLACK LABEL
Owned by Vic Grzeszkiewicz

STOCK COAT DOGS
GOLD MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL

*FREMONT HELLS BELLS AZ
Owned by S & J Lynch, handled by Craig Rice

BRONZE MEDAL

*LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER a ED (IMP DEU)
Owned by Martens/Alder/Van Helvoort, handled by Lara Benitz

STOCK COAT BITCHES
GOLD MEDAL

*ZICKE VOM FEUERMELDER aED (IMP DEU)
Owned by J Haase & J Oar, handled by Katrin Gumbel

SILVER MEDAL

*FREMONT IVE GOT THE MAGIC AZ
Owned by S & J Lynch, handled by Hazel Docherty

BRONZE MEDAL

*JAKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY AZ
Owned by A & J Kada, handled by Candice Wedge

LONG STOCK COAT DOGS
GOLD MEDAL

*CH EROICA CATCH ME IF YOU CAN AZ
Owned by Kim Leonard, handled by Lyn Phillis

SILVER MEDAL

*CH BABANGA MR ANDERSON AZ
Owned by York/Craig, handled by Jess Lynch

BRONZE MEDAL

*CH SHERNAA PAKROS HT (IMP UK) a ED
Owned by Nicole Hammond, handled by Ken Hills

BREEDERS GROUP TROPHY

LONG STOCK COAT BITCHES
GOLD MEDAL

EROICA KENNELS
Owned by Eroica Kennels

SILVER MEDAL

BREEDERS GROUP WINNER

*CH EROICA COCO CHANEL AZ
Owned by Cristel Leonard, handled by Candice Wedge
*Sup Ch AVAHLEE GIRSL KEEP SECRETS AZ RN ET
Owned by J & I Hayton, handled by Matt Morris

BRONZE MEDAL

*EROICA DUCHESS OF YORK AZ
Owned by Shayler/Leonard, handled by Jo Cathie

OBEDIENCE
GOLD MEDAL

UHLSMDORF BLACK LABEL
Owned by Vic Grzeszkiewicz, handled by Vic Grzeszkiewicz

SILVER MEDAL

TRANGOLD DARE TO BE DIFFRENT
Owned by Debra Hart, handled by Debra Hart

BRONZE MEDAL

O Gr Ch SINGHA GREY MIST UDX
Owned by Nad Nahas, handled by Nad Nahas
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HONOUR roll
Class Winners
Honour Roll

INTERMEDIATE DOG

STOCK COAT BITCH CLASS
WINNERS
BABY PUPPY BITCH

*DJAMBO VOM FICHTENSCHLAG aED (IMP DEU)
Owned by Hetty Choy,
handled by Carsten Honig

KARHAM ONE OF A KIND
Owned by Nicole Hammond,
handled by Ken Hills

MINOR PUPPY BITCH

ALIMANDA TICKLED PINK
Owned by Alimanda Kennels,
handled by Charlie Zammit

PUPPY BITCH

BRONBOREO VAJAJA
Owned by Pereira/Pritchard,
handled by Kurt Morton

JUNIOR BITCH

LAGO GIANNINA
Owned by Lago & Babenberg Kennels,
handled by Hazel Docherty

INTERMEDIATE BITCH

*ZANDRAC CHEER LEADER AZ
Owned by Andrew & Rachel Jones,
handled by Trinity Jones

OPEN BITCH

*ZICKE VOM FEUERMELDER aED (IMP DEU)
Owned by J Haase & J Oar,
handled by Katrin Gumbel

CHALLENGE BITCH

*ZICKE VOM FEUERMELDER aED (IMP DEU)
Owned by J Haase & J Oar,
handled by Katrin Gumbel

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
LAGO GIANNINA
Owned by Lago & Babenberg Kennels,
handled by Hazel Docherty

STOCK COAT DOG CLASS
WINNERS
BABY PUPPY DOG
WYNGARAH SECRET RUMOURS
Owned by Vicky McGinty,
handled by Bronson Pereira

MINOR PUPPY DOG

FREINHAUF HASTA LA VISTA BABY
Owned by Vicky McGinty,
handled by Melanie Groth

PUPPY DOG

UHLSMDORF BLACK LABEL
Owned by Vic Grzeszkiewicz,
handled by Mona Wood

JUNIOR DOG

KAYGARR ARKO AZ
Owned by Gary & Kayleen Williams,
handled by Peter Hersant

*HAUSOSIN XRATED AZ
Owned by Tracy Roberts,
handled by Candice Wedge

OPEN DOG

CHALLENGE DOG

*DJAMBO VOM FICHTENSCHLAG aED (IMP DEU)
Owned by Hetty Choy,
handled by Carsten Honig

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG

*FREMONT HELLS BELLS AZ
Owned by S & J Lynch, handled by Craig Rice

LONG STOCK COAT BITCHES
CLASS WINNERS
BABY PUPPY BITCH
KINGVALE IMA HOTTIE
Owned by I & S Pacek,
handled by Charlie Zammit

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
GABMALU CINDA
Owned by M Hornick,
handled by Denise Smith

PUPPY BITCH

JAKNELL RUBY TUESDAY
Owned by A J Kada,
handled by Kylie Zimmerle

JUNIOR BITCH

FREMONT WILDEST DREAMS
Owned by TK Carr,
handled by Mike Buttgenbach

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
EROICA EVEREST
Owned by Leonard/Morton,
handled by Jo Cathie

OPEN BITCH

*CH EROICA COCO CHANEL AZ
Owned by Cristel Leonard,
handled by Candice Wedge

CHALLENGE BITCH

*CH EROICA COCO CHANEL AZ
Owned by Cristel Leonard,
handled by Candice Wedge

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
EROICA EVEREST
Owned by Leonard/Morton,
handled by Jo Cathie

LONG STOCK COAT DOG
CLASS WINNERS
BABY PUPPY DOG
CRYTARA LONG SOX
Owned by Cathy Shayler,
handled by Jo Cathie

MINOR PUPPY DOG

EROICA GLADIATOR
Owned by Sarah Jachmann,
handled by Candice Wedge

PUPPY DOG

EROICA FOLLOW ME
Owned by Leonard/Wood,
handled by Kurt Morton

JUNIOR DOG

CH HERRZIG KOURAGOUS KAVICK AZ
Owned by Maria Herzig,
handled by Matt Darcy

INTERMEDIATE DOG

*HASENWAY MAJOR TOM (IID) AZ
Owned by Mailata/Woolard,
handled by Katrin Gumbel

OPEN DOG

*CH EROICA CATCH ME IF YOU CAN AZ
Owned by Kim Leonard,
handled by Lyn Phillis

CHALLENGE DOG

*CH EROICA CATCH ME IF YOU CAN AZ
Owned by Kim Leonard,
handled by Lyn Phillis

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG

*HASENWAY MAJOR TOM (IID) AZ
Owned by Mailata/Woolard,
handled by Katrin Gumbel

OBEDIENCE CLASS WINNERS
CCD

*SENSEN MANN YOKON a ED (IMP DEU)
Owned by Henderson/Knuckey/Bobbin,
handled by Alastair Henderson

NOVICE

UHLSMDORF BLACK LABEL
Owned by Vic Grzeszkiewicz,
handled by Vic Grzeszkiewicz

OPEN

O Gr Ch SINGHA GREY MIST UDX
Owned by Nad Nahas,
handled by Nad Nahas

UTILITY

KARALCIN DRAMBOOEE CDX ET
Owned by Mrs A Y Butler,
handled by Mrs A Y Butler

UDX

TRANGOLD DARE TO BE DIFFRENT
Owned by Debra Hart,
handled by Debra Hart

Junior Showmanship Class Winners
10 years – Under 13 years
Stephanie Jones

13 years to under 18 years
Trinity Jones
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Retiring dogs
Ch. Friedental Bliss Fulicious
AZ Excellent Merit E.T “Bliss”.

Aust Champion Freevale Crazy In Pink
“Ava”

Sire: Rico vd Kleinen Birke BSCL1 “a”, ED normal, Excellent
(Vegas du Haut Mansard)

Sire: Cayos von der Noriswand
Dam: Champion Freevale Crazy For Love

Dam: Friedental Colas Karisma BSCL.1 Excellent
(Orpheus vd Krauterwiese)

Owners: Miss Danni Mayne & Matt & Caryl Morris
Breeders: Matt & Caryl Morris
Owners: Natalie Humphries and Chris Gallacher
Bliss was whelped on 17th May 2010. It was a very good litter with 2 litter
mates Friedental Party Withthebigdog and Friedental So What AZ being
shown as well with excellent results.

Show Highlights:
•

Junior Bitch Winner 2009 GSDCA National

•

Intermediate Bitch Winner 2010 GSDCA National

Bliss has had a great show career with the highlights being:

•

Reserve Challenge Winner 2010 GSDCA National

•

2014 National Silver Medal winner in Canberra, Judge F Goldlust

•

Multi Best In Show Winner All Breeds

2015 Bronze medal winner in Melbourne Judge, H Scheerer

•

3rd Open Bitch “Excellent Merit” NSW State Breed Exhibition 2010

•

Best of Breed 2011 Sydney Royal

•

Best in Show NSW GSDL under Jane Pike

•

Best In Show GSDCV under Russell Wenham

•

National Top 10 Open Bitch 2011 and 2012 GSDCA Nationals

•

Other highlights include:
•

2010 West Coast Challenge Baby in Show winner, Judge HP Knaul.

•

2012 Working Dog Club of WA Best In Show, Judge B Andersen
(NZ)

•

2014 GSDAWA March Championship show RUBIS, Judge I Hussain
(Pak)

Ava also has some very successful progeny to date being:
•

Champion Freevale Crazy Oohla Pink

•

2015 GSDAWA State Siegerin Exc merit, Judge B Knight

•

Champion Freevale Crazier In Pink

•

2015 West Coast Challenge Best In Show. Judge E Bosl (Gmy)

•

Avahlee Pink Legacy

•

2015 GSDAWA Top Show Dog point score trophy

•

2015- Gained Endurance Test title

We would like to thank the handlers of Ava over the years being Mel
Groth, Kylie Zimmerle & Lyn Phillis, always showing our beautiful girl to
her best, thank-you so very much.

She has achieved numerous other WA members competition Best Bitch
and GSDAWA point score trophies. Her Australian Champion title was
gained with four 25 point challenges under specialist judges.
To date she has had 2 litters. Her litter to Seigen Suris Alfie resulted in 3
A & Z stamps and 2 breed surveyed progeny including to BSCL1 sons.
Her second litter to VA Labo v Schoweilher are only young but showing
promise with 2 of her daughters winning their class at the 2017
GSDAWA SBE.
Bliss will be retired from the show ring this year, a litter is planned and
she will then spend her days lying on my bed or the couch or wherever
she pleases as she has earned it. For a small breeder/owner as myself she
has given me everything I could have hoped for and more.
Many thanks go to her handlers over her show career, Candice Baker,
Bronson Periera and Tracy Roberts.

Ava has been a joy to have and has given both owners countless years of
love, her show career was very special for us with tears of joy shared with
us all in the excitement of our Ava. Now we leave it to her beautiful
daughters to carry on for her, at the lovely age of 9 and half years,
Ava enjoys nothing
more than being a
very much loved
companion for Danni.
We hope our special
lady will be around for
many more years to
come.
Thank-you Ava for
bringing us some
much joy and pride.
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MEDAL winners
Stock Coat Dog Medal Winners
Gold Medallist

*DJAMBO VOM FICHTENSCHLAG
aED (IMP DEU)
(*Iliano Vom Fichtenschlag aED SchIII x *Milana von Der
Barenschlucht aED SchHII)
Brdr: Marco Ossmann
Exh: Hetty Choy

Silver Medallist

*FREMONT HELLS BELLS AZ

(*Gerry vom Schacher AZ x *Fremont Too Darn Hot AZ)
Brdr: Fremont Kennels
Exh: S L & J Lynch

Bronze Medallist

*LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER
aED H-NEG (IMP DEU)

(*Arex von der Wilhelmswarte aED x *Fraya D’ulmental aED)
Brdr: W. Benitz
Exh: J. & L. Martens & P. Alder
& R. Van Helvoort
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MEDAL winners
Stock Coat Bitch Medal Winners
Gold Medallist

*ZICKE VOM FEUERMELDER
aED (IMP DEU)

(*Ritchi vom Eichenplatz aED x *Amanda am Seeteich aED)
Brdr: Katrin Gumbel
Exh: J Haase & J Oar

Silver Medallist

*FREMONT I’VE GOT THE MAGIC AZ
(*Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu) x *Java von Santamar
HD-ED (Imp Bel)
Brdr: Fremont Kennels
Exh: Sean & Jess Lynch

Bronze Medallist

*JAKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY AZ
(*Orrinshir Elton John AZ x Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ)
Brdr A & J Kada
Exh: A & J Kada
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MEDAL winners
Long Stock Coat Dog Medal Winners
Gold Medallist

*CH EROICA CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
AZ
(*Astasia Paca AZ x *Narathor Jazz Diva AZ)

Brdr: Eroica Kennels
Exh: Kim Leonard

Silver Medallist

*CH BABANGA MR ANDERSON AZ
(*Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu) x Ch Babanga Fipsi)
Brdr: P & K York
Exh: P & K York & C Craig

Bronze Medallist

*CH SHERNAA PAKROS HT
(IMP UK) AED H-NEG
(*Pakros vom Pendler aED x Shernaa Cookie)
Brdr: Shernaa Kennels
Exh: Miss N J Hammond
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MEDAL winners
Long Stock Coat Bitch Medal Winners
Gold Medallist

*CH EROICA COCO CHANEL AZ
(*Astasia Paca AZ x *Narathor Jazz Diva AZ)
Brdr: Eroica Kennels
Exh: Cristel Leonard

Silver Medallist

*SUP CH AVAHLEE GIRLS
KEEP SECRETS AZ RN ET

(*Calli vom Fiemereck HD-ED (Imp Deu) x *Freevale Secret Girl
Stuff AZ)
Brdr: D Mayne
Exh: Judith & Irene Hayton

Bronze Medallist

*EROICA DUCHESS OF YORK AZ

(Conbhairean Lauser (UK) x *Ch Narathor Jazz Diva AZ)
Brdr: K Leonard
Exh: C Shayler/C Leonard
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TROPHY winners
Memorial Trophy Winners
David O’Rourke Memorial Trophy Dual
Performance

*SENSEN MANN YOKON
aED (IMP DEU)

(*Enosch v Amassis aED x Flair von der Martinskapelle aED)
Brdr: Kim Baggström
Exh: A & F Henderson, K & R Knuckey, G Bobbin
Obedience Handler Alastair. Henderson

Max Stokes Trophy - Junior Bitch

LAGO GIANNINA

(*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp Italy)
x Babenberg Jasmina)
Brdr: Lago Kennels
Exh: Lago Kennels & Babenberg Kennels

Sam Bonifacio Memorial Trophy
Most successful breeder

Eroica Kennels
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MEDAL winners
Obedience Medal Winners
Gold Medallist

UHLMSDORF
BLACK LABEL

(*Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky aED (ImpDeu) x
Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ)
Brdr/Exh: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
Exh: Vic Grzeszkiewicz

RICK RICHARDSON
MEMORIAL TROPHY,
WINNER OF
WINNERS

Silver Medallist

TRANGOLD DARE
TO BE DIFFRENT

(Nivo vom Lubarser Schlosschen (Imp Deu) x
Ovahimba Dziko)
Brdr: L Tranter
Exh: D Hart

Bronze Medallist

O GR CH SINGHA
GREY MIST UDX

(Quips von Der Fasanerie CDX x Chanel von
der Fasanerie)
Brdr: Mr J Lotzkes
Exh: Nad Nahas
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OBEDIENCE trial classes
Mrs Coral Pethers

Community Companion Dog and Companion Dog Class Obedience Judge
It was my pleasure to judge the Companion Dog Class and the Community Companion Dog Class in Obedience as well as being one of the judges
for the Winner of Winners. These classes showcase the up and comers of the obedience world and it was very pleasing to see that many of the
entries were also competing in the conformation show. This wonderful breed has always been one of the top working breeds across the world and
to have dogs participating in both showing and obedience demonstrates that the breed is living up to its reputation of being an intelligent and hardworking dog. It was particularly exciting when my winner of the Companion Dog Class went on to take out the Winner of Winners as well as his
class in the show. There is something quite magnificent watching a line of German Shepherds doing the group stays.
My congratulations must also go to the organisers of the event. As far as I was concerned everything went smoothly and organisers were always
there to take care of any requirements. The friendship and sportsmanship demonstrated among the obedience competitors was a credit to those
handlers. Well done all.

CCD (COMMUNITY
COMPANION DOG)

Judge: Mrs Coral Pethers
Placing 1 – Score 87
*SENSEN MANN
YOKON aED (IMP
DEU)
17/07/2012
Sire: *Enosch vom
Amassis aED
Dam: Flair von der
Martinskapelle aED)
Catalogue No: 404
Exhibitor: A & F Henderson, K & R Knuckey, G
Bobbin
Brdr: Kim Baggström Exh:
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30/07/2013
Sire: *Ch Fremont
Toohot To Handle AZ
Dam: *Java von
Santamar HD-ED
(Imp Bel)
Catalogue N0: 405

6/04/2016
Sire: *Juwika
Destroyer HD-ED
(Imp Den)
Dam: *Uhlmsdorf
Pink Champagne AZ
Catalogue No: 408
Exhibitor: V Fairbairn W Meffert
Breeder: Uhlmsdorf Kennels

Unfortunately the heeling performance was not
quite up to pass standard, though the dog does
have potential. Stand for exam was completed,
recall unfortunately not but both Sit & Down
stays were completed well.

Dog’s heeling performance was not quite up
to pass standard mainly due to inattention
but is a happy exuberant worker who shows
potential. Stand for Examination was completed
as required. Recall showed good halt & finish.
Withdrew prior to group exercises.

Placing 4 – Score 59
*CH KELINPARK
HELLUVA REBEL AZ
10/04/2014
Sire: *Indio di Casa
Nobili HD-ED H-Neg
(Imp Italy)
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark
Sinnamon AZ
Catalogue No: 407

Placing 2 – Score 77
KPTLONGLOCKS
ISLAND GIRL

Exhibitor: Kim Cooper
Breeder: Kim Cooper
Dog & handler worked as a team & the dog
seems to enjoy the work. A missed sit and a
missed drop marred an otherwise excellent
performance. Stand for Examination was
completed as required, very tidy recall. Sit Stay
not completed but the Down stay was successful.

Placing 5 – Score 51
UHLMSDORF
TOUCH OF PINK

Exhibitor: Peter Belic
Breeder: Mr S & Mrs L & Miss J Lynch

Dog & handler worked well as a team, however
a bit of inattention marred an otherwise
excellent performance. The dog seems to enjoy
the exercises & is a happy worker. Stand for
Examination was completed as required, the
recall was good but crooked sit at finish. Both Sit
& Down stays completed successfully.

14/11/2014
Sire: Kazkiri Ximon
AZ CD RN
Dam: Kooronya In
the Purple AZ TD ET
CD RN
Catalogue No: 409

Placing 3 – Score 66
FREMONT LET
THERE BE ROCK

Exhibitor: Lyn Gregor
Breeder: Lyn Gregor
Dog & handler worked as a team, however a
few crooked sits in the heel exercise marred an
otherwise good performance. Stand for Exam
was completed as required, lovely neat recall.
Unfortunately the stays were not completed
successfully.

Placing 6 - Score 47
BABANGA
PEACEMAKER
11/16/2015
Sire: *Gerry vom
Schacher aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Ch. Babanga
Fipsi
Catalogue No: 401
Exhibitor: Tony Chiomicki
Breeder: Mr PR & Mrs KP York
This Dog’s heeling performance was not quite
up to pass standard on the day, mainly due to
inattention. The dog is a happy exuberant worker
who shows potential. The Stand for Examination
wasn’t completed as the dog moved all four
feet. The Recall was lovely & was completed as
required. The Sit stay was not completed, but the
down stay was completed successfully.

OBEDIENCE trial classes
CD (NOVICE)

- Judge: Mrs Coral Pethers
Placing 1 – Score
197 - EXCELLENT
UHLMSDORF
BLACK LABEL
24/05/2016
Sire: Vac-Vagvolgyi
Jenky aED (ImpDeu)
Dam: Uhlmsdorf Ellie
Mac AZ)
Catalogue No: 400
Exhibitor: Vic Grzeszkiewicz
Breeder: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
Dog & handler are a great team – the dog is a
happy worker & very attentive. All exercises were
completed successfully & well – A lovely working
team to judge.

Exhibitor: J S Sandall
Breeder: B & P Hersant
Dog seems to enjoy the exercise, is a happy
worker. Stand for Examination completed as
required, as was the recall, Change of position &
Group Exercises. A pleasure to judge.
Placing 3 – Score 175
CH KINGLAND
YUTU YAZMAN
HIT NR TD CCD ET
03/12/2010
Sire: Kelinpark
Quasar
Dam: Kingland Oo
La La
Catalogue No: 397
Exhibitor: Debbie Goodwin
Breeder: Lorraine King
Dog and handler worked as a team, nice steady
work. Stand Free for Examination was completed.
Recall was nice apart from needing a second
command at the start. A little slow to go down
when down command given. Both Group
exercises completed successfully.

Placing 1 – Score
191 - EXCELLENT
O GR CH SINGHA
GREY MIST UDX

09/16/2014
Sire: Kojac Von Nord
Haus HD-ED
Dam: Jaykri Natalya
Catalogue No: 395

27/03/2010
Sire: Quips von der
Fasanerie CDX
Dam: Chanel von
der Fasanerie
Catalogue No: 420

Exhibitor: H Kinnane
Breeder: D M Francis
Dog has potential but was a little anxious during
the heel exercise. Stand for examination was
completed successfully but unfortunately ran past
handler on recall & failed to drop on command,
both group exercises were completed successfully.
Placing 5 – Score 81
*ABELARA XENA
AZ CCD

Placing 2 – Score
193 = EXCELLENT
CH ASTASIA JIRI AZ
HIT ET
01/01/2013
Sire: *Zony von Haus
Gerstenberg aED
SchIII (Imp Deu)
Dam: Astasia Venus AZ
Catalogue No: 399

Placing 4 –
Score 107
JAYKRI QUIET
STORM CCD

22/12/2014
Sire: *Enosch Di Casa
Nobili HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: *Ch. Abelara
Kind Spirits AZ
Catalogue No: 396
Exhibitor: Ann Clarkson
Breeder: Mr R Vernon
Dog has potential but today was a little
inattentive, sniffing the ground. Stand Free for
Examination was completed, but unfortunately
ran past handler on recall, failed to drop on
command, Sit Stay incomplete but Down stay
completed successfully.

CDX (OPEN)

Judge: Mrs Barbara Murfet
As an ANKC Obedience Judge, to be invited
to judge a National Obedience Competition
is considered a great honour. To be invited to
Judge an ANKC National German Shepherd
Dog National Obedience competition and
participate in Winner of Winners is very
special. Thank you to all the organisers for the
invitation.
This year, I judged the Open Class and although
there were less numbers than previous years,
the teams competing were great representatives
of their class. Although not everyone qualified
on the day, it was very evident that the handlers
had worked hard to achieve the response
from their dogs while competing. I wish all the
competitors the best of luck for the future.
Thanks also go to all the stewards, managers
and everyone who contributed to the success
of the trial.

Exhibitor: Nad Nahas
Breeder: Mr J Lotzkes
Dog and handler worked as a team The dog is a happy exuberant worker who shows
potential & the dog seems to enjoy the work.
Stand for Examination, Drop on recall both
completed. Retrieve Dumbbell on Flat completed
but minor points lost for slow finish. Retrieve
Dumbbell over Solid Jump completed as required.
Minor points lost for lead up, slow finish. Distance
control & Group Exercises completed as required.
Placing 2 –
Score 186
UHLMSDORF
TAYLOR SWIFT UD
26/10/2014
Sire: *Turbo vom
Casselswald aED
(Imp Deu)
Dam: *Uhlmsdorf
Ellie Mac AZ
Catalogue No: 421
Exhibitor: Vic Grzeszkiewicz
Breeder: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
Dog and handler worked as a team, good
performance. Stand for Examination completed,
points lost for slow to drop on recall, Retrieve
Dumbbell on flat completed. Retrieve Dumbbell
over Solid Jump was completed though minor
points lost for handler error-re-throw. Broad
Jump completed, minor points lost for crooked sit.
Group Stays completed successfully.
Placing 3 –
Score 172
LAGUARDIAEDIN
BURGH
23/11/2014
Sire: *Sup Ch Freevale
Sky Lark AZ ET x
Dam: Ch Zellburg
Scarlett
Catalogue No: 414
Exhibitor: Stephen Pitt
Breeder: Miss J & Miss I Hayton
Dog and handler worked well as a team, the
dog is a happy exuberant worker who shows
potential. Failed to drop on recall. Lovely work
in Retrieve Dumbbell on Flat & over Solid jump,
really nice. Group Stays completed.
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OBEDIENCE trial classes
Placing 4 –
Score 155
*HARLEROSE
ANGEL CD AZ

Placing 7
CH NEUT / CH
WOLFONYX
FREEDOM
FIGHTER CDX RE

28/08/2013
Sire: *Bluemax
Zoomba AZ
Dam: *Bronacre
Indian Sunset AZ
Catalogue No 417
Exhibitor: Mrs Julie Urie
Breeder: M & S Stedwell
Dog and handler worked as a team, good
performance. The dog is a happy exuberant
worker who shows potential. Stand for
Examination minor points lost for lead-up, good
speed coming in for drop on recall, good halt &
finish. Retrieve Dumbbell on Flat completed, over
solid jump completed but crooked sit on finish.
Group exercises completed.

Exhibitor: Ms M Nelson
Breeder: Ms M Nelson
The dog is a happy worker who shows potential.
Didn’t complete Stand for exam, Drop on recall
completed but lost points for slow coming in.
Did not complete Dumbbell exercises but did
complete broad jump. Withdrew prior to Group
stays.

Placing 5 –
Score 130
*JAYKRI NATALYA
CD AZ

Placing 8 – Score 60
*CH ABELARA
KIND SPIRITS AZ
CD TD ET RN

21/02/2012
Sire: *Pallendon
Yorik AZ x
Dam: Jaykri Isabella
Catalogue No: 412

26/12/2011
Sire: *Pallendon
Yorik AZ
Dam: Debbar Jubilee
Dream AZ
Catalogue No: 415

Exhibitor: D Francis
Breeder: D Francis

Exhibitor: Ann Clarkson
Breeder: Mr R Vernon

Dog has potential. Stand for Examination was
completed as required, as was Drop on Recall but
with a crooked & slow finish. Retrieve Dumbbell
on Flat -minor points lost for lead up, double
commands to sit at beginning. Retrieve Dumbbell
over Solid Jump - minor points lost for lead up,
crooked sit Group exercises both completed
successfully.

Dog’s heeling performance was not quite up
to pass standard on the day. Stand for exam
completed successfully. Failed to complete
remainder of exercises.

Placing 6 –
Score 118
SINGHA IMPISH
MINX CD
1/10/2013
Sire: Raennik Erix
Dam: Singha Freia
CDX
Catalogue No: 418
Exhibitor: Mr. Jack Lotzkes
Breeder: Mr. Jack Lotzkes
Dog and handler worked well as a team. The dog
is a happy worker who shows potential. Stand for
examination completed, failed finish on Drop on
Recall. Retrieved Dumbbell on flat but failed with
double command over solid jump. Withdrew
prior to Group stays.
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27/11/2011
Sire: *Zony von Haus
Gerstenberg aED
SchHIII (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Heiko
Cookie Monster
Catalogue No: 416

Placing 9 – Score 53
*GRAND CH.
STOBAR QUENTIN
CDX ET AZ
11/29/2012
Sire: *Odin Delle
Terre Matildiche HDED (Imp Italy)
Dam: Stobar Diksy
Catalogue No: 413
Exhibitor: Stuart Macdonald
Breeder: Stobar Kennels
The dog is a happy exuberant worker who shows
potential. Stand for Examination completed
as required, failed to drop on recall, retrieved
Dumbbell on flat with poor finish, over Solid
Jump, not completed – withdrew prior to Group
Exercises.

UD (UTILITY DOG)

Judge: Mr William Patterson
I had the honour of judging the two highest
levels in dog obedience, Utility Dog and Utility
Dog Excellent at the 45th GSDCA National
German Shepherd Dog Show and Trial. It was an
enormously satisfying experience to judge this
breed.
It was my pleasure to award two well deserved
passes, one in each ring. This did not reflect the
high standard of the dogs and the professionalism
of the handlers, there were quite a few hard luck
stories. I believe one of my winners was the oldest
competitor, proving that respect and loyalty
between dog and handler is ageless.
Not only did these dogs perform in the most
challenging obedience rings, some also displayed
the stamina and concentration required to
perform in the show ring too.
My congratulations to the organisers, Stewards,
and handlers who all contributed towards a highly
successful event.
Placing 1 – Score 185
KARALCIN
DRAMBOOEE CDX ET
21/03/2012
Sire: *Zony von Haus
Gerstenberg aED SchHIII
(Imp Deu)
Dam: Nanmahar Ulla
HIT ET
Catalogue No: 430
Exhibitor: Mrs A Y Butler
Breeder: Ms K A Long
Dog and handler worked as a team, dog found
and retrieved article briskly. Directed Jumping
was completed as required. Points lost for crooked
sit. During Scent Discrimination dog found and
retrieved articles, slow finishes. The Signal Exercise
- Dog and handler worked as a team, minor
imperfections with good performance. Directed
retrieve, Group Exam & 5 Minute Down Stay
were all completed successfully.
Placing 2 – Score 164
O GR CH SINGHA
GREY MIST UDX
27/03/2010
Sire: Quips von der
Fasanerie CDX
Dam: Chanel von
der Fasanerie
Catalogue No: 429
Exhibitor: Nad Nahas Breeder: Mr J Lotzkes
Dog and handler worked as a team, dog found
and retrieved article briskly. Directed Jumping
was completed as required-steady. Dog found
and retrieved articles, worked well during
signal exercise. Group Exam & 5 Minute Down
completed successfully.

OBEDIENCE trial classes
Placing 3 –
Score 144
DEWISRI RAIENE

Placing 4 – Score 96
ABELARA MOSS
TROOPER UD

Placing 2 –
Score 160
O GR CH SINGHA
GREY MIST UDX

28/06/2010
Sire: Dewisri Yasko
Dam: Illa van der
Herdersfarm HD-ED
Catalogue No: 427

29.07.2012
Sire: *Kantenna
Hunter AZ
Dam: Debbar Jubilee
Dream
Catalogue No: 422

27/03/2010
Sire: Quips von Der
Fasanerie CDX
Dam: Chanel von
der Fasanerie
Catalogue No: 425

Exhibitor: Ms Narelle Wilkins
Breeder: Mrs A B Cham

Exhibitor: Nad Nahas
Breeder: Mr J Lotzkes

Exhibitor: C Tetley
Breeder: Mr R Vernon

Dog and handler worked as a team, on Seek Back
dog found and retrieved article briskly. Directed
Jumping was completed as required. Though
points lost for wide out to box, knocking jump,
crooked sit, didn’t go out to 2nd box, finished
herself. During Sent Discrimination. Dog found
and retrieved articles, Minor imperfections during
signal exercise. Group exam & 5 minute Down
stay both completed.

Positions in Motion. Dog and handler worked as a
team, good performance, dog found and retrieved
article briskly, little wide returning to heel. Scent
Discrimination-Judges scent - Dog retrieved
incorrect article. Directed Sendaway, Recall &
Distance Control completed as required as was
Multiple retrieve Group exercise also completed.

Seek Back With Decoy Article. Dog and handler
worked as a team, dog found and retrieved
article briskly, slowly, didn’t find article, retrieved
decoy-very nice. Positions in Motion Dog and
handler worked as a team, excellent performance.
Scent Discrimination-Judges scent - retrieved
incorrect article. Directed Sendaway and Recall,
failed to go to nominated area, multiple retrieve
not completed. Distance control & Group
Examination both completed as required.

UDX (UTILITY DOG
EXCELLENT)

Judge: - Mr William Patterson
Placing 1 –
Score 187
TRANGOLD DARE
TO BE DIFFRENT
12/12/2012
Sire: Nivo vom
Lubarser Schlosschen
(Imp Deu)
Dam: Ovahimba
Dziko
Catalogue No. 426
Exhibitor: D Hart
Breeder: L Tranter
Seek Back With Decoy Article. Dog and handler
worked well as a team, good performance. Scent
Discrimination - Judges scent - dog found and
retrieved article briskly. Directed Sendaway
and Recall & Distance control both completed
successfully. Multiple Retrieve was completed well
as was Group Examination.

Placing 3 –
Score 133
O GR CH.
KAYROSSI ORION
20/06/2008
Sire: *Mike von
Estherlager aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Kayrossi
Electra CD
Catalogue No: 424
Exhibitor: C Tetley
Breeder: Miss R Masterman
Seek Back With Decoy Article. Dog and handler
worked as a team, didn’t find article. Positions
in Motion, excellent performance. Scent
Discrimination-Judges scent didn’t find article
Directed Sendaway, Recall & Distance control all
completed as required as was Multiple Retrieve &
Group Examination.

Placing 5 –
Score 90
ALEZAN WILLIAM
WALLACE (AI)
UDX
05/05/2012
Sire: *Nord. Ch
Fasties Elle Willy
Wonka HD-ED (Imp
Nor)
Dam: Alezan 		
Kalifornia AZ
Catalgue No: 423
Exhibitor: Christina McKenzie
Breeder: Ms D Muir & Miss K Muir
Seek Back With Decoy Article -Dog and handler
worked as a team. Positions in Motion - Dog
and handler’s performance was not quite up to
pass standard today though the dog is a happy
exuberant worker who shows potential. Scent
Discrimination-Judges scent & Directed Sendaway
and Recall both completed as required, as was
Group Examination
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LONG STOCK COAT dog classes
Long Stock Coat Dog:
Judged by Herr Frank Goldlust

LONG STOCK COAT BABY
PUPPY DOG

1 graded Promising
Placing 4

Placing 2
GABMALU CASANOVA

3 Graded Very Promising
Placing 1
CRYTARA LONG SOX

KARASTRO REVENGEFUL VIPER

12/01/2017
Sire: Conbhairean Lauser AI (UK)
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark Icing On The Cake AZ
Catalogue Number: 013
Exhibitor: C Shayler
Breeder: C Shayler
Placing 2
AMBERG AKIRRO

20/12/2016
Sire: Vanharley Thundanlighting
Dam: Karastro Funkadelic Chic
Catalogue Number: 012
Exhibitor: Ms D Berghofer
Breeder: Ms D Berghofer

LONG STOCK COAT
MINOR PUPPY DOG
6 Graded Very Promising
Placing 1
EROICA GLADIATOR

09/02/2017
Sire: *Labo vom Schollweiher aED H-neg
SchHIII (Imp Deu) x
Dam: Amberg Yumi AZ
Catalogue Number: 015
Exhibitor: C E Cheffirs
Breeder: Mrs L Baker
Placing 3
BEAUTRAE XOFFENDER AI
04/02/2017
Sire: Gavin vom Hasenborn Ger. BH. Ger. AD.
Dam: Ch Vladimir Insatiable
Catalogue Number: 014
Exhibitor: Alimanda Kennels/D West
Breeder: Mr D West
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12/10/2016
Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ
Catalogue Number: 028
Exhibitor: C Leonard, S Jachmann & B Harrison
Breeder: C Leonard
7 months. Over medium size, medium strong
bones, very good type and pigmentation, good
head with dark eyes, ears are a little narrow,
good wither and topline, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
stands correct in front. Nearly correct coming
and going. Shows good movement with good
drive, forereach should be more free.

25/08/2016
Sire: Conbhairean Lauser AI (UK)
Dam: Ch Lawine Quira
Catalogue Number: 022
Exhibitor: M Hornick
Breeder: M Hornick
9 months. Very big, medium strong bones, good
proportions, good head and expression, very good
topline with good croup, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
stands correct in front. Correct coming and going.
Fluid movement, good reaching gait should be
more free.
Placing 3
JAYSHELL PIRATE

26/10/2016
Sire: *Ch Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: *Jayshell Kenzie AZ
Catalogue Number: 029
Exhibitor: Mr D & Mrs L Organ
Breeder: Mrs N Mc Dermott
6-1/2 months. Double P1 upper left and right.
Medium size, medium strong bones, good
proportions, very good pigmentation, good
dryness and firmness, lively expression, good top
and underline, the upper arm should be a little
longer, correct hindquarter angulation, good chest
development. Stands correct in front. Correct
coming and going. Good movement, good drive
the forereach should be more free.

LONG STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 4
RIMERINI EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED

Placing 6
EROICA GOLIATH

Placing 8
KINGLAND YES MR COOPER

09/10/16
Sire: *Astasia Paca AZ
Dam: Grand Rimerini Always And Forever
Catalogue Number: 025
Exhibitor: Tracy Stacey
Breeder: M Porter

12/10/2016
Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ
Catalgue Number: 027
Exhibitor: K Juggins & C Leonard
Breeder: C Leonard

10/09/2016
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Kingland Lolita
Catalogue Number: 023
Exhibitor: Debbie Goodwin
Breeder: L G King

7-1/2 months. Above medium size, medium
strong bones, shown a bit too heavy, very good
pigmentation, good head, eye colour should be
darker, good wither and topline, good underline,
very well angled in the front, hindquarter on
the borderline, a little too deep in chest. Left leg
turns out, the hocks should become much firmer
in the future and moves narrow. Shows good
movement with a very good drive.

7 months. Big, medium strong bones, good
proportions, good head, ears are set much too
narrow, good wither and topline, croup is slightly
steep, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development. Normal
front. Moves narrow going and elbows are loose.
Good movement.

8 months. Big, medium strong bones, not
in the best hair condition, good head and
expression, normal wither, straight back, good
length of croup, the upper arm should be better
angled and longer, hindquarter angulation is
on the borderline, normal chest development.
Absolutely not correct in front, moves narrow
elbows very loose. Shows fluid movement.

Placing 5
EROICA G O A T

Placing 7
BOSSFACE URUK HAI

2 graded Promising

LONG STOCK COAT
PUPPY DOG
4 Graded Very Promising
Placing 1
EROICA FOLLOW ME

12/10/2016
Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ
Catalogue Number: 026
Exhibitor: C Leonard
Breeder: C Leonard
7 months. Above medium size, medium strong,
very good proportions, normal head, ears are
too close, very good top and underline, correct
angulations, good chest development, normal
front. Moves a little narrow behind. Shows good
movement.

07/10/2016
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: Bossface Ursula
Catalogue Number: 024
Exhibitor: M & C Theris
Breeder: M & C Theris
7-1/2 months. Level bite. Above medium size,
medium strong bones, good proportions, very well
pigmented, good head, good wither and topline
and good lay of croup, the upper arm should be
a little longer, correct hindquarter angulation,
good chest development. Stands correct in front.
Moves a little narrow going, correct coming.
Shows good fluid movement with a good reach.

02/08/2016
Sire: *Astasia Paca AZ
Dam: Eroica Dixie Chick
Catalogue Number: 177
Exhibtor: C Leonard & T Wood
Breeder: Eroica Kennels
9-1/2 months. Big, medium strong bones, very
good type, very well pigmented, good head and
expression, correct ears, good wither and topline,
good length of croup which is a little steep, good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good
chest development. Nearly correct in front. Steps
correct going a little east/west coming. He shows
very good movement.
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LONG STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 2
AVAHLEE HUGO BOSS

Placing 4
SHAYGAR VENETIAN ZHAR

Placing 2
BABANGA QUINTESSENTIAL AZ

30/07/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Catalogue Number: 175
Exhibitor: Dannielle Mayne
Breeder: Dannielle Mayne

18/06/2016
Sire: Giotto di Fossombrone (Imp Italy)
Dam: Shaygar Fallon
Catalogue Number: 173
Exhibitor: J Smith & G Neilson
Breeder: Jak Smith

05/03/2016
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HD-ED (Imp UK)
Dam: Babanga Jerry Hall
Catalogue Number: 042
Exhibitor: R Vitullo & P & K York
Breeder: P & K York

10 months. Big, strong, a little heavy, good head
,eye should be slightly darker. A little stretched,
good wither and topline the croup is of very good
lay and length, he is a little deep, stands a little
east/west. Correct going, nearly correct coming.
He shows a very good balanced movement with
very good drive and a nice forehand reach.

11 months. Over medium size, good bones,
lively expression, eyes should be slightly darker.
Good wither, topline and lay of croup, the upper
arm should be longer, very good hindquarter
angulation, a slightly short underchest. Stands
correct in front. Correct coming and going. He
shows temperamental movement with good
drive forehand reach should be freer.

1 year 2-1/2 months. 64cm. Over medium size,
medium strong bones, good pigment, masculine
head, eye colour should be a little darker. Normal
wither, straight back, croup should be longer, good
angulations, good chest development, stands a
little east/west, steps narrow, elbows should be
firmer. Fluid movement the drive should be more
powerful.

Placing 3
CH. KAYGARR BEND IT LIKE BECKHAM

LONG STOCK COAT
JUNIOR DOG

Placing 3
KINGLAND XTRA SHOT

3 Graded Very Good

Placing 1
CH HERRZIG KOURAGOUS KAVICK AZ

23/06/2016
Sire: *Bluemax Salt AZ
Dam: *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp Norway)
Catalogue Number: 174
Exhibitor: Judith & Irene Hayton
Breeder: G & K Williams
11 months. Big, good bones and substance, very
well pigmented, good expression, good wither,
straight back, the croup is slightly steep, correct
angulations, good chest development, stands
a little east/west the pasterns should be a little
firmer. Stepping correct going a little east/west
coming. He shows good drive and forehand
reach.
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11/02/2016
Sire: *Ury vom Zisawinkel aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Herrzig Kalista Indianna
Catalogue Number: 041
Exhibitor: Maria Herzig
Breeder: Maria Herzig
1 year 3 months. 67cm. Large, good bones,
good type, good pigmentation, good dryness and
firmness, the eyes should be darker, good wither,
topline and croup, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development.
Stands correct in front. Nearly correct coming
and going. Good movement with good
temperament, good drive the fore reach should
be more free.

09/04/2016
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HD-ED (Imp UK)
Dam: Sunhaze Twistie
Catalogue Number: 043
Exhibitor: Lorraine King
Breeder: Lorraine King
1 year 1-1/2 months. Couldn’t be measured. Over
medium size, medium strong bones, head should
be stronger for a male, good wither, good topline,
steep short croup, chest needs more development,
stands east/west. Nearly correct coming and
going, fluid movement the reach should be freer.
Should show more confidence.

LONG STOCK COAT dog classes
LONG STOCK COAT
INTERMEDIATE DOG

Placing 3
EROICA EROTIC ERIK AZ

Placing 5
REICHKAISER FULL SPEED AHEAD

04/11/2015
Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ
Catalogue Number: 196
Exhibitor: J & L Phillis
Breeder: CA Leonard

26/06/2015
Sire: *Ury vom Zisawinkel aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Andacht Erin Strauss
Catalogue Number: 193
Exhibitor: Hemnelina Birac
Breeder: Hemnelina Birac

1 year 6-1/2 months. 65.5cm. Big medium strong
bones, very good type, slightly stretched, good
head and expression, good wither and topline,
good lay of croup, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
stands a little east/west. Steps correct going
elbows should be a little firmer. Shows good
movement with a good drive.

1 year 11 months. 66cm. Big, medium strong
bones, very good dryness and firmness, eye
colour should be darker, ears should be firmer.
High wither, good topline, the croup is of good
length but slightly steep, good fore, very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
Shows very nice movement with a good drive
and good forereach.

5 Graded Very Good

Placing 1
*HASENWAY MAJOR TOM (IID) AZ

28/09/2015
Sire: *Cronos Del Seprio HD-ED (Italy)
Dam: *Zicke vom Feuermelder aED (Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 195
Exhibitor: C Mailata & S Woollard
Breeder: J Haase
1 year 8 months. 65.5cm. Big, good bones
and substance, very good type, good head and
expression, good topline, good length and lay
of croup, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development. Stands
correct in front. Steps a little narrow going,
correct coming. Shows very good movement and
very good far reaching gait.

Placing 4
STELLIKO ARKHAM KNIGHT

Placing 2
SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT (AI) AZ

04/10/2015
Sire: *Ch. Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation AZ
Catalogue Number: 192
Exhibitor: Iris Selby
Breeder: A & Mrs Y Yun
1 years 7 month. 66cm. Big, very good harmony,
very good proportions, very good pigmentation,
very good head and expression. High wither good
topline good croup, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development.
Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and
going. Shows very good movement with good
drive. The tail is not held naturally.

LONG STOCK COAT
OPEN DOG
8 Graded Excellent

Placing 1
*CH EROICA CATCH ME IF YOU CAN AZ

24/09/2015
Sire: *Calle vom Westervenn aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Keedara Portuguese Tart
Catalogue Number: 194
Exhibitor: M & L Brodie
Breeder: M & L Brodie
1 year 8 months. Double P1 upper right. 64cm.
Over medium size, medium strong bones, good
proportions, very good pigmentation, good head
and expression. Good withers, very firm back but
slightly roached, croup is slightly steep, the upper
arm should be longer, normal chest development,
correct going and coming. Shows temperamental
movement, forereach should be more free.

11/09/2013
Sire: *Astasia Paca AZ
Dam: *Narathor Jazz Diva AZ
Catalogue Number: 314
Exhibitor: Kim Leonard
Breeder: Eroica Kennels
3 years 8 months. 64cm. Over medium size,
medium strong bones, good proportions, very
good pigmentation, good head and expression
with dark eyes, good wither, topline and croup,
very good fore and hindquarter angulations,
pronounced chest, steps a little narrow going. He
shows very good movement with very good drive
and a free reach.
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LONG STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 2
*CH BABANGA MR ANDERSON AZ

Placing 4
*BODECKA CASANOVA AZ

Placing 6
*CH GRUNDELHARDT CIRCLE OF LIFE (AI)

17/09/2013
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Babanga Fipsi
Catalogue Number: 315
Exhibitor: P & K York & C Craig
Breeder: P & K York

20/08/2014
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Bodecka Xrated AZ
Catalogue Number: 319
Exhibitor: Jenny Joseph
Breeder: Jenny Joseph

26/02/2014
Sire: *Ray vom Fichtenschlag aED SchHIII
Dam: Grundelhardt Tainted Love HT
Catalogue Number: 317
Exhibitor: R & S Murphy
Breeder: Peter & Jenny Cocks

3 years 8 months. 66cm. Big, good bones, good
dryness and firmness, very good pigmentation,
good head and expression, dark eyes, good wither,
topline and croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going
with firm hocks. He shows very temperamental
movement with very good drive and very good
forehand reach.

2 years 9 months. 66cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good proportions, very well pigmented,
good head and expression with dark eyes. High
wither, firm back, good length of croup, the upper
arm should be a little better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
correct in front the pasterns could be a little
firmer. Steps a little narrow going a little wide
coming. He shows very temperamental effective
movement with powerful drive.

3 years 3 months. 66cm. Big, strong, very good
substance, in stance he looks good, very good
pigmentation, good head, good wither, topline
and lay of croup, the upper arm should be a
little longer, very good hindquarter angulation,
pronounced chest, correct in front. Steps correct
coming and going. He shows temperamental
movement with good drive, the forehand reach
should be a little more free.

Placing 3
*CH SHERNAA PAKROS HT (IMP UK) AED
H-NEG
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Placing 5
*AMBERG VOCCO AZ

12/06/2012
Sire: *Pakros vom Pendler aED
Dam: Shernaa Cookie
Catalogue Number: 310
Exhibitor: Miss NJ Hammond
Breeder: Shernaa Kennels

04/05/2014
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Amberg Yumi AZ
Catalogue Number: 318
Exhibitor: Mrs Chris Cheffirs
Breeder: Mrs L Baker

4 years 11 months. 65.5cm. Big, medium strong
bones, very good dryness and firmness, good
proportions, good head and expression, good
wither, topline and lay of croup. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulations. Good chest
development, correct in front. Steps correct
coming and going. He shows very free effective
movement with very good drive.

3 years. Double P1 lower right. 63.5cm. Medium
size, medium strong, very well pigmented, good
head for his size, eye colour should be a little
darker, good wither straight back good lay of
croup, the upper arm should be a little longer,
very good hindquarter angulation, good chest
development, correct in front. Steps correct
coming and going. He shows fluid movement but
falls a little on the forehand.

Placing 7
*CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ

22/11/2012
Sire: *Yester vom Feuermelder aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Denargun Kwacker AZ
Catalogue Number: 311
Exhibitor: Kerry O’Brien
Breeder: K Ballantyne
4 years 6 months. 64cm. Over medium size,
medium strong bones, good proportions, good
head and expression, correct ears, the back is
slightly roached, the croup is of good length
but steep, the upper arm should be better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation. The
underchest should be longer, stands a little east/
west. Steps nearly correct coming and going. He
shows a good fluid movement but falls slightly on
the forehand.

LONG STOCK COAT dog classes
Placing 8
*CH HILLMAGIC PURPLE HAZE AZ

Dismissed

*CH. SUNDANEKA TRUE BLUE AZ (AIID)
11/02/2013
Sire: *Fulz di Zenevredo aED (Deu)
Dam: *Xyna vom Niemberger Eck aED (Imp
Deu)
Catalogue Number: 312
Exhibitor: GD & Mrs K Stevenson & Mrs K
Eaton
Breeder: Mr GD & Mrs K Stevenson

03/10/2013
Sire: Ch *Ustinov vom Romerland aED H-neg
(Imp Deu)
Dam: Hillmagic Sage
Catalogue Number: 316
Exhibitor: Ms E Bevk & Ms R Koerber
Breeder: Ms P Jones
3 years 8-1/2 months. 64c m. Over medium size,
good proportions, good dryness and firmness,
good head, eyes are a little round and protruding
and colour should be a little darker, good wither,
firm back, good lay of croup, the upper arm
should be slightly longer, very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development, normal
front. Steps correct coming and going. He shows
temperamental movement with good reach but
drive should be a little more powerful.

4 years. 63cm. Medium size, medium strong,
very good proportions, very good dryness and
firmness, good head, eyes should be darker, good
wither, topline and lay of croup, the upper arm
should be better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development. Stands
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
He shows a very temperamental movement
with very good drive, with the wither always the
highest point.
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LONG STOCK COAT bitch classes
Long Stock Coat Bitch:
Judged by Herr Frank Goldlust

LONG STOCK COAT
BABY PUPPY BITCH

Placing 3
VONPETA JUST SLIP N TRIP (AI)

Placing 6
IMAGICK DIOR

09/02/2017
Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells AZ
Dam: Vonpeta Zipper Tee Doo Da
Catalogue Number: 011
Exhibitor: Shebelle Kennels
Breeder: Mr P N Damarell & Ms J E Pike

25/11/2016
Sire: *Ch Shernaa Pakros aED (Imp UK)
Dam: Lago Elena
Catalogue Number: 001
Exhibitor: T Stacey
Breeder: M Macklin

Placing 4
CRYTARA RED SOX (AI)

Placing 7
REICHKAISER LISTEN TO UR HEART

01/01/2017
Sire: UK Ch. Conbhairean Lauser AI (UK)
Dam: Ch. Kellinpark Icing On The Cake
Catalogue Number: 005
Exhibitor: C Shayler
Breeder: C Shayler

28/01/2017
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer aED (Imp Den)
Dam: Andacht Erin Strauss
Catalogue Number: 009
Exhibitor: Hemnelina Birac
Breeder: Hemnelina Birac

Placing 5
LORDAVO MIDNIGHT FANTASY

Placing 8

All graded Very Promising
Placing 1
KINGVALE IMA HOTTIE

10/01/2017
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HD-ED (Imp UK)
Dam: Ch Kingvale Gold Dream
Catalogue Number: 006
Exhibitor: Mr I & Mrs S Pacek
Breeder: Mr I & Mrs S Pacek
Placing 2
BEAUTRAE XTREME ENVY (AI)

04/02/2017
Sire: Gavin vom Hasenborn
Dam: *Ch. Vladimir Insaitsable AZ
Catalogue Number: 010
Exhibitor: Miss NJ Hammond
Breeder: D West

DEBBAR GABRIELLA
26/01/2017
Sire: *Ch Jayshell Glasgow AZ
Dam: Ch Aimsway Shaquille AZ
Catalogue Number: 008
Exhibitor: Mr D & Mrs L. Organ
Breeder: Mr D & Mrs L. Organ
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05/12/2016
Sire: *Castastar Eragon AZ
Dam: *Debbar Dj Vu AZ
Catalogue Number: 002
Exhibitor: Mrs D O’Keefe
Breeder: Mrs D O’Keefe

LONG STOCK COAT bitch classes
LONG STOCK COAT
MINOR PUPPY BITCH

Placing 3
SUNDANEKA BLACK VELVET

All Graded Very Promising

9 months. Very big, medium strong bones, good
top and underline, good angulation of the fore
very good hindquarter angulation, good chest
development, correct coming and going. Very
good movement with a good drive.
Placing 2
SIOBAHN GREYT ENCORE AI

08/10/2016
Sire: Gavin vom Hasenborn
Dam: Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation
Catalogue Number: 017
Exhibitor: Mr K Morton And Mrs Y Yun
Breeder: A & Mrs Y Yun
7-1/2 months. Big, good bones, good proportions,
very good pigmentation, the ears at this moment
are not 100 percent correct, good wither, topline
and croup, correct angulations, correct chest
development, correct in front. Correct going
and hocks should be firmer. Fluid movement,
forereach and gait should be more free.

019
DURNSTEIN JOY FOR LIFE
15/10/2016
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Durnstein Dirty Dancing ET
Catalogue Number: 019
Exhibitor: TK Carr
Breeder: F McAdam

Placing 1
GABMALU CINDA

25/08/2016
Sire: Conbhairean Lauser AI (UK)
Dam: Ch Lawine Quira
Catalogue Number: 016
Exhibitor: M Hornick
Breeder: M Hornick

Withdrawn

12/11/2016
Sire: *Vablo vom Osterberber-Land aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Sundaneka Tequila Sunrise (IID)
Catalogue Number: 021
Exhibitor: Ms E Bevk & Ms R Koerber
Breeder: Mr GD & Mrs K Stevenson
6 months. Big, good bones, very good
pigmentation, good head, normal wither,
slightly roached back, croup a little steep, upper
arm should be longer, very good hindquarter
angulation. Good chest development, correct in
front. Steps narrow behind and a little east/west
coming. Good movement but roached over the
back, fore reach and gait should be more free.

7 months. Missing P2 upper left and right.
Big, very well pigmented, good bones, good
proportions, good head and expression, good
wither, the croup is slightly steep of good length,
the upper arm should be a little longer, very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
standing slightly east west. Correct going, east
west coming. Good movement with good reach.

LONG STOCK COAT
PUPPY BITCH
3 Graded Very Promising
Placing 1
JAKNELL RUBY TUESDAY

Placing 4
ZIBELLINA BERRYLICIOUS

19/10/2016
Sire: *Jaknell Coz Im Tnt AZ
Dam: Shepherdhill Venus
Catalogue Number: 020
Exhibitor: Zibellina Kennels
Breeder: Zibellina Kennels
7 months. Big, medium strong bones, good
pigmentation, good head, ears are too close
together and must be firmer, good top and
underline, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, chest at this age too deep, correct in
front. Coming and going slightly narrow. Good
drive, fore reach should be more clean.

03/07/2016
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Jaknell Rolling Stone
Catalogue Number: 169
Exhibitor: A J Kada
Breeder: AJ Kada
10-1/2 months. Over medium size, medium
strong bones, good head but the underjaw should
be a little stronger, correct ears, very good topline
with good lay of croup, the upper arm should be
a little longer, very good hindquarter angulation.
Good chest development, stands correct in front.
She steps a little narrow going, correct coming.
She shows very good movement with a powerful
drive.
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LONG STOCK COAT bitch classes
.Placing 2
KUIRAU KRISTEN

2 Graded Promising
Placing 4
TAKIMBRE CALL ME ANNIE

LONG STOCK COAT
JUNIOR BITCH
8 Graded Very Good

Placing 1
FREMONT WILDEST DREAMS

20/05/2016
Sire: *Ch. Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ
Dam: Kuirau Xquisite Lady
Catalogue Number: 167
Exhibitor: P G & D M & J Murray
Breeder: P G & D M & J Murray
12 months. Big, medium strong bones, good
proportions. Feminine head good expression,
good withers, straight back good lay of croup,
good angulations, good chest development,
correct in front. Correct coming and going. Fluid
movement kicks up slightly in the rear.
Placing 3
KARASTRO QWIK SMOKIN CHILLI

06/08/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Takimbre Xanadu
Catalogue Number: 172
Exhibitor: D Cameron
Breeder: C & C Ford
9-1/2 months. Over medium size, medium strong
bones, looks a little heavy, good head, normal
wither, croup should be longer, good angulations,
pronounced chest development, a little deep.
Correct in front, stands a little east/west. Steps
a little narrow going, correct coming. She shows
good movement, the back should be firmer.
Placing 5
BABANGA REMINGTON ROSE

09/02/2016
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HD-ED (Imp UK)
Dam: *Java von Santamar aED (Imp Bel)
Catalogue Number: 037
Exhibitor: TK Carr
Breeder: Mr S Lynch
1 year 3-1/2 months. 60cm. Big, good bones,
good type, very well pigmented, good head and
expression, good top and underline, correct
angulations, good chest development, stands a
little east/west elbows should become firmer in
the future. She shows very nice movement with
very good drive and very good forward gait.
Placing 2
CH. COSSAVANE TOUCH OF MAGIC HIT AZ

05/08/2016
Sire: Vanharley Thundanlightng
Dam: Karastro Furious Flame
Catalogue Number: 170
Exhibitor: Ms D Berghofer
Breeder: Ms D Berghofer
9-1/2 months. Big, good bones and substance,
good head, eye colour should be darker. Good
wither and topline, the croup is a little steep, good
angulations, pronounced chest development.
Stands correct in front. Correct coming and
going. Temperamental movement with good
drive, falls a little on the forehand.
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09/08/2016
Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: Babanga Niobi
Catalogue Number: 171
Exhibitor: P & K York
Breeder: P & K York
9-1/2 months. Good size, good type in general,
good proportions. Ears are set too close. Good
wither and topline, good length of croup, good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Good chest development. Stands correct in
front. Correct coming and going. She shows
temperamental movement with good drive.

05/01/2016
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den) x
Dam: *Cossavane Nadia AZ
Catalogue Number: 033
Exhibitor: Miss NJ Hammond
Breeder: Cossavane Kennels
1 year 4-1/2 months. 57cm. Medium size,
medium strong bones, very well pigmented,
feminine head, eye colour should be a little
darker, very good topline with good lay of croup,
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
good chest development, correct in front. Nearly
correct coming and going. She shows a very nice
movement with a good drive and far reaching
gait.

LONG STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 3
KINGVALE KEEPER OF MY DREAMS

Placing 5
SCHAEFERHUND STACEY

26/02/2016
Sire: Ch Sundaneka True Blue
Dam: Kingvale Magic Powers
Catalogue Number: 038
Exhibitor: Mr I & Mrs S Pacek
Breeder: Mr I & Mrs S Pacek

08/02/16
Sire: *Labo v Schollweiher aED H-neg (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Schaeferhund Xeena AZ
Catalogue Number: 036
Exhibitor: Tracy Stacey
Breeder: Mrs I Bohdal

1 year 3 months. 61cm. Big, good bones, good
proportions, very well pigmented, feminine head,
eyes should be darker, good topline and croup,
the upper arm should be a little longer, very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development.
Correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
She shows very good movement with good drive
however the forereach should be slightly freer.

1 year 3-1/2 months. 60cm. Big, good bones,
good proportions, good head, good wither, firm
back, good croup, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, pronounced chest, stands
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
Temperamental movement with good drive, the
forehand reach should be more free.

Placing 4
BHUACHAILLE XHIBITIONIST

Placing 6
SUNDANEKA TEQUILAS TALEESHA

02/02/2016
Sire: *Labo vom Schollweiher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Bhuachaille Indiana Sunrise
Catalogue Number: 035
Exhibitor: Patricia Smith
Breeder: Patricia Smith

23/11/2015
Sire: *Ch Ustinov vom Romerland aED (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Sundaneka Tequila Sunrise
Catalogue Number: 030
Exhibitor: L G Yates
Breeder: G D & K Stevenson

1 year 3-1/2 months. 60.5cm. Big, medium strong,
good proportions, good dryness and firmness,
good head and expression, good wither, topline
and lay of croup, the upper arm should be a little
longer, very good hindquarter angulation, normal
chest development, correct front. Nearly correct
coming and going. She shows fluid movement
with good drive.

1 year 6 months. 61cm. Big, medium strong
bones, slightly stretched, good proportions, good
head and expression, good wither and topline,
the croup is slightly steep but of good length, good
fore very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front. The hocks should be firmer,
elbows are slightly loose. She shows good fluid
movement with a good reach.

Placing 7
CH SCHERZAR UPTOWN GIRL

04/01/2016
Sire: Ch Toujour Beau Thunder
Dam: Scherzar Ramblin Rose
Catalogue Number: 032
Exhibitor: Mrs K Anderson
Breeder: Mrs K Anderson
1 year 4-1/2 months. 58cm. Medium size,
medium strong bones, very well pigmented with
a lot of black, good head and expression, normal
withers straight back, well laid croup is slightly
short, the upper arm should be longer and
better angled, good fore very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development, normal
front. Nearly correct going and coming. Fluid
movement with good drive, the reach should be
more free.
Placing 8
RANDINKA ROCK STAR

30/04/16
Sire: *Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
Dam: Bodecka A Cut Above
Catalogue Number: 040
Exhibitor: Tracy Stacey
Breeder: Randinka Kennels
1 year 1 month. 58cm. Medium size, medium
strong bones, slightly stretched, a little too heavy,
good head eye colour should be darker, normal
wither, straight back, good lay of croup, good fore
very good hindquarter angulation, pronounced
chest, correct in front. Steps correct coming and
going. Good movement however the back is not
firm enough because of the weight.
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LONG STOCK COAT bitch classes
1 Good
Placing 9
NIKOBISHUNDE ELECTRIK PASSION

17/12/2015
Sire: *Xeno von Arjakjo aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Nikobishunde Auspicious Amelia
Catalogue Number: 031
Exhibitor: Mr S & Mrs L Yates
Breeder: N & M Kirkham
1 year 5 months. 60.5 cm. Big, medium strong,
good proportions, good dryness and firmness,
good head, light eyes, ears are too close. Good
withers, firm back, croup should be slightly
longer, the upper arm should be a little longer,
very good hindquarter angulation. Good chest
development, normal front. Nearly correct going
and coming. Good far reaching gait.

Placing 2
*STOBAR YALINA AZ

Placing 4
ASTASIA VITARNI AZ

28/05/2015
Sire: *Ch Bluemax Salt AZ
Dam: Vanland Ava
Catalogue Number: 182
Exhibitor: Narelle Cullen
Breeder: Stobar Kennels

14/01/2015
Sire: *Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Awesamshep Brandy AZ
Catalogue Number: 180
Exhibitor: Samantha Lapworth
Breeder: Mrs B & Mr P Hersant

2 years. 61cm. Big, medium strong bones, good
type, good proportions, strong head with good
expression, good wither and topline, croup is
slightly steep, correct angulations, correct chest
development. Steps slightly narrow going and
correct coming. She shows very good movement
with good temperament and withers always at
highest point.

2 years 4 months. Double P1 upper right.
59cm. Over medium size, medium strong, good
proportions, good type. Feminine head, correct
ears, good topline. Straight back, good lay of
croup, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Good chest development, correct in
front. Steps correct coming and going. Shows
temperamental movement with good reach.

Placing 3
CH. SIOBAHN GREYT TEMPTATION (AI) AZ

Placing 5
BABANGA NIOBI AZ

04/10/2015
Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can
Dam: Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation
Catalogue Number: 185
Exhibitor: Mrs C Becker & Mrs Y Yun
Breeder: A & Mrs Y Yun

14/10/2014
Sire: *Gerry vom Schacher aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Babanga Fipsi
Catalogue Number: 178
Exhibitor: P & K York
Breeder: P & K York

1 year 7-1/2 months. 61cm. Big, harmonious,
very good type of sable female, very dry and
firm, good head and expression, good wither and
topline, croup is of good length but a little steep,
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
pronounced chest. Stands east/west. Correct
going elbows should be firmer. She shows good
movement with good drive.

2 years 7 months. 61cm. Big, medium strong,
good proportions, good dryness and firmness.
Feminine head, high wither, very good topline,
good lay of croup, the upper arm should be a little
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation,
good chest development. Correct coming and
going. She shows very temperamental movement
with very good drive, forereach should be a little
more free.

LONG STOCK COAT
INTERMEDIATE BITCH
All Graded Very Good
Placing 1
EROICA EVEREST

04/11/2015
Sire: *Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: Ch Vladimir Glam I Am
Catalogue Number: 189
Exhibitor: C Leonard & K Morton
Breeder: CA Leonard Exh:
1 year 6-1/2 months. 61cm. Big, medium strong
bones, very good proportions, very good type
and pigmentation. Good head with dark eyes
and correct ears. Very good topline with good
length and lay of croup, very good angulation
fore and hindquarter. Good chest development.
Correct going and coming. She shows very good
movement with good drive and free forward gait.
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LONG STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 6
REICHKAISER THRILL OF THE CHASE

Placing 8
CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA

Placing 10
HASENWAY MASQUERADE AZ (IID DEU)

26/06/2015
Sire: *Ury vom Zisawinkel aED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Andacht Erin Strauss
Catalogue Number: 183
Exhibitor: Maria Herzig & Emma Birac
Breeder: Reichkaiser German Shepherds

15/01/2015
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED IPOI (Imp
Deu)
Dam: Karastro Havana Knights
Catalogue Number: 181
Exhibitor: Ms D Berghofer
Breeder: Ms D Berghofer

28/09/2015
Sire: *Cronos Del Seprio aED
Dam: *Zicke vom Feuermelder aED (Imp Deu)
Catalogue Number: 184
Exhibitor: B Hurley
Breeder: J Haase

1 year 11 months. 61cm. Big, good proportions,
medium strong bones, good pigmentation, good
head, eyes should be darker, good wither and
topline, good lay of croup, the upper arm should
be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development. Stands
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
Good movement with good drive the forereach
should be a little more free.
Placing 7
EROICA EASY ON THE EYE

2 year 4 months. 60.5cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good proportions, feminine head, ears
are correct, good wither, the croup is slightly
steep of good length, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, pronounced chest
development, correct in front, pasterns slightly
soft. Nearly correct coming and going. She shows
very temperamental movement with good drive.
Placing 9
KINGLAND WHOLE LOTTA KAYOS

1 year 8 months. 61.5cm. Big, good bones and
substance, very well pigmented, good head.
Normal wither, firm back, the croup should be
a little longer, good forequarter angulation and
hindquarter is on the borderline, pronounced
chest development. Front is correct, however
stands a little east/west. Steps a little narrow
hocks should be firmer, correct coming. During
movement she paces a little and falls slightly on
the forehand.

LONG STOCK COAT
OPEN BITCH
All Graded Excellent

Placing 1
*CH EROICA COCO CHANEL AZ

04/11/2015
Sire: *Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: Ch Vladimir Glam I Am
Catalogue Number: 188
Exhibitor: K Juggins, C Leonard & K Morton
Breeder: CA Leonard
1 year 6-1/2 months. 60cm. Big, stretched, very
good type, good head and expression, long neck,
good wither, topline and lay of croup, correct
angulations, good chest development, stands a
little east/west. Steps going correct coming a little
east/west. Shows good movement with a reach.

11/11/2015
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: *Kingland Lolita AZ
Catalogue Number: 190
Exhibitor: Lorraine King
Breeder: Lorraine King
1 year 6 months. 60cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good proportions, feminine head. Good
wither and topline, good lay of croup which
should be a little longer, the upper arm should
be a little better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, good chest development. Stands
correct in front. Nearly correct coming and going.
Good drive, forehand reach should be freer.

11/09/2013
Sire: *Astasia Paca AZ
Dam: *Narathor Jazz Diva AZ
Catalogue Number: 302
Exhibitor: Cristel Leonard
Breeder: Eroica Kennels
3 years 7 months. 59cm. Above medium size,
medium strong bones, very harmony, very
good pigmentation, good head and expression,
good wither, topline and croup, good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation, good chest
development, stands a little east/west, pasterns
should be firmer. Steps correct going and coming.
She shows very good balanced movement with a
good reach.
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LONG STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 2
*SUP CH AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ
RN ET

Placing 4
*CH LAWINE QUIRA AZ

.Placing 6
*CH. AWESAMSHEP CASSIA AZ

29/05/2013
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg aED
Dam: Lawine Mystic Charm
Catalogue Number: 300
Exhibitor: M Hornick
Breeer: DJ Smith

25/08/2012
Sire: *Ch Astasia Elli AZ CD ET HIT
Dam: *Ch Awesamshep Anna AZ
Catalogue Number: 296
Exhibitor: Samantha Lapworth
Breeder: Samantha Lapworth

5 years 5 months. 60cm. Big, very typey very
good pigmentation, very good proportions. Good
head and expression, good wither and topline,
good lay of croup, very well angled in the fore
and hindquarter, pronounced chest development.
Correct going and coming. She shows very
temperamental movement with good drive.

4 years. 59.5cm. Over medium size, medium
strong, very good harmony, feminine head, high
wither, very good topline, good croup, good fore
and very hindquarter angulation, good chest
development, correct in front. Steps correct
going nearly correct coming. She shows very
good movement with very good drive and good
temperament.

Placing 3
*EROICA DUCHESS OF YORK AZ

Placing 5
*CH VLADIMIR GLAM I AM AZ

4 years 9 months. 61cm. Big, medium strong
bones, not in the best coat condition, good
proportions, good head and expression, good
wither and topline, good lay of croup, good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation, good
chest development, normal front, pasterns should
be a little firmer. Steps a little narrow, elbows
should be firmer. She shows from the side a very
energetic movement with a lot of temperament
and very good drive and reach.

24/12/2011
Sire: *Calli vom Fiemereck HD-ED (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Freevale Secret Girl Stuff AZ
Catalogue Number: 294
Exhibitor: Judith & Irene Hayton
Breeder: D Mayne

Placing 7
*RIMERINI ALWAYS N FOREVER AZ
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26/11/2014
Sire: Conbhairean Lauser (UK)
Dam: *Ch Narathor Jazz Diva AZ
Catalogue Number: 307
Exhibitor: C Shayler/C Leonard
Breeder: K Leonard

08/09/2012
Sire: *Ch Siobahn Apollo AZ
Dam: *Sup Ch Vladimir Anarchy AZ
Catalogue Number: 297
Exhibitor: Cristel Leonard
Breeder: Vladimir Kennels

2 years 6 months. 60cm. Big, medium strong
bones, very good dryness and firmness, a little
stretched, good head and expression, good wither,
topline and lay of croup, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
correct in front. Steps a little narrow going,
correct coming. She shows good movement with
good temperament and drive.

4 years 8-1/2 months. 62cm. Very big, good
bones and substance, very good harmony, good
head and expression, good dryness and firmness.
High wither very good topline, good lay of croup,
correct angulations, good chest development,
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
She shows very good movement with very good
drive the forehand reach should be a little more
free.

13/07/2012
Sire: Andacht Raz N Hell AZ
Dam: Montargeisle Unique
Catalogue Number: 295
Exhibitor: Megan Porter
Breeder: Megan Porter
4 years 10 months. 61cm. Big, medium strong
bones, very good dryness and firmness, good
head and expression, correct ears, normal wither,
straight back, good lay of croup, good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation. Normal chest
development, correct in front pasterns should
be a little firmer. Correct coming and going. She
shows temperamental movement, good drive the
forehand reach should be a little more free.

LONG STOCK COAT bitch classes
Placing 8
*CH. REICHKAISER PEPETUAL GRACE AZ

Placing 10
*CH. JAYKRI PEARL AZ

Placing 12
*KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL
14/11/2014
Sire: Kazkiri Ximon AZ CD.RN.
Dam: Kooronya Inthe Purple AZ TD. ET CD RN
Catalogue Number: 305
Exhibitor: Kim Cooper
Breeder: Kim Cooper

18/11/2014
Sire: *Pepe von der Zenteiche aED IPO1(Imp
Deu)
Dam: Andacht Erin Strauss
Catalogue Number: 306
Exhibitor: L Yates & H Birac
Breeder: Mrs H Birac Exh:
2 years 6 months. 59cm. Over medium size, good
bones, very good type, very good pigmentation,
very good head and expression, good wither,
topline and lay of croup, the upper arm should be
a little longer, very good hindquarter angulation,
good chest development, correct in front. Steps
correct going nearly correct coming. She shows
good movement with good drive, the forehand
reach should be a little more free.
Placing 9
*LAGO FEDERICA AZ

03/09/2013
Sire: *Kantenna Simbas Pride AZ
Dam: *Jaykri Just A Dash CDX AZ
Ctalogue Number: 301
Exhibitor: Mr P & Mrs J Gillies
Breeder: Mrs D M Francis

2 years 6 months. 60cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good substance, feminine head, eyes
should be darker, good wither straight back,
the croup is a little steep, good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation, good chest
development, correct in front. Steps coming and
going. Movement should be more fluid, falls on
the forehand.
Placing 13
*LAGO ELENA AZ

3 years 8-1/2 months. 62cm. Very big, well
pigmented, feminine head, eye colour should be
darker. Normal wither, straight back, croup is a
little steep, upper arm should be longer, very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development,
correct in front. Steps fluid movement, falls on
the forehand.

19 18/01/2013
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: *Ch Lago Bianca AZ
Catalogue Number: 298
Exhibitor: MA Macklin
Breeder: S Pittelli

Placing 11
*ALIMANDA OH MY GOD AZ

4 years 4 months. 61cm. Big, medium strong
bones, good head and expression, wither should
be a little higher, firm back, croup should be
a little longer, also the upper arm, correct
hindquarter angulation, pronounced chest,
correct in front. Correct coming and going. She
shows fluid movement but falls heavily on the
forehand.

27/04/2015
Sire: Ch Alimanda Fire Walker AZ
Dam: Vonrauten Delite
Catalogue Number: 308
Exhibitor: Alimanda Kennels
Breeder: Alimanda Kennels
2 years 6 months. 58cm. Medium size, good
substance, good head, ears are set too close, good
wither, firm back, good lay of croup, the upper
arm should be a little better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, a little deep in chest,
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
She shows good movement with good drive.

20/01/2013
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matidiche HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Dam: *Tiffany Di Fossombrone HD-ED (Imp
Italy)
Catalogue Number: 299
Exhibitor: MA Macklin
Breeder: S Pittelli
4 years 4 months. 62cm. Very big, good
proportions, good dryness and firmness, good
head, eye colour should be darker, good wither,
straight back, croup of good length is a little
steep, the upper arm should be longer, very
good hindquarter angulation, pronounced chest
development. Nearly correct in front. Steps
correct going elbows should be firmer. She shows
fluid movement, however falls on the forehand.

Advertising Info for Members of Affiliated Clubs
We welcome the opportunity to work with
members to advertise and promote their
animals or business. Ad design is included
in the costing. Multiple edition packages are
available by negotiation. For information
or to discuss, please contact us.

Front Cover
$225.00 (Non - Advertising)
Back Cover
$200.00 (Non - Advertising)
Full Page $360.00
Double Spread $700.00
Half Page / Quarter Page
$180.00 / $100.00

Annual advertising package: For the same copy in 4
editions for Full, Half or Quarter pages a discount of
10% will apply
Other advertising spaces available on request. NonMembers and/or Commercial Rates available upon
request.

Magazine and Website Package

Each full page stud dog advertisement printed in the QNR
will have the option to be replicated on a dedicated Stud
Dog page on the GSDCA website for a period of 3 months
following the publication of the QNR edition in which it
appears. Optional extra, available at no extra charge to the
QNR advertisement fee.
The “Magazine and Website Package” has been established
in an effort to encourage members who own stud dogs to
advertise in the Quarterly National Review magazine and to
provide an opportunity to receive national exposure on the
website and advertise to a more diverse range of people. This
is an available for owners who place full page ads in the QNR,
Please make Cheque/Bank draft or Money Order payable
to: German Shepherd Dog Council of Australia Inc. and
forward to:
The Treasurer, GSDCA QNR, 20 Conrad Road, Longwood
SA 5153
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GSDCA service awards
Val Bonney
Awarded GSDCA Service
Award at 45th GSDCA
National GSD Show & Trial
40 years ago, Val was the Deputy
Director of Appeals & Fundraising
for the Queensland Red Cross.
After seven years with the Red
Cross she took on a German
Shepherd which her son brought
home. He took it off a group of
people who were mistreating
it. The dog was so badly hurt it
broke her heart. Holes in it’s side
and burns all over. It took over
three months for the dog to start
healing. She asked her son to take
the dog for some training, but
at 18 he was too busy with girls,
work etc., so she decided if it had
to be done, she would be the one
to do it. After working with this
wonderful dog, she was converted
and today remains a true German
Shepherd devotee. During those
years Val has always owned a German Shepherd Dog, sometimes having
four at a time. Three of them have reached the highest level of obedience,
achieving their U.D. Titles and the others have all competed in agility and
obedience, with one of them taking out the German Shepherd Agility
Championship award. Val has been judging obedience trials for the past
35 years, and has received the honour of being accepted as a GSDCA
Obedience Specialist Judge, and with that has judged and awarded
GSDCA gradings in most States of Australia including the GSDCA
National Restricted Obedience Trial.

Jess Lynch
for services as the GSDCA Youth Officer.
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For the past 20 years, Val has judged
each year in Japan, and is an honorary
speaker at the Queensland University.
Val Bonney is considered one of the
leading Dog Trainers in Australia and
is highly regarded by the industry.
She is well respected by veterinarians
throughout Queensland for her
caring informative attitude and for
the assistance she gives without
reservation to all who require it. Val is
an accredited lecturer, and conducts
courses for instructors for obedience
clubs, gives talks to Rotary clubs and
other community service areas. Val is
experienced in all aspects of training,
both here and overseas. She is the only lay person to be made a member
of the West Virginian (USA) Police Canine Association having covered
bomb detection, drug detection, agility, protection, tracking, and
obedience under their direction in 1996. In 1998 Val and two of her
trainers attended lectures in Hawaii, and Maui. Val delivered lectures on
the Australian wild dog - the Dingo, at this conference to approximately
93 trainers in attendance from around the World. Radio talk back is also
done every four weeks to radio stations in Spain and the U.K. (2011 to
2016) and is continuing into 2017.
A few years ago, Val started the German Shepherd Dog ‘All Stars
Demonstration Team.” This team in four years travelled all over
Queensland and even as far as Cairns. They performed displays in the
centre arenas of all the Agricultural Shows including the Brisbane Royal.
Twelve German Shepherd Dogs all working together and in rhythm to
some outstanding music was truly spectacular. They were a credit to
the German Shepherd fraternity and one that the German Shepherd
Dog Club of Queensland was proud to sponsor every year. It was a
very happy team who trained religiously every week. They had four
years together and are all still good friends. Val Bonney celebrated her
80th birthday last year but she is still out there training and promoting
the breed – her dogs by her side. The German Shepherd Dog Club of
Queensland salutes Val Bonney.

John DeLucia
For services as the GSDCA Obedience Chair
2013-2017.

GSDCA service awards
The German Shepherd Dog Council of Australia (GSDCA) wishes to express our sincere appreciation
to the many members of the German Shepherd Dog Club of the Northern Territory, that during its
history (since 1977) as a Member Club of the GSDCA, has worked tirelessly to ensure that the German
Shepherd Dog at all times is sound in body and mind and respected as an excellent ambassador of the
breed.

Steve Jones

Margaret Adams

Awarded GSDCA Service Award at 45th GSDCA
National GSD Show & Trial

Awarded GSDCA Service Award at 45th GSDCA
National GSD Show & Trial

Steve Jones has been a long time member of the German Shepherd Dog
Club of the Northern Territory, joining in 1981, some 36 years ago.

Margaret Adams has been heavily involved with German Shepherd
Dog Club of the Northern Territory and has held the position of Vice
President and President since 2012.

He held the following positions within the Club:
•
•
•
•
•
•

President
Treasurer
Obedience Instructor
Tattoo Officer
HD/ED Registrar
Public Officer

and has been acknowledged for his efforts by receiving Life Membership
of the GSDCNT.
Steve has bred under the FLASHBACK prefix, and has been a supporter
of the GSDCA Breed Improvement Schemes.
Steve, along with Margaret Adams and Margaret Francis has been able
to keep the focus on the GSDCNT and the German Shepherd Dog, to
ensure that with the correct training the breed was always seen as a
great ambassador for the breed.
The GSDCA wishes to acknowledge the long time commitment, work
and effort by Steve with the promotion of not only the GSDC of NT but
the German Shepherd Dog as a whole.

Margaret during her time with Club has been a staunch supporter and a
great advocate for the fundraising efforts required to help the Club, such
as participating in:
•
•

Bunnings BBQ,
RSPCA Walks

Promotions of the GSDCNT with the Defence Force.
Margaret, over a number of years has been very active within the Club
by encouraging others and always making herself available for training in
obedience, agility etc.
Margaret has bred under the ZENTAMAR prefix, and has been a
supporter of the GSDCA Breed Improvement Schemes.
Margaret, along with Steve Jones and Margaret Francis has been able
to keep the focus on the GSDCNT and the German Shepherd Dog, to
ensure that with the correct training the breed was always seen as a
great ambassador for the breed.
The GSDCA is proud to acknowledge the commitment, work and effort
by Margaret with the promotion of not only the GSDC of NT but the
breed as a whole.

Obedience
Presentations
Best Novice Dog:
*Harlerose Angel CD
Owner - Julie Urie
(left)
Best Open Dog:
Koonski Dash Of
Pepper CDX
Owner - Patricia Bailey
Best Utility Dog: O Gr
Ch Koonski Just a Dash
UDX RN
Owner - Kathie Minton
Best Rally Novice Dog:
*Ch Hillmagic Golden
Calypso
Owner - Karen Hore

Sharon Ballantyne
GSDCA Specialist Judges badge and certificate.
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GSDCA Outstanding
Canine Service Awards
Police Dog “Quinn” and
Senior Sgt. Sean Baxendell
Quinn is a male German Shepherd Dog born in
2011 as part of the Queensland Police Service’s
Breeding program.

As an 8 week old pup Quinn commenced development for the ultimate
goal of becoming a General Purpose police dog. At this early age he was
showing a lot of promise and he was identified to represent the Qld
Police Dog Squad’s in puppy development and training on the hit TV
show “Send in the Dogs”.
At six months of age I was fortunate to be allocated Quinn and
commenced pre course training. At twelve months of age Quinn
commenced the official Police Dog Training Course at the Qld Police
Dog Squad. This is quite unique as most dogs will not commence course
until between 16 and 20 months of age.
During the course Quinn was filmed in the kid’s educational TV show,
“Totally Wild” and he subsequently passed the course with flying colours,
being sworn into the Qld Police in 2012 and attached to Brisbane Dog
Squad.
Quinn’s role is that of a General Purpose (GP) dog, which has the
primary role of tracking offenders and apprehending violent/armed
persons. Quinn has demonstrated a very high standard of ability in this
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field and has been
responsible for a large
number of arrests. It is
not practical to list his
GP achievements as
with the majority of our
operational dogs they
have a lot of success.
However to illustrate
Quinn’s effectiveness I
have included a number
of examples in varying
environments.
1.

Suspects
committed two
armed robberies
before trying
to escape in a
stolen vehicle.
Local police have
attempted to apprehend the offenders however the offenders
have rammed a number of police vehicles before escaping. The
stolen vehicle was later located with suspects having decamped.
The Police Helicopter Unit was immediately involved and two
offenders were located and arrested by police. An extensive search
commenced however three further suspects were not located
by either officers searching on foot or by air support. Quinn was
deployed into the area and over two hours has located the three
remaining suspects. Two suspects were located in a make shift
tunnel within flood water debris and the last within bushland.
Quinn displayed extreme tenacity to work over an extended time
period, during hot weather, working in and around distractions of
people and helicopter in a high risk deployment.

2.

A suspect wanted for stealing vehicles, property and committing
burglaries of homes etc was intercepted by patrolling police but
escaped into bushland and later swimming across a river in the
Wynnum area, last seen in bushland. Quinn was deployed into
the area and quickly located the suspect’s scent. After a period of
tracking, the offender was located submerged in mangrove mud
and water completely invisible. Quinn displayed the ultimate
courage by engaging the suspect resulting in protection of the
handler and apprehension of the suspect for a huge array of
offences.

In July 2013 Quinn’s drive, tenacity and calm nature resulted in him being
selected to be trained in Human Remains Detection (HRD). Quinn
excelled throughout the HRD training with the Instructor specifically
commenting that Quinn was the best HRD dog he had trained and
made the prediction that Quinn would be successful in this field. As an
example;
In December 2013 an international visitor went missing and an
investigation was commenced. The Investigators soon identified three
persons of interest but the investigation did not progress beyond a
missing person investigation due lack of evidence (no crime scene or
body). The three persons of interest were due to fly out of Australia on
19 December and Investigators contacted Brisbane Police Dog Squad
to try a last ditch effort with a HRD dog. Quinn was deployed into the
area in Algester, searching acreage, residential and surrounding bushland.
Quinn has narrowed his search down and then provided a positive
indication (indicating the presence of a buried deceased person).
Forensic and Investigators subsequently attended resulting in a body
being located buried and confirmed as the missing person. The three
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persons of interest were arrested prior to being able to escape overseas.
The location of the body, although tragic for the family, allowed the
victim’s family closure including visiting the burial site.

SES Dog Seigen Quintessential
“Cade” and Michael Margot

Quinn provides HRD assistance throughout Queensland and has been
involved with a large number of searches relating to missing persons
and homicides in this State. Quinn also provides HRD capability on
a National level and has deployed in Western Australia and Victoria.
HRD searching can be very arduous especially when looking for buried
remains and Quinn consistently shows tenacity even in unpleasant
environments (such as Western Australia’s extreme heat made worse by
the hot sand).

As Cade’s owner and trainer
my tracking history goes back
to the early 1990s when I got
hooked on this sport with
a German Shepherd Dog
called Drum. Drum was
not what you called a high
drive dog; in fact he was
anything but. The search
was then on for my next
dog.

There are currently four HRD dogs within the Qld Police Service. Quinn
is the most experienced and successful and he is the only one out of
these dogs that has been trained in other capabilities (the other three
dogs do only HRD while Quinn does GP/HRD and Tactical).
In 2014 Quinn was selected to be one of 10 Queensland Police Dogs to
be trained in Hard Tac (tactical training) aimed at operational support
of G20. Quinn successfully completed the training and was one of four
dogs selected to provide tactical support in Cairns in October 2014 to
Financial Leaders summit (protecting dignitaries from around the world).
Quinn later deployed in November 2014 at G20.
Quinn’s successful completion of the tactical training and subsequent
ability to work in high stress environments has seen him deploy with
SERT (the tactical and anti terrorism Squad) on a number of occasions.
Quinn is a unique shepherd within the police service dogs due to him
having three distinct roles (the majority have a single role while a few
have two). Quinn has continually demonstrated a high level of ability in
all his roles and as a service dog.
Quinn continues in his duties at the Queensland Police Dog Squad.

Cade was born Seigen Quintessential on the 9th February 2003
and started his tracking at seven weeks of age and became the
youngest German Shepherd in Australia to obtain his Tracking
Dog title in 2003. He went on to obtain his Tracking Dog
Excellent Title and Tracking Champion Title.
I joined the State Emergency Service of Western Australia.
Cade and I then became members of the Stirling Unit (Tracker
Dog Team). At that time the State Emergency Service Canine
Section was undergoing changes where new strategies and
operational standards were put into place. On the 18th May 2009
Cade passed his assessment with the State Emergency Service to
become a graded dog and ready for callouts.
The following is an extract of an email I received from the police officer
who graded Cade on his final assessment tracks.
“Yesterday, I assessed a trailing dog handled by Michael Margot on
behalf of FESA. They have been developing a training program for some
time which uses the scent discrimination style of tracking. The dog
works on an individual scent, rather than ground disturbance.
If you imagine a bloodhound in a Hollywood film whereby the handler
puts a scented bit of clothing to the dogs nose, you sort of get the idea.
We had three tracks laid. They were laid on hard surfaces in a normal
suburban street/s and incorporated 6 - 8 legs, all of which turned on
hard surface. The first two were 800 metres long and 14 hours old
(fourteen). The third track was 1km long and 6 hours old.
I don’t think the handler would mind me pointing out that the first
track didn’t go to plan and the dog seemed not to switch on. The
second and third tracks were done to perfection.
I’m sending this out as in the near future this dog will be available to
WAPol and other agencies to assist with operational searches. The dog
is oblivious to distractions and contamination and can obviously be
an asset to us should the conditions not be favorable to our system of
tracking.
(This only applies to missing persons, vulnerable persons etc. This
doesn’t apply to offenders!). As soon as I have notification that the dog
is now operational, I shall let you all know.
Justin”
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The following search incidents were taken from my personal FESA diary
1: This call out was for a missing 17-year-old male.
I received a call out at 1230hrs on 05/03/2010 from the SES Duty Officer
but I was requested to first attend the Inspector’s office at my place of
work before heading off. The Inspector informed me that we would be
searching for an absconder and would have armed police with us. Did
we still want to go? The answer was yes.
We arrived at the given address in Gidgegannup and reported to the
Sergeant who showed me where the scent item was located. Cade
scented from a pair of thongs and we proceeded in a North Westerly
direction with eight police officers in tow.
Cade was making good ground at a steady rate despite having to climb
over four or five fences and deal with a large mob of kangaroos that were
keeping a watchful eye on our approach.
I was placing reference points on my GPS when we came across
footprints that confirmed the absconder’s route. Over a distance of
six km we came across two very clear and distinctive prints heading
towards the North. We had continued on for a further kilometre when
confirmation was received over the radio that the police had received
a positive indication from a member of the public as to where the
absconder had gone.
We continued tracking until we reached the main road. A local resident
had informed one the officers accompanying us that she had advised
the police that she had seen a person standing where we were hitching a
ride into town. Twenty minutes later we received confirmation that the
absconder had been taken into custody. Cade got to ride in the front
passenger’s seat and I got to sit in the back of the lockup wagon.
2: This call out was for a missing 9-year-old boy.
We received a call out at 2040hrs on 08/03/2010 requesting our presence
to an address in Two Rocks for a missing 9-year-old boy.
We arrived at the address at approximately 2130 hours and reported to
the local Sergeant who informed me that he had obtained a scent item,
pair of thongs that had only been touched by his mother, and then we
proceeded to the front of the property.
I had been allocated two police officers to follow us up so I scented
Cade and off we went. We were heading in a westerly direction from
the house and ended up on the main road into Two Rocks. Cade was
slowing down and changing directions from one side of the street to the
other when he came to an abrupt halt at a bus stop. Cade was reluctant
to go any further. One of the police officers following up commented
that it looks like the boy was picked up from the bus stop, as the dog
doesn’t want to go any further. The police then radioed back to base to
inform them of what had taken place.
I was joined with another member from the canine unit and we were
then tasked to clear a couple of areas containing bush. Nothing was
found. We were then called to a library area where a previous sighting of
the boy was reported. Once again, nothing was found.
Police advised us that they had information that could lead to the
locating of the boy at around 0200 hours. We waited for a further 30
minutes for confirmation that the boy had been located. Thanks to
Cade’s indication at the bus stop, police had contacted the boy’s father
who, after being informed that they would be bringing down a tracker
dog to his house, admitted that he had picked up the boy from the bust
stop and taken him to another address where the boy was staying.
We were thanked by the duty Sergeant for providing an invaluable
service that cut a lot of search time down by having a good dog. We
arrived home at 0345 hours and enjoyed a good night’s sleep; well, what
was left of the night anyway.
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3: This call out was for
a missing 86-year-old
male.
Received a call out
at 1545 hours on
28/11/2010 and
arrived at an address
in Bayswater at 1640
hours. Doug was my
backup on this call out.
Steve, from Emergency
Operations Unit, met
us on site so we could
obtain a scent article along with the missing person’s details. Cade was
scented and we were on our way, it was a very warm afternoon so we
were carrying a lot of water for Cade.
Cade followed a scent trail for about three kilometres that was heading
towards Leach Highway when we received a radio message to return to
base as they had located a dog collar from the missing person’s dog at
McCallum Park in South Perth.
We were driven to McCallum Park in South Perth where we were then
taken to the spot where the dog collar was found. Cade followed the
track along the foreshore to the southern side of the Causeway Bridge
where we then turned east and headed towards the bus station. We
had done a small loop through the streets and had started heading back
towards the northern side of the Causeway Bridge when we received a
radio call that the Bayswater SES bike team had located the missing man
just after the bridge. They said that they looked at which way Cade was
heading and decided to take his lead and go on ahead under the bridge.
They then located the missing person a bit further on.
We were then taken back for debriefing where Cade was praised for
his tracking skills and giving the search teams a direction of travel. The
missing person was located at 1930 hours and we arrived home at 2100
hours.
Cade retired from his tracking duties in December 2013 having been a
member of the State Emergency Service and Search Dogs Australia Inc. I
am still a serving member of the State Emergency Service.

BREEDER notes
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BREEDERS groups
Breeders Groups
The 2017 GSDCA National was held in Queensland
and the Breeder’s Group was judged following the
Sires’ Progeny Groups on Saturday 20th May 2017.
There were three groups entered, interestingly two
of these were Long Stock Coat groups. On the day
only two groups were presented. One Long Stock
Coat group and one Stock Coat group.
The purpose of the Breeders Group is to present
five animals, entered in the show, from as close
to a maximum difficulty of 5 sires and 5 dams
as possible. The animals are to be from one coat
variety and must be over nine months of age. With
that in mind, they are to be to be as uniform as
possible in type and appearance. Ideally will also
see a mix of sexes.

Robyn Knuckey
GSDCA Judges Committee Chair
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1st Place Eroica Kennels
The winning group this year was Eroica
Kennels, from South Australia, presenting
an exceptional group of Long Stock
Coats from three sires and three dams.
There were two males and three females
presented. This was an extremely uniform
group, with clear definition between the
sexes, excellent pigmentation, strong heads
and dark eyes. The overall proportions
were very good, withers were a little mixed
from level to high and long, the backs were
very good, croups were all slightly short,
but well laid with overall very good angulations. All animals presented in
the group had long tails.
The overall placings of the animals were also excellent. The group
consisted of the Gold Medal winning Open Dog and Bitch, Bronze
Medal Bitch, 7th place Intermediate Bitch and 1st place Puppy Dog. This
Kennel was also awarded the Sam Bonifacio Trophy for the second time
as the most successful kennel at the GSDCA National. This is the first
occasion that a Breeders Group of Long Stock Coats has been presented
at a National and were a very deserving winner on the day.

BREEDERS groups
2nd Place Kuirau Kennels
The second placed group this year, was the winning Breeders Group from
2016, Kuirau Kennels from New South Wales. The group was from four
sires and three dams and consisted of two males and three females. This
group wasn’t quite as uniform as the winning group, but still was of high
quality in general. All animals in the group were medium strong, with
clear definition between the sexes. The proportions were good and all were
firm and dry. Eye colour was a little mixed from medium to dark and
angulations were also a little mixed. Overall a very good quality group and
congratulations to the breeders and owners of the animals.
The overall placings of this group were 9th Open Dog, 10th Open Bitch,
12th Intermediate Dog, 7th Intermediate Bitch and 19th Junior Bitch.
The other thing to be commended is the overall presentation of the
groups. Thought of placement within the groups was noticeable and also
all animals worked well together to give very professional presentations.
Congratulations to all the connections for the efforts in presenting high
standard groups.
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NEWS FROM OUR member clubs
To everyone attending the national this year,
safe travels, good luck and remember, we all go
home with the best dog!!
Below is the first report from our new branch
on the mid north coast.

REPORT FROM THE NEW MID
NORTH COAST BRANCH
GSD LEAGUE NSW Inc

PRESIDENT
Mr. Terry Jarvis
M: 0407 271 148
E-Mail tepe@bigpond.net.au
SECRETARY
Mrs. Fay Stokes
Ph: (02) 4777-4241 M: 0401 019 213
E-Mail faystokes1@bigpond.com
The start to the year has been a busy one,
with training back into full swing, our Easter
specialty show, 2 promotional events, and a
new branch up and running (separate report
below).
Our Easter show with specialty judge: Herr
Ralf Wille SV (Gmy) and obedience judge Mrs
J. Walder went extremely well. Our entry was
very pleasing with 223 entered in conformation
and 17 in obedience. It was nice to see so
many visitors from interstate at this show; it
sure helps make the atmosphere exciting. We
would like to thank everyone who attended
and hope that you all had an enjoyable time.
We attended the Sydney Royal Easter Show in
April, having a stand for the final 2 days. We
had 3 members with 3 dogs who attended
both days. Hundreds of people came up to
speak to us about our breed, and were given
lots of information and advice ranging from
diet, exercise, training and socialising. The
dogs were perfectly behaved and were patted,
cuddled and photographed constantly. Such
great ambassadors!
We also attended Camden Paws in the Park
on the 7th May. This is a public event where
people can also bring their own dogs along.
Our stand attracted lots of visitors of the
human and canine variety. It was also nice to
see quite a few of our members come down
with their dogs to visit and say hi.
On 11th June 2017 we will be holding a
Members comp with Sharon Ballantyne and
on the 22nd and 23rd July 2017 our State Breed
Assessment will be held with Karen Hedberg
and Melanie Groth.
We will also be attending the Sydney Dog
Lovers Show at Moore Park in August, which is
usually a huge weekend and a great chance to
once again showcase our breed to the public.
So there is a lot happening in NSW.
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A New Beginning,
As many will know, for well over a year now,
a group of enthusiasts have been meeting
regularly along the NSW mid to north coast to
train and socialise dogs for the specialist show
ring and enjoy ‘human’ socialising together.
We are, without exception, active exhibitors of
German shepherd dogs, progressive enthusiasts,
and every one of us, a holder of an active
breeders prefix with membership of dogs NSW.
We are also, historically, all members of The
GSD League of NSW and with this in mind we
were delighted to be granted the opportunity
to form a new branch of this long established
NSW specialist breed club for 2017.
Our members range from Salt Ash and
Branxton all the way to the northerly
components in Coffs Harbour and Grafton but
distance has never hindered our progress. As
the new Mid North Coast branch of the league
we have settled on Taree as our regular training
home - most easily accessible for our majority
and we have organised ourselves so that a
full days training is on offer at least monthly
(important to those driving longer distances
to train) with refreshments available and an
organised lunch between sessions (whenever
the handlers run out of steam).
We often travel together, and share knowledge
gained over the years about all aspects of the
breed. We cannot stress enough that dog
showing, at any level, is to be enjoyed and
shared. It is a time consuming and demanding
hobby and it is, like so many things, better
shared with friends. This is the basis for all of
our training and activities –

and Jenny Yuen of Victoria officiating at the
event.
So great was the enthusiasm and response to
the event that next year’s follow up is already
well into the planning stages with Heather
Macdonald of the UK confirmed as our first
judge.
Our aim is to offer a full weekend event, so that
enthusiasts are keen to travel and enjoy the
breed on the beautiful NSW Coffs Coast, and
enjoy a full on breed event with emphasis on
giving TO the exhibitor.
Finally, we have organised a Star Stud Raffle to
be drawn following judging with studs from five
of Australia’s most current short coat stud dogs
and the reigning LSH King! - And we cannot
thank the owners of the dogs involved enough
for their enthusiasm and generosity in support
of providing this event for our exhibitors.
Tickets can be purchased at any time by
contacting one of our members for details.
We encourage and invite anyone interested in
sharing views on training, fitness and stamina,
and conditioning to join us at our training
days and would love to see a record entry at
our Spectacular Event at Coffs with a view
to creating an Annual event celebrating our
wonderful breed.
Please contact myself on FB or at the address
below, or our secretary Leeanne Lynch on FB or
0417414285 for information and training dates.

Jo Cathie
Branch Manager

ljcathie@outlook.com / 0423700293
Well our Easter weekend show was a huge
success and with in excess of 240 exhibits. Our
Easter weather was a perfect time to hold our
show. Our Judge Herr Ralf Wille was a capable
judge and the exhibitors were happy with his
overall judging and outgoing personality.

TEAMWORK - and CORRECT PRESENTATION
FOR THE SPECIALIST RING.

Have held “Paws in the Park” at Camden with
help from members who brought their dogs
along for the public to view and a good day
was bad by all. We have a number of public
relation exercises coming up this year which we
will be attending and promoting our breed.

We are very grateful to the League executives
and committee who have agreed to our
request to hold a ‘Spectacular Breed Event
Weekend’ on 5th and 6th August comprising
two members competitions with a special
‘puppy cup’ and ‘shepherd state of origin’
trophies on offer, a breed survey, a Sires On
Ice reproduction seminar and a breed specific
workshop run by the NBC Chair. We are
delighted to have Glynnis Appleby of the U.K.

Well I hope that all exhibitors had a good
trip home from the National in Qld.
Congratulations to the crew up there who
worked hard to make the show the spectacle
it was and congratulations to the winners and
place getters who brought the bacon home
and special congratulations to Hetty Choy in
taking out the Gold Medal in Open Dog Class.
The weather was good with just a little rain on
the Friday but overall a good show to be at.

ENJOYING THE BREED! Our emphasis has
been, since the beginning and remains still,
twofold:

NEWS FROM OUR member clubs
We are in the process of finalising our new
website which will be launched on approval
when the final touches are done and by the
first viewing by the committee they were
quite impressed and will be presented to the
members when ready.
Apart from the above things have been pretty
quiet and just getting back to normal after the
road trip to Brisbane.
Cheers

Tracey Lewis
& Terry Jarvis

great sportsmanship. We won’t go into too
much detail here as there will be a full report
elsewhere in this issue but we must give our
heartfelt thanks to the many friends, a few
local but a lot from our interstate Sister Clubs
who selflessly gave their time, knowledge,
experience to help make the 45th National
Show & Trial a wonderful event that will always
be remembered as spectacular. In case you
missed the Raffle results here they are:-1st Prize
$1000 cash was won by Tony Mercieca, 2nd
Prize Draft Horse painting - Edi Fearon and
3rd Prize $250 Bunnings Vouchers - Kantenna
Kennels. Huge thank you to our Queensland
members Judith & Irene Hayton who won
the $100 Coles/Myer gift card for selling the
most raffle books. Special mention to our
‘Jailhouse Beauties’ who were a huge hit at the
‘Party Night’ of the National. They certainly
brought the house down! The Victorians, New
Zealanders and the ‘Young Uns’ also wowed
the big crowd with the Herr Goldlust and Herr
Stiegler who joined party goers on the dance
floor. Great night!

GSDC of QUEENSLAND

PRESIDENT
Ms. Sharon Ballantyne
Mobile: 0408 702 766
E-Mail president@gsdcqld.org.au
SECRETARY
Mrs. Diane Ballantyne
Mobile: 0411 433 739
E-Mail secretary@gsdcqld.org.au
Hello from sunny Queensland (okay, we may
have a damp day here and there – had to show
you all on day one of the National that we do
get rain occasionally) For the past few issues we
have been talking about the approaching 45th
National Show & Trial and here we are now, on
the other side of it. As you know there was a
small dedicated team putting blood, sweat and
tears into the preparation, organization and
planning and we can now proudly say it was
ALL WORTH IT! We started off as “Girl Power”
then with an added “Angel” or two and then
a few blokes so we now proudly call ourselves
“TEAM AWESOME” that covers everyone
involved! The members (they know who they
are) of ‘Team Awesome’
should be very proud – I
know I am…
What a wonderful few
days shared with friends
old and new! The weather
was a bit iffy to start with
but it soon turned around
to be perfect “event”
weather. The dogs were
stunning, the atmosphere
full of fun, excitement, and

Not much rest for the wicked here though,
the team are now putting together our
Double Header Championship Shows on the
15th & 16th of July. (Restricted Obedience
Trial on Saturday 15th) featuring much loved
and respected Judges Mr Ian Urie, Mrs Carol
O’Rourke with Mr Jody Brown at the helm of
the Obedience Trial. Hope to see some return
interstate visitors.
Soon after on August 12, Zone 2 will be hosting
its first event for 2017, under the care of our
new Representatives, Karl & Sarah Maresh –
Breed Survey & Members Competition - Judge
Mr Louis Donald.
Keep your eye on our Facebook page and
official website for results and photos!
Enjoy this sensational 45th
National Edition of the
magazine, a mammoth
task put together by our
wonderful Editor Jacinta
AND as always, remember
what brought us all
together in the first place.
Our one common love
– the German Shepherd
Dog.

GERMAN
SHEPHERD

DOG CLUB OF VICTORIA

GSDC of VICTORIA

PRESIDENT
Mr. Vince Ebejer
Ph : (03) 9467-8653
M: 0411 462 358
E-Mail president@gsdcv.org.au
SECRETARY
Mrs. Mellissa Siktars
Ph : (03) 9800 0999 M: 0438 554 776
E-Mail secretary@gsdcv.org.au
The Members of the GSDCV were saddened
by the recent passing of Tom Luxton. Tom’s
significant contribution to the GSD in Australia
is detailed earlier in this edition. For us in
Victoria, Tom was a long standing member,
friend, esteemed Life Member and was GSDCV
Club Patron. An honour he was very proud of,
as were we to have Tom representing our club
and breed. For our members who enjoyed a
quick hello from Tom, or some quiet words
of advice or a useful suggestion whenever
he attended club events or was at KCC Park,
he will be sadly missed. Gone too soon, with
much still to offer. We are indebted to Tom for
his contribution to our breed and our club.
At our AGM and presentation night back
in March a great night was had, recognising
dog, handler and member achievements.
Barbara Blythe was presented with a Special
Recognition Award for her efforts in helping
our Club and Jacinta Poole was awarded Life
Membership of the GSDCV for her significant
contribution to the club. It was also a pleasure
to see 7 GSDCV Club Presidents attend the
evening, all coming together to collectively
farewell Marilyn Wrigley who stepped
down after many long years on the GSDCV
Management Committee. Membership
recognition was presented to many, the most
notables being for 40 years to Helen Dunn
and Elke Effler. As obedience instructors, Jim
Begg reached 30 years and Dearne Jackson
and Gayle Johnston 25 years each. Not bad
efforts working every Sunday of the year!
Over 50 Obedience titles were presented to
well deserving and high achieving dogs across
obedience, rally, tracking and endurance,
too numerous to mention. The major Show
trophies were won by the following: Eric
Orschler Annual Breeders Trophy - Jayshell
Kennels. Schneider Trophy - *Ch. Jayshell
Winona ‘A’ ‘Z’ (P & N McDermott), Best Dual
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Performance Trophy- *Ch. Stobar Quentin
‘A’ ’Z’ CDX ET (S Macdonald), Stock Coat
Specialist Dog of the year *Willmaurs Romford
Reggie ‘A’ ‘Z’ (S. & J. Wade), Stock Coat
Specialist Bitch of the Year - * Ch. Jayshell
Winona ‘A’ ‘Z’ (P & N McDermott), Long Stock
Coat Specialist Dog of the Year - *Ch. Jayshell
Glasgow ‘A’ ‘Z’ ET (D & L Organ) and Long
Stock Coat Specialist Bitch of the Year - Ch.
Zandrac Duchess Satine Kryze (D & L Organ)
Our annual Collection for the Royal Children’s
Hospital Good Friday Appeal saw many club
members out on corners collecting on Good
Friday, and we raised $27,619.45. Our collection
total for the last 34 years is now over $600, 000
!!!. Amazing that our dog club can contribute
so much to helping sick kids.
Our State Breed Exhibition was a great show
with some last chance ring work for our
National entrants. Highlight of the day was
our Dual performance winner being Alastair
Henderson and Yokon !! An up and coming
partnership J In the obedience trial, Adrew
Saliba and Bodecka Prime Suspect took out
the Winner of Winners with a great display.
In the show ring, the SC dog winner was also
Sensen Mann Yokon, being awarded Excellent
Merit by judge Ian Urie, along with Xeno vom
Arjakjo. Four bitches were awarded Excellent
Merit, winner Jayshell Winona (Winnie), and
Schaeferhund Balleena, Jayshell Kenzie and
Shaeferhund Nelke. The LSC Dog winner was
Jayshell Glasgow and LSC Bitch winner was
KPTLonglocks Island Girl. Of course the off
lead gaiting is most anticipated, and this year
all dogs and handlers did a mighty effort –
especially free gaiting with their owners. Great
to see their antics and joy as they run with
mum or dad – there should be more of it J
At the end of the day, the crowd got to cheer
on Winnie’s retirement lap - well deserved for
an outstanding high class bitch after a terrific
show career.
Always in June we have our Tracking Trial out
in the bush and paddocks at Ballarat. This was
another great weekend with nearly 70 entries
and many passes. Great to see dogs out doing
what they love, with enthusiastic handlers.
Even though its winter, it always seems full
steam ahead. Our training branches are full of
dogs and handlers braving the cold to learn
new skills, and training attendance has been
extremely high at all branches. Our Aspiring
instructor training program is again underway,
with new instructors keen to learn and help
out. Coming up in mid July we have our open
Rally trial – a very popular obedience activity
here, and our two shows in August with Mel
Lloyd and Jo Cathie judging. See you all there!
My Shepherd, My Friend, My Responsibility
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Congratulations to all above and I hope I
haven’t missed anyone, it certainly was a very
successful National for all Newcastle Members.

NEWCASTLE & HUNTER
REGION GSDC

PRESIDENT
Mr. Sean Lynch
Mobile: 0467 798 973
E-Mail slynch@newcastlehino.com.
au
SECRETARY
Ms. Peta Belic
Mobile: 0414249804

Next on the calendar is our double Champ
Show to be held on the 29th and 30th July,
good luck to all those attending, I believe
the show committee have a few surprises for
everyone so it should be an awesome event.
Over the next few months the GSDCA and
all members will have some very important
decisions to make regarding the future
direction of our breed so I wish everyone the
best with this important voting.
Happy Showing and Trialing
Newcastle & Hunter Region GSDC

Firstly we would like to congratulate Sharon
and her team at Queensland on a wonderful
National, it was very well run with everything
going smoothly and a very friendly atmosphere
around all the rings.
Our club preformed outstandingly, bring home
3 x silver medals plus many very high placings
that I will try to remember and list below.

Long Stock Coats
LSC Open Dog 2nd place Babanga Mr
Anderson – Silver Medal
LSC Junior Dog 2nd place Babanga
Quintessential
LSC Puppy Bitch 5th place Babanga Remington
Rose
LSC Inter Bitch 5th place Babanga Niobi

Stock Coats
SC Open Dog 2nd place Fremont Hells Bells –
Silver Medal
SC Open Bitch 2nd place Fremont I’ve Got The
Magic – Silver Medal
SC Inter Dog 2nd place – Fremont Watson
SC Inter Dog 3rd place – Fremont Hot As Hell
SC Open Dog 15th place Babanga Make My
Day
SC Puppy Bitch 3rd place Sadria Ring My Bell
SC Open Bitch 8th place Sadria Storm Queen
SC Inter Bitch 7th place Kuirau Honey Suckle
Rose
SC Inter Bitch 23rd place Kuirau Indelible
SC Inter Bitch 25th place Kuirau Inala Gold
SC Inter Bitch 29th place Kuirau Iron Maiden
SC Open Bitch 10th place Kuirau Chakira
SC Inter Dog 12th place Kuirau Ivan Lendl
SC Open Dog 9th place Kuirau Casey Stoner

Obedience
Babanga Peacemaker
Fremont Let There Be Rock

GSDA of WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Mr. Ian Marr
Ph: (08) 9305-2193
M: 0435 751 346
E-Mail president@gsdawa.org
SECRETARY
Mrs. Anna Mitchell
M: 0412 420 711
E-Mail secretary@gsdawa.org

Hi All. Our very efficient Editor usually does
the GSDA of WA Club report but as she is
currently enjoying a very well deserved holiday
in the UK I have agreed to do a quick report
at very short notice. I’m sure that Margaret
will have a great time and come back suitably
refreshed and ready to go again.
I will start this report by recognising the
magnificent effort of all our exhibitors and
supporters in making the long trip from Perth
to Brisbane for the 45th National Show.
In WA we, of course, suffer from the tyranny
of distance regardless of where the National
is held and I am in awe at the level of support
that our members give to the National Show.
There is an enormous cost involved and they
are there in large numbers at most Nationals.
We had a fair amount of success at the show
and I offer my congratulations to all the place
getters and my condolences to those who
weren’t quite as successful. .I am sure that all
the dogs that exhibited gave all they could and
we should be proud of them all.

NEWS FROM OUR member clubs
I won’t go into all the details of individual
dogs but will give special recognition to the
following dogs:1st place and Reserve Challenge went to LSC
ID Hasenway Major Tom. 1st place SC PB went
to Bronboreo Vejaja 1st place SC ID went to
Hausosin Xrated.
As well as the above we had the following peg
placings of animals owned or part owned by
GSDA members – LSC PD – 4th, SC MB – 2nd,
3rd & 4th, SC MD – 2nd, SC PB – 4th, SC PD
– 8th, SC JB – 3rd, SC JD – 4th, SCOB – 7th, SC
OD – 3rd & 5th.
A great effort all round. If I have missed any
placings I apologise to the owners.
Our obedience training continues to flourish
with numbers attending staying very high and
I thank our hardworking Instructors for their
commitment to the breed.
I apologise for the short report but I wanted
to ensure that we put in a report prior to the
closing date as we are keen to continue to
support the concept of the club reports.
I look forward to the return of Margaret to do
the report for the next National Review.

Ian Marr
President

GSDC of TASMANIA

PRESIDENT
Mr. Dave Griffin
Ph: (03) 6261 4237 or 0449 719 885
E-Mail dgriffin1@internode.on.net
SECRETARY
Mrs. Gabrielle Peacock
Mobile: 0409 977 136
E-Mail gabriellepeacock@outlook.com
Show wise, the year began with our
February Championship Show with South
Australian Judge Christine Collins officiating.
Unfortunately entries were down on past
shows, but for all those who did enter; it
was a very rewarding day, with Best in Show
“Hasenway Montgomery AZ”, Runner up Best
in show “*Kyoara Fabio”.
On the club house front, local contractors
and members have been very active with

undertaking the repairs and alterations which
had been approved by local council. The
result being we are now in possession of a
freshly painted, updated and fully functional
club room with space even created for
meetings. Thanks are due to the member
clubs kind donations and all those members
who gave so willingly of their time to assist
with the renovations and provision of
replacement equipment, appliances etc
following our losses last year in the floods.

Club training, which is held weekly, continues
to grow with members actively working their
dogs. With the move towards off lead gaiting,
the purchase of lightweight removable mesh
fencing and some very welcome donations of
star droppers, sees club members putting their
dogs through various stages of training, whilst
keeping the dogs actively interested and keen.
Tasmania was again well represented
with entries in the National, which was
held in Queensland this year and whilst
congratulations are extended to all the
members and their dogs who participated,
special mention is made for the owners of
“Zicke Vom Feuermelder” which took out Best
Open Bitch for the second year in succession.
Interestingly, the breeder of “Zicke”, Katrin
Gumbel from Germany was in attendance and
had great pleasure in seeing Zicke take out the
award.
In early May this year, the club lost one of its
stalwarts - I refer to Bruce William Mason,
who passed away following a short period of
ill health. Many would remember Bruce as
the loving husband of Carol, who began their
own kennel line with ‘Elsass Evil Errol’ as their
stud dog. From this developed a number of
litters which have enjoyed success over the
years. Bruce and his wife Carol were consistent
attendee at shows, including the Nationals
throughout Australia. Back home, Bruce
would often be seen on training days offering
sound advice to all who sought it, as his
knowledge of the German Shepherd breed was
exceptional. He will be sorely missed!.

GSDC of SOUTH AUSTRALIA
PRESIDENT
Mr. John DeLucia
Ph: (08) 8522-1692
M: 0417 811 787
E-Mail jjdelucia@bigpond.com
SECRETARY
Mr. Stephen Collins
Ph: (08) 8556-2340
M: 0419 212 749
E-Mail secretary@gsdcsa.org.au

ACT GSDA

PRESIDENT
Mr. Wolf Meffert
Ph: (02) 6226-3959
M: 0414 302 456
E-Mail wmeffert@bigpond.net.au
SECRETARY
Ms. Veronica Fairbairn
Ph: (02) 6226-3959
E-Mail wmeffert@bigpond.net.au

At the State Breed Evaluation held in late May,
with well known judge Dr. Karen Hedberg
officiating, the club again enjoyed the spirit of
friendship, fellowship and fun which epitomises
our shows and events. In particular, to see a
number of dogs undertake off-lead gaiting
with their handlers was a highlight of the day’s
event. All results and critiques can be found on
the club website.

Dave Griffin
29/05/17
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SIRES progeny report
GSDCA 45th National Show and Trial –
hosted by the GSDCQ 19 -21 May 2017

clear indication of what a sire is capable of producing on a large scale
and as such reduce the clarity in making definitive recommendations of
a sire’s worth.

This Sire’s Progeny report has been formulated by the National Breed
Commission Executive; Vince Tantaro (President), Robyn Knuckey
(Judges Committee Chair) and Melanie Groth (National Breed
Commission Chair). The statistics used in this report have been drawn
from the data provided in the GSDCA Database as from 11 May 2015
and the HD/ED Control Scheme report prepared by the previous NBC
Chair, Mrs Joylene Neddermeyer from 31 December 2016 and from SV
publications for recently imported sires.

An overall view of the animals exhibited at the show would suggest that
breeders need to take care in making informed decisions regarding the
suitability of a sire for their bitches. We clearly have a problem with ears
as noted on the youngsters. German Shepherd Dogs should have firm,
strong, medium sized ears in stance and movement. Large, soft tilting
in ears detract from the nobility and expression of the dog. We need
to remember that we are breeding puppies for a much larger market
than the show scene and to sell a dog to the general public with ear
faults detracts from the public perception of a German Shepherd Dog.
Choosing a dog for its anatomical worth is firstly the most important
thing, however breeding requires insight as to the hallmarks of the
pedigree and the results of line breeding. Dogs who are line bred on
animals that produce large soft ears will surface in the breeding and
perpetuate the fault. We urge you to do your homework and ask those
people you consider to be knowledgeable and unbiased about where
you should go with your breeding programs going forward.

At this year’s GSDCA National Show and Trial a total of fifteen progeny
groups were eligible and of that twelve groups presented. It must be
noted that *Ch Ustinov vom Romerland was eligible for the sire’s progeny
parade with six progeny entered. Unfortunately, Ustinov was omitted
from the catalogue by error. An attempt to rectify the issue on the
day did not come to fruition and therefore a group was not presented.
The NBC executive regrets that this issue occurred and has formally
apologised to his owners Mr and Mrs Stevenson.
For the first time a Long stock coat progeny group was presented by *Ch
Eroica Catch Me If You Can. The remaining eleven groups were Stock
coats.
Numbers at this year’s National were low and as such the progeny groups
were not as large as seen in previous years. Low numbers do not give a

In closing, thanks must go to Joylene Neddermeyer whose knowledge
and experience in this role has provided a great foundation for the NBC
executive to move forward. Also a huge thank you to Jane Pike who
compiled the sires progeny parade worksheets. They were invaluable.
Lastly to Frank Moody whose knowledge and skill with the Database is a
godsend. Thank you Frank.

Melanie Groth
NBC Chair

Long stock coat sire
Quanto Wienerau line

*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ (LSC) 3 yrs 8 months
S. *Astasia Paca AZ x D. *Narrathor Jazz Diva AZ linebreeding ( 4:4) Iwan Lechtal
Linebreeding Iwan Lechtal (4-4) Total entry - males - 6 females - 5
ANKC
registrations

First
registration

Progeny
through
HD/ED
scheme

A stamp

63

Jul 2015

8

No statistics available due to insufficient numbers

Place

BPB

SC

Not applicable

LSC

MB

PB
5

JB

Mean
Score

IB
1,3,7

Range

OB

Z stamp

BPD

Normal

Near
Normal

Grade 1

Breed surveyed

2

MPD

PD

1,5,6

5

JD

ID

OD

2,3

This is the first time this sire has presented a group at a National Show
and Trial. His sire Astasia Paca has produced a number of highly placed
long stock coats at this show. Catch Me If You Can is a dual gold medal
winner; at this year’s National and 2016 in Sydney. His litter sister was the
gold medal long stock coat female this year.
The sire is present and the group consisted of 2 males and 4 females.
Impressive to note that he has already been able to produce two high
quality sons from different dam lines. The animals presented today
are sire typical and present a strong family resemblance. There is clear
definition between the males and females and it is noted that the
group is of high anatomical quality. Most of the animals are standing on
the upper limits of size with slightly elongated proportions. The coats
are long and profuse. Well pigmented and well coloured. The heads
are noble and strong however, the planes of the skull could be better
aligned. The necks are strong and well set into mostly level withers with
very good firm backlines and very well moulded croups that could be
a little longer. Most of the animals have well angled forequarters, where
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the upper arm could be just a little longer on some of the progeny. The
hind angulation is bordering on deep. The underlines in general are
good. However, care needs to be taken with the length of the foreleg.
The animals display good overall firmness of the hock and elbow joints
with a very good sequence of steps however; some of the animals could
be a little freer in the forehand reach. The drive is powerful with good
firmness of the back.
A most impressive group and commendable that a dog standing at
stud in South Australia has been able to present a very strong first
group for breeders to view this weekend. Due to his youth there are not

enough animals through the Hip and Elbow scheme to comment. He
has 2 animals presented to the breed survey scheme and the progeny
exhibited this weekend have performed well in their respective classes. It
must be noted that this dog because of his pedigree and the quality of
animals presented offers breeders a high degree of predictability in their
breeding programs.
The NBC executive look forward to observing this dog’s progeny as
it develops and moves into the open classes. Congratulations to the
connections of Eroica Catch Me If You Can. A most impressive group.

Stock coat sires
Quanto Wienerau line
*Toby von der Plassenburg (imp Deu) SchH2, IPO3 ‘a’normal ED (Gmy) 7yrs 4 m
S.*Wegus vom Fichtenschlag ‘a’ED (Gmy) x D. *Grace de Cuatro Flores ‘a’ED (Gmy)
Linebreeding Hill Farbenspiel (4-3) Jango Furstenburg (5-4)
SV Breed worth 74
Total entry – males - 6 females - 19
ANKC
registrations

First
registration

Progeny
through
HD/ED
scheme

A stamp

Mean
Score

Range

Z stamp

Normal

Near
Normal

Grade 1

Breed
surveyed

556

Jul-12

67

61

9.12

2-72

67

57

2

8

35

Place

BPB

M

PB

JB

SC

2,3,6,8

8, 20

17

2,14

LSC

IB

OB

BPD

V10,V21,V28

4,7

V4

MPD

PD

JD
2

ID

OD
V9

2
The group presented are large, medium strong, well coloured, well
pigmented of very good type and proportions. The group is sire typical,
has good uniformity and very good definition of the sexes. Good heads,
expressive with medium to dark eyes, large, slightly infirm ears. High
withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croups. The backlines
are not straight. Good fore and very good to slightly deep hindquarter
angulation. The view from front is correct. Very good length of foreleg.
Slightly deep chest proportions, where in the main the lower chest
should be longer. They step correct both front and rear with slightly
loose elbows, slightly loose to very loose hock joints. They display very
good ground covering movement with strong hindquarter drive and
good reach. Very good back transmission. Some care to be exercised in
regards to the length of the lower chest, the backline, size and firmness
of ears.

This is the fifth time Toby has presented a progeny group at the GSDCA
National Show and Trial. Over the past 12 months his popularity as a
very good producing stud dog has been maintained, adding another
107 registrations; evident in the number of young puppies entered at
this show. Toby’s show record is impressive with a 5th Excellent in 2013,
silver medal in 2014 and the gold in 2015. He is currently the NSW State
Sieger and this is his third title. The group this weekend consisted of 3
males and 3 females. The NBC note that ten animals above 9 months
were exhibited yet only six were presented for the progeny parade. As a
result, it does not give the fraternity a true picture of the calibre of what
was presented at the show or a strong indication of this sire’s worth. The
sire was not present.

Toby is a well bred excellent sire that offers a high degree of
predictability and this group is not indicative of past groups presented
at National shows. There is a very high degree of predictability when
using Toby as a breeding partner and he should be considered to ensure
consolidation of type and improvement in overall construction, colour
and pigmentation. His progeny results through the GSDCA HD/ED
Control Scheme are excellent with a low mean score for hips and a very
high percentage of normal elbows. The NBC executive congratulates the
owners of Toby on past and present progeny groups. He has proven his
worth as a valuable sire in Australia.
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Quanto Wienerau line
*Gerry vom Schacher (Imp Deu)’a’ED(Gmy) 7yrs 10 m
*S. Arex von der Willhelmswarte ‘a’ED(Gmy) x D. Zaskia vom Schacher’a’ED(Gmy)
Linebreeding Karma Oschentor (4-3), Jango Furstenberg (5-5) Ursus Batu (5-4,5)
SV Breed Worth 77
Total entry – males - 7 females – 11
ANKC
registration

First
registration

Progeny
through
HD/ED
scheme

A stamp

Mean
Score

Range

Z stamp

Normal

Near
Normal

Grade 1

Breed
surveyed

335

Nov-11

35

34

5.14

0-12

35

32

0

3

16

Place

BPB

MPB

SC

PB

JB

3,9

LSC

1

IB

OB

BPD

MPD

8

V2,V34

3

1,2,9

V2,V8,V15

8

V2

5

PD

JD

ID

OD

a very high percentage of normal elbows. Ten animals were presented for
the progeny group, 4 males and 6 females and the sire led the group.

This is the fifth group Gerry has presented at a National Show and Trial.
He won the gold medal in 2014 and was the silver medal winner in 2012
and a credible Excellent 4 in 2013. Breeders have continued to use Gerry
in their breeding programs over the past 12 months adding another 40
registrations to his previous total. Sixteen animals have been through
the breed survey scheme. The progeny performed very well at this
year’s National Show and Trial, producing 3 of the 4 silver medallists and
class winners in the Long stock coat puppy bitch and Stock coat minor
puppy dog. His outstanding son *Fremont Hells Bells AZ won the silver
medal for the third consecutive year. All six exhibits in the open class
achieved the excellent grading. His progeny results through the GSDCA
HD/ED Control scheme are excellent with a low mean score for hips and

The group is large, medium strong, of very good type, proportions and
of good pigmentation. In some cases the black saddle markings should
be a little more defined. Very good differentiation between the males
and females. The heads are noble and well-structured with desired dark
masking. In some cases the lower jaw should be stronger. The eyes are
medium and the ears are large. The necks are good and mould well into
high withers, firm backs, slightly short and slightly steep croups. In some
cases the tail is set slightly high. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Balanced chest proportions,
ideally the lower chest should be a little longer. The view from front is
correct. They step correct at front and rear, slightly loose elbow and hock
joints. They display a good desire to run with good sequence of steps
and ground cover. In some animals the ears should remain slightly firmer
during movement. Slightly long tails that at times could be carried in a
slightly more natural manner.
Some care to be exercised in regards to the length of the lower chest,
firmness of ears and height at wither. Gerry is very well bred and offers
breeders a high degree of predictability. He has produced a high number
of well-constructed excellent males that are sire typical. The males in this
group are superior to the females. Gerry has firmly cemented himself as
an excellent all round sire. The NBC executive congratulates the owners
on presenting such a lovely group.

Quanto Wienerau line
*Fremont Hells Bells AZ 5 yrs 4 m
S. *Gerry vom Schacher (Imp Deu)’a’ED(Gmy) x D. Fremont Too Darn Hot AZ
Linebreeding nil - 3 lines to Iwan Lechtal on the motherline (5,4-5)
Total entry – males - 3 females - 3
Range

First
registration

Progeny
through
HD/ED
scheme

A stamp

52

Dec-13

4

No statistics available due to insufficient numbers

Place

BPB

SC

15

MPB

PB

JB

3

10

Mean
Score

Z stamp

ANKC
registrations

IB

OB

BPD

MPD

Normal

Near
Normal

Grade 1

Breed
surveyed

0
PD

JD

ID

3

2,3

OD

LSC
This is the first group of Fremont Hells Bells, Gerry vom Shacher’s best
son. From registration numbers it appears that breeders have not
utilised this dog. His impressive show career at the National Show and
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Trial continued in 2017 adding a third silver medal to his collection. He
has been a consistently highly placed Australian bred dog. Whilst he is
not linebred, his mother carries three lines to Iwan Lechtal on the 4th

SIRES progeny report
provide statistics for this report.
The progeny group led by the sire consisted of 3 males and 2 females
with good differentiation between the sexes. The oldest progeny are
presented in the intermediate class. The progeny are large, medium
strong, well-proportioned with good colour and very good type.
Well-structured heads with good eye colour and ears that are large but
mostly well set. Good neck length with normal withers, firm back lines
and just slightly short croups. The forehand angulation is good and the
hindquarter angulation is slightly deep. The foreleg length is good and
they stand and step correct at front. Narrow at rear where the hock and
elbow joints should be firmer. In movement they display good ground
coverage with very good drive.

and 5th generation. This combined with Gerry Schacher as his sire has
consolidated an excellent type and whilst this group is small in number
it reflects the hallmark of the blend of these lines. Please note that
there are not enough progeny through the GSDCA HD/ED schemes to

Being a small group it is difficult to judge just what this sire is capable of
producing on a large scale, but there is very good predictability of family
type in this dog and his pedigree. He appears to be producing high
quality males like his sire.
The NBC executive is hopeful that over this next year breeders will give
this dog a chance to add to the blood base in Australia. Congratulations
to the owners on presenting a small but very good quality group.

Quanto Wienerau line
*Juwika Destroyer (Imp Deu) a ED(Gmy) 4 yrs 7 m
*Wallaby com Kapellenberg ‘a’ED (Gmy) x D. *Ungana von der Rieser Perle ‘a’(Dkk) ED (Gmy)
Linebreeding Vegus Haut Mansard (3-3) Bax Luisenstrasse (5-4,5) Ursus Batu (5,5-5,5)
SV Breed worth 78 Total entry – males - 5 females – 18
Mean
Score

Range

Z stamp

ANKC
registrations

First
registration

Progeny
through
HD/ED
scheme

A stamp

312

Dec-15

9

No statistics available due to insufficient numbers

Place

BPB

MPB

PB

JB

SC

4,14,16

4,19

5,14,15,16

6,12,17

LSC

9

4

2,8

IB

This is the first time Juwika Destroyer has presented a progeny group at
the GSD National Show and Trial since arriving in Australia in late 2015.
He is a highly credentialed dog being presented at the Bundesieger
Zucht Schau in the 2014 Intermediate class where he was SG5 and in
2015 in the Open class he was V23. At the 44th National in 2016 he was
Excellent 5. The oldest progeny presented this weekend are in the junior
class. Commendable that there are 5 males and 11 females presented
today from a total of 23 progeny entered in the show. The sire is present
but not exhibited in the show.

OB

BPD

Normal

Near
Normal

Grade 1

Breed
surveyed

0
MPD

PD

JD

2,4,6

6

ID

OD

The animals presented here today are of very good type. They stand on
the upper limits of size, with very good proportions, very good colour
and pigment. The heads are very good however in some cases the
lower jaw should be a little stronger. The eye colour is medium to dark
with very good masking. The ears are rather large and in some cases are
slightly low set. The necks should be a little longer and in general the
withers are high with firm backlines. The croups are a little short and
should be better laid. Good fore and slightly deep lower chests. The
forehand angulation in general is very good with slight deep angulation
of the hindquarter. Good length of foreleg at this stage, standing and
stepping correct at front and rear. Some of the hock and elbow joints
could be tighter, however the group is still young. In movement, the
animals show good willingness to run and have a good sequence of steps
with good balance and back transmission. Given Destroyer’s linebreeding
care will need to be exercised in regards to height at wither and ear
shape and size. Whilst the linebreeding would suggest that care be taken
with hindquarter angulation it should be noted that Destroyer does
not possess deep hindquarter angulation and the progeny presented
are only slightly deep. However, it is recommended that care needs
to be exercised when linebreeding on Vegus Haus Mansard for deep
hindquarter angulation and ears with this dog.
Overall an impressive group. The NBC executive looks forward to the
development of the progeny over the next year. Congratulations to the
connections of Juwika Destroyer.
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Quanto Wienerau line
*Labo vom Schollweiher (Imp Deu) a ED (Gmy) 7yrs 2m
S.*Arex von der Willhelmswarte ‘a’ED(Gmy) x D.*Fraya d’Ulmental ‘a’ED(Gmy)
Linebreeding Karma Oschentor (4-2) Jango Furstenberg (5-5) Ursus Batu (5-4)
SV Breed worth score 79
Total entry – males - 8 females – 13
ANKC
registrations

First
registration

Progeny
through
HD/ED
scheme

A stamp

220

Nov -16

3

No statistics available due to insufficient numbers

Place

BPB

SC

MPB

PB

JB

2,12,14

2,12,13,18

LSC

Mean
Score

IB

Range

OB

Z stamp

BPD

4,5

2

An exceptionally credentialed dog, Labo’s show record in Germany
speaks for itself. He was the Jugend Sieger (Intermediate) in 2011 and
from 2012-2015 he was four times VA. Labo was the gold medal winning
dog at the 2016 GSDCA National Show and Trial and this year at 7 years,
he was placed V3 in the bronze medal position.
This is the first time Labo has presented a group at the National Show
and Trial since arriving in October 2015. His oldest progeny born in
Australia are in the junior class. A son, Calle Westervenn imported from
Germany was V7 in the open class. Labo’s progeny group consisted of 3
males and 6 females (2 long stock coats). The sire was present.

Normal

Near
Normal

Grade 1

Breed
surveyed

1

MPD

PD

JD

3

5

4

ID

OD
V7

3

The progeny in the group are sire typical with good differentiation
between the sexes. Large, medium strong, well coloured, well pigmented
animals of very good type. Good heads and expression with good
masking and dark eyes. The ears are large and set a little low on the skull.
They have strong necks of good length, high withers, firm backs with
relatively well moulded croups that could be a little longer. In general
the forehand angulation is very good where the lay of the upper arm
is very good but could be a little longer. Well placed shoulders. The
hindquarter angulation is slightly deep, with the lower thigh being too
long. Most of the progeny tend to have very good forechest and in
some the lower chest is slightly deep. Good length of foreleg with good
pasterns. Standing and stepping correct in front, the feet are just a little
flat. Stepping narrow at rear the hock joints should be firmer overall. In
movement they display good willingness to run with very good ground
coverage. In the GSDCA HD/ED scheme Labo’s progeny are too young
to provide statistics. However, in Germany his progeny have recorded
very good results with 97% of hips and 91% of elbows in the normal to
near normal range.
Given Labo’s linebreeding care needs to be exercised in regards to the
size and set of the ears the depth of the hindquarter angulation and the
rise in the topline.
A pleasing young group by a sire that is well bred and offers a high
degree of predictability. The NBC executive look forward to the
continued development over the next twelve months. Congratulations
to the connections of Labo.

Quanto Wienerau line
*Odin delle terre Matildiche (Imp Ita) HD(FCI) ED (FCI) 7yrs 11 m
S.*Furbo degli Achei ‘a’ED(Gmy) x D.*Hella delle terre Matildiche ‘a’(Ita)
Linebreeding: Ursus Batu (4-4), Kimon dan Alehedy’s Hoeve (5-4) Urk Wienerau (5-5)
Total entry – males - 5 females - 8
ANKC
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This is the fourth time that this sire has presented a group at a GSDCA
National Show and Trial. Odin has performed very well in the open class
at the National Show and Trial where in 2013 he was V10, 2014 V11,
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2015 V14, and 2016 V4. The sire is not present. The oldest progeny was
exhibited in the Open Class, all excellent graded and he produced the
Junior stock coat bitch winner. The progeny results though the GSDCA

SIRES progeny report
The group is large to very large, medium strong, well coloured and well
pigmented, sire typical and of overall very good type and proportions.
Good differentiation between the sexes. They have good heads and
expression with good masking of the skull and foreface, medium eye
colour and good ear carriage. Ideally, both the skull and foreface should
be a little stronger and the lower jaw slightly more developed. Normal
withers, firm back, slightly short, steep croups. The upper arms are of
good length but should be better laid in most cases. Good to deep
hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Very good forechest
development. Slightly deep and slightly short lower chest formation.
They stand and step correct at front, narrow at rear. Whilst the hock
joints on the progeny could be firmer, they are an improvement on
the sire. Slightly long tails. In movement, they show very good ground
cover with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach transmitted
through a firm back.

HD/ED Control Scheme are excellent and he has nine progeny through
the breed survey system. Three males and six females are presented in
the progeny group.

The NBC Executive were pleased to see the further development of
the group with a number of very good animals presented within this
group. With a class winner at this year’s National Show and Trial and
three animals graded excellent in the open class it is clear that Odin
is a producer of high quality. Congratulations to the owners on the
presentation of an overall very pleasing group.

Quanto Wienerau line
*Ury vom Ziswinkel (Imp Deu) a ED (Gmy) 9 yrs 1 m
*Vegus du Haut Mansard a ED (Gmy) x *Yola vom Zisawinkel a
Linebreeding: Jango Furstenberg (4-3) Total entry – males - 2 females - 5
ANKC
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The group is large, medium strong with slightly elongated body
proportions, good pigmentation and of good type. Good head and
expression with medium to light eyes, where the masking on the skull
and foreface should be slightly more defined. The lower jaws should
be stronger. The ears are large and in a number of cases are of incorrect
shape and set. Good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly
short and steep croups. Slight restrictions in the length and lay of
the upper arm, very good to slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Good length of foreleg. They stand correct in front. Good forechest
development with slightly short lower chest formation. Stepping correct
in front, slightly narrow at rear with loose to hock joints. They show
very good ground covering gait with very good hindquarter drive, the
forehand reach however should be a little more free. Very good back
transmission. Slightly long tails that should be carried in a slightly more
natural manner. Some care is to be exercised in regards to the elongated
proportions, hindquarter angulation and the size, set and placement of
ears.
This is the second time that this sire has presented a group at a GSD
National Show and Trial. The group consisted of 2 males and 4 females
with the oldest progeny being exhibited in the Open Class both graded
excellent. The females are better than the males. He is line bred on Jango
Furstenburg and provides a degree of predictability with regard to the
line breeding.

The NBC executive congratulates the connections of Ury on the
presentation of a very pleasing group.
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SIRES progeny report
Quanto Wienerau line
*Ch Bluemax Salt AZ (SC) 6 yrs 8 m
S. *Jimmy vom Baruther Land a ED x D.*Bluemax Sophie AZ
Linebreeding: Esko von Danischen Hof (5-4) Total entry – males - 2 females - 4
ANKC
registrations
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The animals presented today are of high quality, standing in the type
of the father from five different mother-lines. They are above medium
size, medium strong, elongated, whilst well coloured they could be
darker in the colour on the heads. Well set necks that are of good
length. They have well-structured medium strong heads with good ear
set, size and firmness. There is good definition between the males and
the females. The progeny have good withers, firm straight backlines,
slightly short well moulded croups. The underlines are very good from
this dog. Good length of foreleg. The forehands are good to very good
and the hindquarter angulation is just slightly deep. In movement they
show good firmness in stepping well at both front and rear. They have
expansive movement maintaining a good wither line. A pleasing group
and we look forward to seeing their further development at future
national show and trials.
This is clearly a very nice group that is family typical and stands within
the limits of size. Salt produces well-formed lower chest and should be
utilised for bitches that need correction with size.
The NBC congratulates the owners and breeders of Salt, a dog that
is perpetuating the line of Jimmy Baruther Land. We look forward to
breeders considering Salt in their breeding programs as he is clearly a
very good sire.

This is the first time Salt has presented a progeny at a GSDCA National
Show and Trial. Two males and four females are represented and the
sire is present. His oldest progeny was presented in the open class and
he produced the Junior stock coat dog winner at this year’s National.
It is noted that the group is sire typical and propagates the type of his
excellent father Jimmy vom Baruther Land. Salt is line bred on Esko
Danishen Hof who was an outstanding producer of quality, producing
females.
Quanto Wienerau line
*Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) a ED (GMY) 5 yrs 3 m
S. *Enosch von Amasis a ED x D. *Flair v d Dam Martinskapelle a ED
Linebreeding: Nil
SV Breed worth score 73 Total entry – males - 5 females - 7
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This is the first time Yokon has presented a group at the GSDCA National
Show and Trial since arriving in Australia in May 2015. Yokon performed
a very credible Excellent 5 at this year’s show. He was recently awarded
the Victorian State Sieger title. His oldest progeny were eligible for the
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Intermediate class and the progeny group is small with only five exhibits,
two males and three females. The sire was present.
The group is above medium size, medium strong, well coloured, well
pigmented and well proportioned. They show good differentiation

SIRES progeny report
angulation. Good length of foreleg. Good forechest development,
however the lower chest should overall be longer. They stand and step
more correct in front than the sire. Stepping narrow at rear. Ideally the
hock and elbow joints should be a little tighter. In movement they
display good willingness to run, with good balance and firmness of
ligamentation holding a good witherline, where the reach should be
freer. The tails should be a little more correct.
This is only a small sample of what the sire is capable of producing.
What is pleasing to see is that the progeny stand within the desired
size, are well coloured and well pigmented with very good hindquarter
angulation and good size and set of ears. Care needs to be taken with
the length and angle of the upper arm and the lay of the croup. Yokon is
a firm and dry dog free of exaggeration with no linebreeding and that is
a highly desirable attribute for breeding in Australia at this point in time.
The NBC executive congratulates the connections of Yokon on
presenting his first progeny group at the GSDCA National Show and
Trial and we look forward to seeing the further development of this
group over the next 12 months.

between the sexes. Well-formed heads with good eye colour and
firmness and set of ears. Ideally the lower jaws could be more developed.
Good necks, normal withers, straight backlines, with the croups being
slightly short and steep. Good forequarter and very good hindquarter
Mutz Peltzierfarm line

*Xaro von der Plassenburg (Imp Deu) ‘a’ED (Gmy) 6 yrs 6m
S.*Remo vom Fichtenschlag ‘a’ED (Gmy) x D. *Wendy von der Piste Trophe ‘a’ED (Gmy)
Linebreeding Hill Farbenspiel (4,4-4) Yasko Farbenspiel (4-4)
Ursus Batu (5-5,5) ‘D’ litter Cuatro Flores Dux-Daggi (3-3) Total entry – males - 4 females – 21
SV Breed worth score 85
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been outstanding with a bronze medal in 2016 and 4th this year in an
incredibly strong class. He is the current Queensland State Sieger.
The group is large to very large, are sire typical, medium strong,
substantial, of very good proportions, pigmentation and of overall very
good harmonious construction. Ideally the saddle markings should be
darker on some of the females. Good heads and expression with dark
eye colour and very good masking. Slightly large ears that should be
firmer in movement. Very good length of neck, withers, firm straight
backs, quite well moulded croups that in some cases could be longer.
The upper arm should be slightly longer and better angled with
very good placement of the shoulder blade. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Very good length of foreleg. They stand correct in front with
balanced chest proportions. Very good forechest development, with
good length of the lowerchest. They step correct both front and rear
with firm hock joints and good firmness of elbows. During movement
they show very good ground covering gait with powerful hindquarter
drive and good forehand reach, displaying a good desire to run.
This is the second time that Xaro has presented a group at a GSDCA
National Show and Trial. The group consisted of one male and sixteen
females with one of the progeny being exhibited in the Open class for
an excellent grading. A further 89 puppies have been registered since
the last national indicating that breeders are utilising Xaro in their
breeding programs. Xaro has been an extremely successful show dog
and is a dog of excellent type. His performance at National shows has

It is pleasing to see this sire present a group of significant numbers with
animals displaying very good uniformity, very good overall construction,
balance and free of exaggeration. This sire offers a high degree of
predictability and utilising this sire to consolidate type and balance of
construction and pigmentation. He is linebred on quality animals and
proven producers. In using Xaro care should be exercised with size and
the size and firmness of ears.

89

SIRES progeny report
Xaro’s progeny have returned very good results through the GSDCA
HD/ED scheme with a high percentage of low scores for hips and normal
elbows. Nineteen animals have successfully presented to the GSDCA
Breed Survey Scheme.

Of particular note is the very good uniformity of the animals presented
and reinforces that there is a very high degree of predictability when
using this sire to consolidate type, overall construction, hindquarter
angulation and pigmentation. Overall, a pleasing group and the NBC
executive congratulate the owners of this sire on the presentation of a
lovely group.

Mutz Peltzierfarm line
*Pepe von der Zenteiche (Imp Deu) a ED (Gmy) 5yrs 11 m
S. E’U2 de la Petite Laeticia a x D. *Amy Zenteiche a
Linebreeding Ursus Batu (5-5,5)
Total entry – males - 6 females - 7
ANKC
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This is the third time Pepe has presented a progeny group at the GSDCA
National Show and Trial. Since last year’s national only 8 puppies have
been registered indicating that breeders are not utilising this dog as a
sire any longer in their breeding programs. Twenty-nine progeny have
been presented to breed survey. The group consists of six males and
six females and the sire was not present. Of the five animals exhibited
in the open class all achieved an excellent grading. A commendable
achievement.
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The group is sire typical, and range from large to very large. They are
medium strong with good proportions overall with some tending to be
a little compact. Very good type. The differentiation between the sexes
is very good. Very good colour and pigment. The heads overall are very
good with good breadth of skull and very good masking, however the
upper and lower jaws should be a little stronger. Desired dark eye colour
however, the shape should be more correct. The ears are large and
should be a little firmer in movement. In some cases the necks should be
a little longer. High withers, firm backs, some with a slight rise in the loin.
The croups in most cases should be longer and are set slightly steep. The
upper arms are good length but should be slightly better angled. In some
cases the shoulders are forward placed. Very good to deep hindquarter
angulation. Good length of foreleg. Good forechest development,
slightly deep, slightly short lower chest formation. They step correct at
front and slightly close at rear, where both the hocks and elbows should
be much firmer. In movement they display good willingness to run with
good ground coverage, ligamentation and balance. Some care to be
exercised with size and the backline.
The NBC executive congratulations the connections of Pepe. A very
pleasing, sire typical group of very good overall anatomical quality.

Ray Fichtenschlag

Remo Fichtenschlag

Yukon Bastille

Dux Cuatro Flores

E’U2 Petite Laeticia

Hill Farbenspiel

Joker Eichenplatz

Yester Feuermelder

Pepe Zenteiche

Xaro Plassenburg

Akyo Nord Wind

Yak Frankengold

Ilbo Holtkamper See

Odin Holtkamper Hof

Peik Holtkamper Hof

Hatto Huhengrab

Huppy Arlet

V8 Reichkaiser Pepetual Grace LSC

V8 Sadira Storm Queen

V 20 Schaeferhund Balleena

V12 Astasia Roxi

V36 Awatea Wattle Flower

V35 Rhosyn New Plaything
Hoss Larchenhain

Quanto Wienerau

Lasso Val Sole

Odin Tannenmeise

HORAND GRAFRATH

Hettel Uckermark

Rolf Osnabrucker Land

Fedor Arminius

Canto Arminius

Kazkiri Ximon
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V18 Sundaneka Tequilla Sunrise
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V3 Eroica Duchess Of York LSC

V17 Seigen Hot Stuff

V11 Alimanda Oh My God LSC

V30 Shepherdhill Venus

V31 Alimanda Flirting With Fire

V16 Sabaranburg Liquid Fire Hic

V9 Kantenna So What

V5 Kantenna Miss Underztood

V3 Jaknell Sweet Painted Lady

V7 Rimerini Always and Forever LSC

Fasties Willy Wonka

Conbhairen Lauser

Solo Team Fiemereck

Alimanda Firewalker

Schneeberg Fire Storm

Scheer Jose Cuervo

Yello St Michaels Berg

Enzo Buchhorn

Nando Gollerweiher

Mark Haus Beck

Nero Norbachtal

Aimsway Abacus

Andacht Raz N Hell

Orrinshir Elton John

Sanjessa Crusty Demon

Jasso Bimsgrube

Balou Eppelein

Lasso Neuen Berg

Jello Wienerau

Scott Deodatus

Ursus Batu

Yasko Farbenspiel

Fulz Zenevredo
Cayos Noriswand

Janos Noriswand

Quenn Loher Weg

V9 Lago Federica LSC

V13 Lago Elena LSC

V27 Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne

Odin Delle Terra Matildiche

Ritchi Eichenplatz

Furbo degli Achei

Uran Moorbeck

Mika Overledingerland

Gustl Wildsteiger Land

Canto Wienerau

Jeck Noricum

Visium Arminius

Vitus Haus Farrenkoph

Cary Fiemereck

Ando Altenberger Land

Uran Wildsteiger Land

Eiko Kirschental

Yago Wildsteiger Land

Kalle Noriswand

Ulk Arlett

Zamb Wienerau

Gorbi Wienerau

Nero Hirschel

Urk Wienerau

Vatikan Bad boll

Mischlands Kwai

Levis di Fossombrone

Ravdansens Orvar

Kantenna Simbas Pride

Kwint Juerikstall

Pakros Ulmental

V10 Jaykri Pearl LSC

Vegas Haut Mansard

Wegas Fichtenschlag

Toby Plassenburg

Ury Zisawinkel

Rico Kleinen Birke

Arex Wilhelmswarte

Gerry Schacher

Esko Danischen Hof

Max Loggia dei Mercanti

Maffay Arminius

Mark Schwalmbergtal

Bax Luisenstrasse

V13 Khayem Je Ne Sais Quoi

V21 Durnstein Glitz N Glamour

V4 Lawine Quira LSC

V10 Kuirau Chakira

V28 Astasia Oxley

V22 Brigenti Ice Flame

V4 Andacht Gypsy

V7 Friedental Bliss Fulicious

V34 Kingland Nickitta

Yerom Haus Salihin

Negas Holtkamper See

Rocky Haus Tepferd

Rico Altenberger Land

Canyon Lars Aue

Arkon Altenberger Land

V1 Zicke Feuermelder

V6 Awesamshep Cassia LSC

Astasia Elli

V12 Kptlonglocks Island Girl LSC

V37 Freevale Crazy Beautiful

V26 Freevale Crazier In Pink

V11 Castastar Alexie

Zony Haus Gerstenberg

Sony Neudenauer Holzsteige

Marko Della Valcuvia

Astasia Paca

Tor Casa Nobili

Dux Valcuvia

Giovanni Kapellenberg

Ober Bad Boll

Quantum Arminius

Zamp Thermodos

Fakir Heinrichplatz Djenges Khan Sante’s Home

Vegas Dongmiran

Schaeferhund Rafael

V2 Fremont I’ve Got Te Magic

V19 Andacht Gene Pool

V33 Shaygar Fallon

Duras Holtkamper See

Calli Fiemereck

Siobahn Apollo

As Du Domaine Du Val d’Aulnoy

Enosch Amasis

Geck Casa Nobili

V25 Karham Itzony Destiny

V1 Eroica Coco Chanel LSC
Indio Casa Nobili

V15 Debbar Bella

Focus Piste Trophe

V23 Leberhine Babe

V29 Lewisland Hide N Seek

Enosch Casa Nobili

Naxos Holtkamper See

Jimmy Baruther Land

V2 Avahlee Girls Keep Secrets LSC

V24 Seigen Peggys Charlie

V5 Vladimir Glam I Am LSC

Bluemax Salt

V14 Jayshell Kenzie

Dux Intercanina

Schumann Tronje

V6 Charlotte Tronje

V32 Abelara Xena

Odin Hirschel
Billo Riedeckenburg

Argo Mutterlieb

Nestor Wiegerfelsen

Alf Nordfelsen

Mutz Pelztierfarm

Johnny Rheinhalle

Cello Romerau
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Eu2 Petite Laeticia

Pepe Zenteiche

Dux Cuatro Flores

Ray Fichtenschlag

Remo Fichtenschlag

Iliano v Fichtenschlag

V1 Djambo v Fichtenschlag

YankeeFeuermelder

V7 Denargun Uncle Fester LSC

V10 Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky

V14 Misteishah Fletcher

V5 Amberg Vocco LSC

V4 Bodecka Casanova LSC

Vegas Haut Mansard
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Marko della Valcuvia

Pakros Ulmental

Arex Wilhelmswarte

Wegas Fichtenschlag

Gerry Schacher
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Tor Casa Nobili

V3 Labo v Schollweiher

Geck Casa Nobili

Indio Casa Nobili

Dux Valcuvia

Odin Hirschel
Nero Hirschel

Max Loggia dei Mercanti

Quantum Arminius

Giovanna Kapellenberg

Ober Bad Boll

Zamb Wienerau

HORAND GRAFRATH

Hettel Uckermark

Rolf Osnabrucker Land

Quanto Wienerau

Lasso Val Sole

Scott Deodatus

Jasso Bimsgrube

Sannjessa Crusty Demon

Kantenna Hunter

Canto Wienerau

V3 Shernae Pakros LSC

Mark Haus Beck

Ursus Batu

Uran Moorbeck

Tyson Kottersbusch

Pakros Pendler

V18 Abelara Majestic Prince

Gustl Wildstieger Land

Jeck Noricum

Odin Tannenmeise

Visium Arminius

Vitus Haus Farrenkopf

Cary Fiemereck

Sony Neudenauer Holzsteige

Zony Haus Gerstenberg

Astasia Paca LSC

V1 Eroica Catch Me if You Can LSC

Enosch Amasis

V5 Sensen Mann Yokon

Ustinov Romerland

V8 Hillmagic Purple Haze LSC

V6 Grundelhardt Circle of Life LSC

V11 Vablo Osterberger

V4 Xaro Plassenburg

V6 Conbhairen Karlos

V9 Kuirau Casey Stoner

V15 Babanga Make My Day

V8 Heiko Ice N Fire

V2 Fremont Hells Bells

V2 Babanga Mr Anderson LSC

V7 Calle v Westervenn

V13 Kelinpark Helluva Rebel

Toby Plassenburg

Yester Feuermelder
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Immo Batu
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Leishjaclyn Zpartacus

V19 Leishjaclyn God Dancer

Ballack Brucknerallee

V16 Esko vd Zwei Steinen
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Quenn Loher Weg

Hagadahls Figo

Furbo degli Achei

Odin delle Terre Matildiche

V12 Uhlmsdorf Black Douglas

V17 Stobar Quentin

Nujaclyn Latin Dancer

Leishjaclyn Rain Dancer

Billo Riedeckenburg

Argo Mutterlieb

Nestor Wiegerfelsen

Alf Nordfelsen

Mutz Pelztierfarm

Johnny Rheinhalle

Cello Romerau

Huppy Arlet

Hill Farbenspiel

Yukon Bastille

Joker Eichenplatz

Hans-Juergen
Neddermeyer A Tribute.
Juergen Neddermeyer
Born 6.12.1930 – Braunschweig
Died 22.3.2017 Adelaide – aged 86
Sisters Inge (dec), Krista and Ute.
Can you imagine a very young teenage boy,
together with his schoolboy mates wanting
the bombs to come so that they could miss
school for a couple of days or so? Or that same
boy in February 1945, whilst visiting his aunt,
seeing stark reality really hit home - not shifting
rubble but dead bodies in that infamous and
devastating bombing of Dresden where 35,000
– 135,000 were killed.
He never forgot the horrific sights that he
witnessed.
This was Juergen!
After the end of WWII there was not much to
do except shift rocks and rubble and I guess
this is where this put him on the path to
becoming a bricklayer. As travel opportunities
were almost non-existent and whilst he missed
out on work in South Africa, he did obtain
a contract working on the coal stations in
Morwell, Victoria, as a bricklayer.
However he very nearly didn’t get here as he
lost his passport. But it worked out in the end.
In 1952, with the blessing of his family, Juergen
caught a boat from Italy to come to Australia
and begin work at Morwell. Six months later,
he was told that there was no more work at
Morwell and he could go back home or travel
around Australia. So, six young German twenty
two year olds bought motor bikes and with
a huge sense of adventure headed towards
Adelaide. They headed for the Riverland area,
but they had picked the wrong season, as
the apricots were not due till summer. So, six
young Germans camped on the local river
and in true spirit they won everyone over,
becoming handy men for the towns of the
Riverland area. Three of these six men married
Australian girls, including Juergen who with his
wife Eve had a great time in Melbourne at the
1956 Olympics.
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In the late 1950’s he came to Adelaide and
worked very hard on developing a contractor
bricklayer business. Some of the buildings he
helped erect were the Hilton Hotel, Lightsquare
Car park, Union Street Car park and of course
the Westfield Shopping Centre, Marion. In
1992 he decided this was too much hard work
and set about building a house boat. He then
ran a commercial hire business for the next 11

years. Juergen became an Australian citizen on
January 18, 1962 and relinquished his German
passport. An example of his canniness was that
he was known in the business world as Hans
but answered to Juergen in the dog world.
Juergen and his new wife, Joylene, had a great
time living on the 7th floor of the roundhouse
in Glenelg. In 1990 they became parents, with
Martin arriving on the scene. In 1992 they
shifted to Wentworth, where Juergen took
up running a single houseboat once again.
Juergens relationship with Joylene was very
special – particularly to them.
He loved the Murray River and was enchanted
by the changing scenery, blue skies, red
cliffs and starry nights. He had a notorious
reputation with motor vehicles, including
being booked twice the same day by the
same policeman. There are many stories about
Juergen and his cars. And, of course, his love of
cooking and eating was very well known.
Juergen had quite a number of die-hard, long
term friendships with other Germans who had
settled here, many with the German Club in
South Australia.
Juergen’s contribution to the German Shepherd
world was astonishing. In the 2010 edition
of the Golden Jubilee on page 634, as Editor,
I stated the following: “There is no doubt
whatsoever that Juergen Neddermeyer has
been an absolute stalwart of the Council,
almost from the very beginning.
Having spent 12 years from the early 1980’s
to the mid 1990’s on the Executive with
Juergen, at an extremely busy time of council’s
existence, I feel that I am more than qualified
to comment. I always found that Juergen’s
practical, down to earth business sense was
invaluable to the decision making processes of
the Executive and the Council itself. His calm
and easy going manner hid a sharp sense of
reality and business acumen, which has been
sadly missed since his departure from the
Executive.

Consequently, Juergen’s service was formally
recognised by the SV with a presentation in
June 2007, with a Significant Achievement
Award from the SV presented by Schweikert
in Adelaide at the South Australian
Championship Show. His son Martin read a
lovely tribute to Juergen, written by Mr Louis
Donald (page 634 Golden Jubilee), which
ended with the following:
“No-one in the German Shepherd Dog
sport in Australia is more deserving of
the award bestowed upon him today in
recognition of Juergen’s determination, his
unselfish work, his single minded purpose,
his vision and finally his total dedication to
the breed”.
Mr L C Donald
Juergen showed a genuine care, love and
support for his son Martin. As Martin has told
us, he took great interest in everything that
he did. Juergen was very proud of not only
the achievements, but the young man that
he has grown up to be, something which was
enhanced by Martin’s eulogy to his father at
the funeral service.
In his later years, Juergen received great
support, friendship and the companionship
of Helga. Going to the market, the German
butcher, playing bowls, attending dog
shows and holidays was a routine that they
really loved. Helga, your support was truly
appreciated by everyone.

His willingness to assist the Council on
almost any front for almost 40 years has been
exemplary and at great personal cost. He has
unflinchingly shown great generosity in looking
after and paying for many expenses with
regards to looking after overseas visiting judges,
both pre and post shows.

An indication of what the German’s really
thought of Juergen is expressed by Frank
Goldlust and Suzanne Reimann who have reiterated messages sent to Frau Kaspar on the
death of Gunther - “we should not be sad that
we have lost him, we should be glad we have
had him”.

I have been personally advised by many SV
judges that they consider Juergen to be one
of the finest people they have come across
in their travels throughout the world for his
generous hospitality, his friendliness, good
humour and high regard for the GSD. The
GSDCA is very soundly, very firmly in Juergen’s
debt for all of the services he has so willingly
and faithfully provided since the late 1960’s, as
outlined in the Excellent Select section.”

Loved and respected by all that knew him – a
true gentleman – who will be sadly missed and
will be forever in our hearts.
May he Rest in Peace.

James Rodger
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“With the recent passing of Juergen and Tom, we salute their significant
contribution to the German Shepherd Dog in Australia”
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